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Abstract

Ultrasound focusing has many applications in a wide range of fields. Focused
ultrasound is one of the main tools used by doctors all over the world to obtain
biomedical images of different kind of tissues non-invasively. In the past decades,
high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) appeared as one of the fundamental
techniques for cancer treatment through non-invasive thermal tumor ablation. In
addition, focused ultrasonic waves are recently emerging as one of the main tools to
treat brain diseases, with novel disruptive techniques such as blood-brain barrier
opening or neuromodulation. In industrial environments, ultrasonic waves are
widely employed as one of the primary methods for the non-destructive evaluation
(NDE) of materials and structures, as acoustic waves are able to penetrate deep
into objects otherwise opaque using optical techniques. In this sense, designing
structures capable of focusing ultrasonic waves is of great interest and relevance
for the scientific, the industrial, and the biomedical sectors.

This thesis devises new designs of acoustic lenses capable of controlling
the main parameters of the focused ultrasound beam, achieving different kinds
of focusing profiles suitable for a wide variety of scenarios. In particular, Fres-
nel Zone Plates (FZPs), commonly used in optics, are designed and adapted to
the ultrasound domain. A novel spatio-temporal modulation technique capable
of controlling the ultrasound focus location in both time and space is presented,
increasing the versatility of this kind of devices. New design techniques based
on applying a binary sequence to FZPs are also demonstrated, such as Cantor
fractal sequences or generalized M-bonacci sequences, which modify the focusing
properties of the lens, including the number, location, and shape of the different
acoustic foci. In addition, acoustic jets generated by liquid-filled spherical lenses
are devised for near-field high resolution imaging, demonstrating their applicability
in the ultrasound domain. It is demonstrated that, by changing the inner liquid
of the spherical lens or by tuning the mixing ratio between two liquids, the main
focal parameters of the ultrasonic jet can be accurately controlled. The proposed
designs are validated using both numerical simulations and experimental measure-



ments, paving the way for the use of these kind of structures in focused ultrasound
applications.



Resumen

La focalización de ultrasonidos tiene muchas aplicaciones en una gran variedad
de áreas tanto científicas como industriales. Los ultrasonidos focalizados son una
de las herramientas principales usada por médicos en todo el mundo para obtener
imágenes biomédicas de diferentes tipos de tejidos y órganos de manera no inva-
siva. En las últimas décadas, el uso de ultrasonidos focalizados de alta intensidad
(HIFU, por sus siglas en inglés) ha surgido como una de las técnicas principales
para el tratamiento de cáncer mediante la ablación térmica de tumores de man-
era no invasiva. Además, los ultrasonidos focalizados están emergiendo en los
últimos años como uno de los métodos más prometedores para el tratamiento de
las enfermedades cerebrales, con la aparición de nuevas técnicas disruptivas como
la apertura reversible de la barrera hematoencefálica o la neuromodulación. En
entornos industriales, los ultrasonidos son ampliamente utilizados como uno de los
métodos principales para la evaluación no destructiva de materiales y estructuras,
debido a que las ondas acústicas pueden penetrar en los objetos a distancias donde
la luz no puede debido a la elevada absorción y dispersión. En este sentido, diseñar
estructuras capaces de focalizar ultrasonidos es de una gran relevancia tanto para
la comunidad científica como para los sectores médicos e industriales.

Esta tesis presenta nuevos diseños de lentes acústicas capaces de contro-
lar los parámetros principales del haz de ultrasonidos focalizados, proporcionando
diferentes tipos de perfiles de focalización adecuados para una gran variedad de
aplicaciones y escenarios. En particular, se han diseñado y adaptado al campo de
los ultrasonidos las lentes de Fresnel (Fresnel Zone Plates, FZPs), ampliamente
utilizadas en el campo de la óptica. Se ha presentado una nueva técnica de mod-
ulación espacio-temporal capaz de controlar la posición del foco de ultrasonidos
tanto en espacio como en tiempo, aumentando así la versatilidad de este tipo
de dispositivos. También se ha demostrado el funcionamiento en el campo de la
acústica de nuevos diseños basados en aplicar secuencias binarias a una lente de
Fresnel convencional, como las secuencias fractales de Cantor o las secuencias de
M-bonacci generalizadas, capaces de modificar las propiedades de focalización de



las lentes, incluyendo el número, posición y forma de los focos acústicos. Además,
se introduce un nuevo diseño de lentes esféricas rellenas de líquido capaces de
generar jets ultrasónicos, con mucho potencial en aplicaciones de imagen de alta
resolución en campo cercano. Se ha demostrado que, cambiando el líquido in-
terno de la lente o ajustando el ratio de mezcla entre dos líquidos, se pueden
controlar los parámetros principales del jet. Los diseños propuestos en la tesis han
sido validados tanto empleando simulaciones numéricas como realizando medidas
experimentales, allanando el camino para el uso de este tipo de estructuras en
aplicaciones de focalización de ultrasonidos.



Resum

La focalització d’ultrasons té moltes aplicacions en moltes àrees científiques i in-
dustrials. Els ultrasons focalitzats són una de les eines principals utilitzada per
metges a tot el món per obtenir imatges biomèdiques de diferents tipus de teixits
i òrgans de manera no invasiva. En les últimes dècades, els ultrasons focalitzats
d’alta intensitat (HIFU, per les seues sigles en anglès) han aparegut com una de les
tècniques principals per al tractament de càncer mitjançant l’ablació de tumors de
manera no invasiva. A més, els ultrasons focalitzats estan emergint en els últims
anys com un dels mètodes més prometedors per al tractament de les malalties
cerebrals, amb l’aparició de noves tècniques disruptives com l’obertura reversible
de la barrera hematoencefàlica o la neuromodulació. En entorns industrials, els ul-
trasons són àmpliament utilitzats com un dels mètodes principals per a l’avaluació
no destructiva de materials i estructures, pel fet que les ones acústiques poden
penetrar en els objectes a distàncies on la llum no pot a causa de l’elevada absorció
i dispersió. En aquest sentit, dissenyar estructures capaces de focalitzar ultrasons
és d’una gran rellevància tant per a la comunitat científica com per als sectors
mèdics i industrials.

Aquesta tesi presenta nous dissenys de lents acústiques capaços de contro-
lar els paràmetres principals del feix d’ultrasons focalitzats, proporcionant diferents
tipus de perfils de focalització adequats per a una gran varietat d’aplicacions i es-
cenaris. En particular, s’han dissenyat i adaptat al camp dels ultrasons les lents
de Fresnel (Fresnel Zone Plates, FZPs), àmpliament utilitzades en el camp de
l’òptica. S’ha presentat una nova tècnica de modulació espai-temporal capaç de
controlar la posició del focus d’ultrasons tant en espai com en temps, augmentant
així la versatilitat d’aquest tipus de dispositius. També s’ha demostrat el fun-
cionament en el camp de l’acústica de nous dissenys basats en aplicar seqüències
binàries a una lent de Fresnel convencional, com les seqüències fractals de Cantor
o les seqüències de M-bonacci generalitzades, capaces de modificar les propietats
de focalització de les lents, incloent el nombre, posició i forma dels focus acústics.
A més, s’introdueix un nou disseny de lents esfèriques plenes de líquid capaces de



generar jets ultrasònics, amb molt potencial en aplicacions d’imatge d’alta res-
olució en camp proper. S’ha demostrat que, canviant el líquid intern de la lent
o ajustant la ràtio de barreja entre dos líquids, es poden controlar els paràmetres
principals del jet. Els dissenys proposats en la tesi han estat validats tant emprant
simulacions numèriques com realitzant mesures experimentals, aplanant el camí
per a l’ús d’aquest tipus d’estructures en aplicacions de focalització d’ultrasons.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The term ultrasound refers to acoustic waves propagating in matter, either in
solid, liquid or gaseous state. In this sense, acoustics can be defined as the the
science of sound [1], including its generation, propagation, and reception, where
sound does not only refer to phenomena in the audible regime, but also in lower
(infrasound) and higher (ultrasound) frequencies. A wave, on the other hand, is
the vibrational movement (at a finite speed) of a disturbance from one point to
another in matter [2]. This vibrational movement represents a transmission of
mechanical energy through matter.

The audible regime of an average person ranges from 20 Hz to 20 kHz
[3], and therefore, ultrasound includes the study of acoustic waves at frequencies
higher than 20 kHz. Depending on how the disturbance moves respect to the
propagation direction, two kinds of acoustic waves can be distinguished. If the
disturbance moves along the propagation direction, the acoustic wave is longitudi-
nal, whereas if the disturbance moves perpendicular to the propagation direction,
the acoustic wave is transverse. Ultrasound has many and diverse applications in
a large amount of scientific and professional areas. Next section covers, in partic-
ular, the applications of focused ultrasound, as it is the key application scenario
of the work developed in this thesis.

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Focused Ultrasound Applications

Focused ultrasound (FUS) is a term employed to denote ultrasonic waves that
direct the mechanical energy, and therefore the amplitude of the vibrational dis-
placement, into a single or a specific set of spatial points, known as focus or foci.
FUS has a huge range of applications in many areas, mainly due to its non-ionizing
mechanical nature and its cost effective performance. Ultrasonic waves can pen-
etrate deep into objects or tissues where optical waves cannot due to absorption
and scattering. Moreover, ultrasound transducers are generally cheaper and easier
to design compared to other imaging modalities such as MRI, X-Ray, or optical
systems [4]. Nowadays, the two main FUS application scenarios are the biomedical
and the industrial fields.

Mainly, industrial applications of FUS are based on non-destructive test-
ing (NDT) of materials and structures to detect flaws or deformations [5–10]. In
addition, high-power FUS is also employed for industrial cleaning, welding, and
cutting of materials [11]. Other interesting industrial application of FUS is sono-
chemistry. Sonochemistry uses bubble cavitation produced by the ultrasonic waves
in liquids to control and activate certain chemical reactions [12, 13]. Ultrasound
has applications in the food industry too. For instance, low-power ultrasound is
currently used to monitor the composition and physicochemical properties of food,
while high-power ultrasound is employed in various steps of food processing chains
[14, 15].

Nowadays, the main and most widely extended application of FUS in
medicine is biomedical imaging of soft tissues [4]. This kind of conventional pulse-
echo techniques allow to measure the sizes and distances of the different organs,
which can be extremely useful to diagnose certain kind of pathologies. Moreover,
ultrasonic imaging has been used since decades ago for pregnancy monitoring and
assessment of the development of the baby.

One of the most growing FUS medical applications is high intensity focused
ultrasound (HIFU). HIFU can be used to treat different types of tumors using
high intensity ultrasonic waves directed towards the targeted cancerous tissues,
which results in thermal ablation of the cancerous cells [16–18]. One important
advancement in this field is the combination of HIFU with magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) techniques [19, 20], which allows to control the temperature of the
targeted cancerous tissue and its surroundings in real time, therefore enhancing
the efficacy of the treatment and reducing the ablation of healthy tissues.

In the past years, novel plane wave illumination techniques allowed for
real-time ultrasound imaging at thousands of frames per second [21, 22]. Plane
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1.1. Focused Ultrasound Applications

wave imaging uses plane waves to simultaneously illuminate all the tissue, instead
of performing beam steering to scan each angle of the tissue as conventional
phased-array configurations do. Here, it is worth noting that the focusing process
is not performed in transmission nor in reception of the acoustic wavefront, but
focusing is actually achieved applying signal processing methods to the received
ultrasonic signals. This new technique paved the way for a wide range of new
biomedical applications. For instance, performing ultrasonic imaging at thousands
of frames per second allowed researchers to perform doppler imaging of small blood
vessels and to monitor blood flow in different tissues [23–25]. Ultrafast ultrasound
imaging has also had a great impact on neuroscience with the appearance of new
functional ultrasound techniques (fUS) [26, 27], which are used to visualize and
track hemodynamic changes in brain vasculature. This allows to track neural
activation and behaviour patterns, which is a key aspect necessary to reach a
better understanding of how the brain works. Another key advantage of imaging
ultrasonic waves at thousands of frames per second is that the system is able to
analyze acoustic waves with very slow speeds of sounds, of approximately 1− 10
m/s. Interestingly, the shear (or transverse) speed of sound of soft biological
tissues is in that order of magnitude, which has allowed the appearance of a new
ultrasonic imaging modality: shear wave elastography [28–31]. This technique
is able to estimate the elastic parameters of tissues (i.e. Young’s modulus and
shear modulus), which provides an indication of the stiffness of the tissue and
can be very helpful in the diagnosis of tumors and malformations. However, it is
important to keep in mind that this kind of fUS techniques do not employ acoustic
lenses and they always rely on phased-arrays to perform plane wave imaging, so
this technique is outside the application scope of this thesis.

One of the main obstacles to treat diseases affecting the central nervous
system (CNS), is the blood-brain barrier (BBB), which is a thin membrane made
of endothelial cells surrounding the blood vessels of the brain that prevents drugs
from penetrating into the CNS. In this sense, in the past decades FUS emerged
as one of the most powerful tools to safely and non-invasively open the BBB
in specific target areas [32–34]. Using microbubbles injected directly into the
blood stream, FUS can make the microbubbles vibrate and temporarily open the
junctions of the BBB, therefore allowing drugs to penetrate the CNS and treat a
wide range of brain diseases.

Another big application of FUS in neuroscience is ultrasound neuromodu-
lation (UNM). FUS can deliver mechanical energy to neurons deep into the brain,
and trigger neural activation in specific regions of the brain (those located inside
the ultrasound focus) [35–37]. This allows scientist to expand their knowledge of
the brain behaviour, non-invasively.

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

1.2 Acoustic Lenses

FUS can be generated with either passive structures that transform unfocused
acoustic energy into focused energy or with active transducer phased-arrays. The
passive structures capable of focusing the incident ultrasonic energy into one or
various focal spots are named acoustic lenses, and their working principle is based
on modifying the phase and/or amplitude of the incident field so that the wave-
front leaving the lens converges constructively at the focus, and therefore the
acoustic energy is maximized at that particular spatial point [38]. Alternatively,
phased-arrays consist of a series of ultrasound transducers, which input excitation
amplitude and phase can be individually controlled [39–41]. This allows to actively
design an ultrasonic wavefront with the desired number and location of foci. The
main advantage of phased-arrays compared to acoustic lenses is, therefore, that
the generated wavefront, and thus the focusing pattern, can be actively reconfig-
ured, which enables interesting applications such as acoustic tweezers and particle
trapping and levitation [42–44]. In contrast, once and acoustic lens is manufac-
tured, its focusing pattern is constrained and cannot be controlled with the same
degree of freedom as that of a phased-array. However, despite this important
constrain, employing acoustic lenses instead of phased-arrays is becoming more
and more popular among scientist, due to two key advantages. First of all, they
are orders of magnitude cheaper than phased-arrays, and considerably easier and
faster to manufacture. Second, the advance in 3D printing and material science
techniques allowed scientific teams to design and manufacture custom acoustic
lenses within a few hours, or even minutes, using commercially available 3D print-
ers. This fact, combined with the advance in ultrasound holography research,
which enabled scientists to tailor complex 3D ultrasonic focal patterns, resulted in
a big growth of interest in acoustic lenses in the past years. Therefore, acoustic
lenses are becoming more and more appealing to researchers, as they provide a
faster and simpler way to achieve acoustic focusing, with reduced size and cost
compared to phased-arrays.

Classical acoustic lenses consist mainly of concave spherically-shaped pas-
sive structures directly coupled to the transducer, with a fixed single focal distance
[38, 45, 46], although focusing can also be achieved by shaping the piezoelectric
material [47, 48]. In the last decades, researchers have devised new ways to achieve
acoustic focusing. From all these novel methods, two stand out as the most widely
analyzed and investigated in the literature: acoustic metasurfaces and holograms.

The concept of metasurface was first introduced and demonstrated in the
fields of optics and microwaves, where the option of designing materials and
surfaces with negative magnetic permeability and electric permittivity attracted
closed attention due to their multiple applications, including wave focusing [49–

4



1.2. Acoustic Lenses

54]. Later, metasurfaces were also investigated and demonstrated in acoustics [55],
where they have proven to be a very appealing option to design ultrasonic lenses.
Acoustic metasurfaces are made of a group of unit cells, smaller in size than the
operating wavelength. Each unit cell is designed to provide a specific amplitude
and phase at its output plane, so that the combination of the different contribu-
tions of the unit cells generates an acoustic wavefront capable of achieving the
desired focusing pattern. Several unit cell designs have been presented in recent
years. Among all the possibilities, three stand out as the most widely employed
unit cell design techniques: Helmholtz resonators, coiling-up space structures,
and subwavelength slits. Acoustic metasurfaces made of Helmholtz resonators
are based on tuning individual subwavelength Helmholtz resonators to provide the
desired complex transmission coefficient of the unit cell [56–58]. Coiling-up unit
cells employ subwavelength labyrinthine paths with variable lengths and widths,
so that at the output of the labyrinth the acoustic wave has the desired phase
[59–63]. The latter option consists of using an array of deep subwavelength slits,
tuned to provide the desired pressure distribution at its output plane [64, 65].

Nowadays, the other main paradigm to design acoustic lenses is based on
acoustic holograms. Acoustic holograms are single elements that produce a pres-
sure field at its output plane (known as the holographic plane) capable of achieving
complex 3D pressure patterns. The design method consists of backpropagating
this 3D pressure target pattern to the holographic plane, and then obtaining a
lens that can provide the complex conjugate of the backpropagated field. Obtain-
ing the final lens design requires an iterative forward and backward propagation
algorithm to achieve a lens height profile capable of generating the desired pres-
sure distribution at the target plane. Early research was developed in the 90s,
demonstrating that an holographic lens directly coupled to a single ultrasound
transducer is capable of achieving high resolution focusing at the desired spatial
locations [66, 67]. In the past decade, with the fast advances in 3D printers and
3D printing technologies and materials, 3D printed holographic lenses appeared as
a very promising alternative to achieve complex ultrasound focusing patterns [68].
Since then, 3D printed holograms have become one of the most versatile methods
to achieve FUS, with very short manufacturing cost and time [69–76].

Despite their great potential and versatility, both metasurfaces and acous-
tic holograms have important drawbacks. On the one hand, acoustic metasurfaces
need a complete 3D design and optimisation of each one of their unit cells, which
can be difficult to achieve. Moreover, the manufacturing process of the subwave-
length structures can be challenging for high frequency ultrasound. On the other
hand, holographic lenses usually have complex geometries and height profiles that
require high manufacturing precision, which can be limiting in some application
scenarios. In addition, when the acoustic wavefront propagates through heteroge-
neous media, such as biomedical applications involving transcranial propagation,
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performing iterative 3D full-wave simulations can be challenging, resulting in very
time-consuming simulations with heavy computational burden. However, this is
not a specific drawback associated to this kind of devices, as whenever hetero-
geneities are present in the acoustic medium, full-wave simulations are required to
properly characterize the acoustic focus and its aberrations.

In this regard, Fresnel Zone Plates (FZPs) are a very appealing alternative
for researchers working with FUS. FZPs are a simpler yet powerful and versa-
tile choice to achieve ultrasound focusing. This type of devices has been used
since decades ago in many fields, such as optics [77–79], X-rays [80, 81], and
microwaves [82, 83]. FZPs are planar monofocal lenses made of a series of con-
centric rings, with decreasing width. The position of each ring depends on the
focusing parameters, such as the focal distance and the operating wavelength.
The resolution of the lens can be controlled by adjusting the number of rings,
and therefore the size of the lens. Moreover, the planar geometry of FZPs can
be a big advantage over holographic lenses and acoustic metasurfaces, resulting
in an easier and faster manufacturing process, although FZPs offer less flexibility
in terms of focusing pattern configuration. Interestingly, in the past years, novel
designs based on FZPs were introduced for optical applications. These designs are
based on applying a binary sequence to the different rings of the lens. This binary
sequence controls the activation or deactivation of each ring, and depending on
the type of binary sequence, different focusing patterns are obtained. Two main
types of binary sequences stand out for their interesting influence on the focusing
profile: Fibonacci and Cantor sequences. Cantor fractal binary sequences provide
focusing profiles with a main focus and multiple secondary foci, with interesting
self-similarity properties [84, 85], while Fibonacci binary sequences applied on the
FZP rings result in bifocal intensity patterns [86, 87].

In the ultrasound field, early research was carried out in the 70s, when
researchers designed and manufactured FZPs by shaping the piezoelectric elec-
trodes as FZP rings [88–90], demonstrating the use of this kind of devices in the
ultrasound domain. Later, in the 80s and 90s, researchers implemented FZPs by
directly etching the piezoelectric material with the shape of an FZP, increasing
the efficiency of this devices [91, 92]. In the past decade, new ultrasonic FZP
designs were introduced, separating the lens from the transducer or directly cou-
pling an interchangeable lens to the surface of the transducer, therefore increasing
their versatility and application scenario [93]. Subsequently, novel designs based
on FZPs were presented, such as lenses capable of creating an ultrasonic vortex
[94, 95], 3D printed FZPs [96, 97], and stretchable FZPs that provide a tunable
focal spot [98].

In the optical domain, another interesting design technique was introduced
in the last years, capable of generating optical jets by using dielectric spheres.
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These optical jets, which received the name of photonic nanojets, are generated
at the near-field shadow side of the sphere when the sphere is illuminated by a plane
wave, and its lateral resolution can overcome the diffraction limit [99–101]. The
jet is generated by the scattered modes at the sphere, which results in evanescent
waves that provide the lateral information required to achieve a focal spot narrower
than λ/2. Recently, in 2017 researchers I.V. Minin and O.V. Minin proposed an
acoustic analogue to the photonic nanojet in the acoustic domain [102], and later
in the same year they experimentally demonstrated with collaborators J.H. Lopes
et al. the generation of an ultrasonic jet using a solid Rexolite sphere immersed
in water [103, 104], achieving a lateral resolution of λ/2 with a sphere radius of
just 4.14λ. Further research proved that ultrasonic jets can exceed λ/2 resolutions
[105, 106].

1.3 Motivation and Objectives

As shown in the previous sections, FUS has many applications in the industrial and
biomedical fields, and therefore devising new ways to achieve ultrasound focusing
and improving current techniques is of great scientific significance. This thesis
aims to further develop the use of FZPs in the ultrasound domain, extending their
capabilities by using novel design techniques introduced in the optical domain
based on binary sequences, and devising novel beam modulation methods capable
of controlling the ultrasound focus. Moreover, as a result of a collaboration with
Prof. Igor V. Minin and Prof. Oleg V. Minin from Tomsk Polytechnic University,
the application of spherical liquid-filled containers to generate ultrasonic jets is
also investigated. Ultrasonic jets can break the diffraction limit, and therefore can
potentially become a very appealing alternative for near-field ultrasound imaging
applications. Thus, by increasing the versatility of acoustic FZPs and ultrasonic
jets, this thesis wants to expand the use and capabilities of this kind of devices,
as they are simple structures that can provide good focusing performance.

The main objectives of this thesis can be listed as:

1. Design and adapt FZP lenses for the ultrasound domain.

2. Implement beam modulation techniques that allow for an accurate control
of the ultrasound beam.

3. Design acoustic lenses based on binary sequences to increase the versatility
and application scenario of conventional FZPs.

4. Investigate spherical lenses capable of generating ultrasonic jets with tunable
focusing parameters.
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1.4 Structure of the Thesis

This thesis is arranged as a collection of published journal articles. A total of 8
journal papers are included, related to the different objectives established in the
thesis. The dissertation is structured as follows:

• Chapter 1: state of the art review of ultrasonic lenses and the main appli-
cations of focused ultrasound. Main objectives and structure of this disser-
tation.

• Chapter 2: fundamental theory of acoustic wave diffraction and propagation.
Summary of the employed numerical methods and their implementation, and
overview of the experimental set-up and the measurement process.

• Chapters 3–10: collection of published journal papers. By topic, the chapters
are arranged as follows:

– Chapters 3–6: design of FZP lenses in the ultrasound domain and beam
modulation techniques. A method to compensate the distortion intro-
duced by piston transducers in the focusing profiles of ultrasonic FZPs
is devised. Bifocal focusing profiles are achieved by combining two con-
ventional FZPs with different focal distances. The transient response
of FZPs is analyzed, and a new beam modulation technique capable of
controlling the ultrasound focus in space and time is presented. These
chapters correspond to objectives 1 and 2 of this thesis.

– Chapters 7–8: application of binary sequences to modify the focus-
ing properties of conventional FZPs. Cantor and M-bonacci binary
sequences are analyzed and experimentally demonstrated in the ul-
trasound domain, modifying the focusing profiles of FZP lenses with
bifocal intensity distributions and fractal multifocal profiles. These
chapters are related to objective number 3 of this thesis.

– Chapters 9–10: investigation of spherical lenses to generate ultrasonic
jets. New designs based on spherical liquid-filled lenses are presented,
providing a way of achieving ultrasonic jets with tunable focal param-
eters. These chapters are related to objective 4 of this thesis.

• Chapter 11: discussion and final conclusions of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Fundamentals of Acoustic
Wave Diffraction and
Propagation

The main objective of this chapter is to offer an introduction to the fundamental
theory and equations of acoustic wave diffraction and propagation, as well as
the main numerical methods employed in this thesis to compute the simulations
presented in next chapters. In addition, the experimental set-up and measurement
process is also described.

2.1 Diffraction

When a pressure wavefront encounters an abrupt edge or corner, as happens
when an incident acoustic field reaches the different rings of an FZP lens, the
wavefront is diffracted, generating an interference pattern. Given a pressure field
at a point r′ = (x′, y′, 0) incident on an aperture located at z = 0, p0(r′),
the diffracted pressure at the point r = (x, y, z) can be calculated by using the
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral [1, 2],

p(r) =
∫∫

S

p0(r′)t(r′) ejk||r−r′||

2π||r − r′||

(
1

||r − r′||
− jk

)
z

||r − r′||
dS, (2.1)
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t(r0)

Figure 2.1: Schematic view of an aperture with an incident pressure field p0(r′).
Gray areas indicate pressure opaque areas (t(r′) = 0), while withe regions repre-
sent transparent zones (t(r′) = 1).

where k = ω/c = 2π/λ is the wavenumber, being λ the wavelength and c the
speed of sound, and S is the surface of the aperture. The transmission function
of the aperture, t(r′), is 1 at the transparent areas of the aperture, and 0 at the
opaque regions. The distance between a point r′ at the aperture and a given
point r beyond the aperture, can be expressed in cartesian coordinates as

||r − r′|| =
√

(x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + z2. (2.2)

Equation 2.1 can also be expressed as a convolution of the pressure field
at the aperture with the so-called propagator kernel [1], h(r), given by

h(r) = ejkr

2πr

(
1
r
− jk

)
z

r
, (2.3)

which results in
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2.1. Diffraction

p(r) = [p0(r)t(r)] ∗ h(r) =
∫∫

r′
p0(r′)t(r′)h(r − r′)dr′, (2.4)

where (∗) represents the convolution operator in the x′y′ plane.

Generally, the distance ||r − r′|| is much larger than the wavelength, so
the term in the parentheses of equation 2.1 is usually approximated as
(1/||r − r′|| − jk) ≈ −jk [1], which yields to the simplified expression

p(r) = −jk2π

∫∫
S

p0(r′)t(r′)e
jk||r−r′||

||r − r′||
z

||r − r′||
dS, (2.5)

which is widely employed in the next chapters of this thesis to compute 2D pressure
profiles. The term z/||r−r′|| is usually called the obliquity factor, as it represents
the cosine of the angle between the normal direction at the aperture surface and
the vector r − r′, and it is denoted by cos θ.

For axisymmetric apertures or lenses, such as Fresnel Zone Plates (FZPs),
it is convenient to express the pressure fields in polar coordinates, that is, r′ =
(ρ′, ϕ′, 0) and r = (ρ, ϕ, z). In this situation, the distance ||r − r′|| becomes

||r − r′|| =
√
z2 + ρ2 + ρ′2 − 2ρρ′ cos(ϕ− ϕ′), (2.6)

and the incident pressure and transmission function can be simplified to p0(r′) =
p0(ρ′) and t(r′) = t(ρ′), as they do not present ϕ′ dependence.

One of the most important characteristics of FZP lenses is their focusing
profile, that is, the pressure distribution along the central axis of the lens, r =
(ρ = 0, ϕ = 0, z). In this case, keeping in mind that dS = ρ′dρ′dϕ′, equation 2.5
can be expressed as

p(z) = −jkz2π

∫ 2π

0

∫ a

0
p0(ρ′)t(ρ′)e

jk
√
z2+ρ′2

z2 + ρ′2
ρ′dρ′dϕ′, (2.7)

where a is the maximum radius of the lens or the aperture.

Integrating the dϕ′ term in the above equation, finally yields to the sim-
plified expression to compute the focusing profile of an axisymmetric lens:
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p(z) = −jkz
∫ a

0
p0(ρ′)t(ρ′)e

jk
√
z2+ρ′2

z2 + ρ′2
ρ′dρ′. (2.8)

Further approximations can be made to the above expression if certain
conditions are fulfilled. First, if the focal distance of the lens (or the computing
points of the z-axis) is considerably longer than the size of the lens, the obliquity
factor can be approximated as 1, as the angle θ is very small. This allows to
approximate the term z/

√
z2 + ρ′2 ≈ 1 in the above equation. Second, we can

simplify the term
√
z2 + ρ′2 by considering the Taylor expansion of

√
1 + x [3],

which is given by

√
1 + x = 1 + x

2 −
x2

8 + · · · . (2.9)

Therefore, the term
√
z2 + ρ′2 can be approximated as

√
z2 + ρ′2 = z

√
1 +

(
ρ′

z

)2
≈ z + ρ′2

2z −
ρ′4

8z3 . (2.10)

The first two terms of the Taylor expansion provide an excellent approx-
imation when z3 >> a4/(8λ), which is a common scenario in most optical ap-
plications. The question here is whether to use only the first term or to consider
both terms of the expansion. When

√
z2 + ρ′2 appears in the denominator as an

amplitude term, using only the first term of the expansion provides a very good
approximation. However, when

√
z2 + ρ′2 affects the phase of the complex expo-

nential function, the first two terms provide a better approximation [3]. Keeping
these two approximations in mind, equation 2.8 can be written as

p(z) = −jk e
jkz

z

∫ a

0
p0(ρ′)t(ρ′)ejk

ρ′2
2z ρ′dρ′, (2.11)

which is known as the Fresnel diffraction expression [3].

These approximations are usually valid in optics, but in most ultrasound
scenarios the approximations provide inaccurate results, and therefore equations
2.5 and 2.8 should be employed to compute the pressure of ultrasonic lenses. Nev-
ertheless, discussing these approximations and their implications is very important,
as it will be seen in the next chapters of this dissertation. Finally, we can perform
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2.2. Propagation

a change of variable (ρ′, z) → (ξ, u), where u = a2

2λz is the normalized axial co-
ordinate and ξ = (ρ′/a)2 is the normalized radial coordinate. With this change,
equation 2.11 becomes

p(u) = −j2πuejk a2
2λu

∫ 1

0
p0(ξ)t(ξ)ej2πξudξ, (2.12)

meaning that the focusing profile of the lens, in the normalized coordinates, can
be obtained as a Fourier transform of the input pressure radial distribution.

Here, it is worth noting that, generally, focusing profiles and 2D maps
are shown in power-related units. Therefore, all the results are usually given as
a function of the acoustic intensity, which can be directly calculated from the
pressure as

I(r) = ||p(r)||2

2ρ0c0
, (2.13)

being c0 and ρ0 the speed of sound and the density in the medium, respectively.
The acoustic intensity is measured in W/m2.

2.2 Propagation

If the 2D pressure field is known at a distance z0, p(x, y, z0), the field can be
propagated to any given z-axis distance by directly using the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld
integral described in the previous section (equation 2.1). However, performing the
2D integral can be computationally expensive for large domains or for a big number
of z-axis positions. In this sense, the angular spectrum approach (ASA) becomes
a very useful tool to propagate pressure fields [1, 3], as it is based on performing
fast Fourier transforms (FFTs). A convolution can be expressed in the frequency
domain as a conventional product, and therefore equation 2.4 can be expressed as

P (fx, fy, z) = P (fx, fy, z0)H(fx, fy,∆z), (2.14)

where P (fx, fy, z0) represents the angular spectrum of the pressure field, which is
a decomposition of the pressure wavefront into a combination of plane waves with
different angles, and H(fx, fy,∆z) represents the propagator kernel from z0 to z
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in the spatial frequency domain. The angular spectrum is given as a 2D Fourier
transform in the xy plane, that is,

P (fx, fy, z0) =
∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

−∞
p(x, y, z0)e−j2πfxxe−j2πfyydxdy. (2.15)

The propagation kernel is given by

H(fx, fy,∆z) =
{
ej(z−z0)

√
k2−(k2

x+k2
y), k2

x + k2
y ≤ k2

e−(z−z0)
√

(k2
x+k2

y)−k2
, k2

x + k2
y > k2,

(2.16)

being kx = 2πfx and ky = 2πfy. In the region k2
x + k2

y > k2, the propagator
kernel decays exponentially, which is associated with evanescent waves.

Once P (fx, fy, z) is obtained, the pressure distribution can be computed
as an inverse Fourier transform:

p(x, y, z) =
∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

−∞
P (fx, fy, z)ej2πfxxej2πfyydfxdfy. (2.17)

Both Rayleigh-Sommerfeld and ASA techniques provide identical results,
but computation times are considerably lower for the angular spectrum method
when propagating or backpropagating pressure fields to a big number of z-axis
positions.

2.3 Pressure Radiation from a Circular Planar Trans-
ducer

Planar ultrasound transducers with circular geometry, also known as piston trans-
ducers, are one of the most common devices used to generate pressure fields in
acoustics. As piston sources are employed throughout this thesis during experi-
mental measurements, it is worth analyzing the main theoretical expressions that
can model the pressure field generated by this kind of transducers. The pressure
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field generated by a circular piston source of radius a at a point r = (x, y, z)
in space, vibrating with a time-harmonic normal velocity of u(t) = u0e

jωt, and
mounted on a rigid baffle, can be analyzed using the Rayleigh integral [2, 4],

p(r, t) = jkρ0c0u0e
jωt

2π

∫∫
S′

e−jk||r−r′||

||r − r′||
dS′, (2.18)

where k = ω/c0 is the wavenumber, ρ0 and c0 are the density and speed of sound
in the medium, and r′ = (x′, y′, 0) is a point inside the piston surface S′. We can
omit the harmonic term ejωt for simplicity, as p(r, t) = p(r)ejωt, and focus on
the term p(r). Keeping in mind that Z0 = ρ0c0 is the acoustic impedance of the
medium, we can simplify the term in the numerator ρ0c0u0 = Z0u0 = p0, where
p0 represents the normal pressure at the piston surface.

In the far-field distance, where r >> a, the Rayleigh integral of equation
2.18 can be calculated as [2, 4]

p(r, θ) = jp0a

r

J1(ka sin θ)
sin θ e−jkr, (2.19)

being r = ||r||, J1(·) the first kind and first order Bessel function, and θ the
angle measured from the normal direction of the piston surface. One important
parameter of any transducer is its directivity pattern, which indicates how the
transducer distributes the radiated energy depending on the radiation angle θ.
The directivity pattern, D(θ), can be calculated as the ratio between the pressure
radiated at any given angle and the pressure radiated at θ = 0 (normal direction),
that is,

D(θ) = p(r, θ)
p(r, 0) , (2.20)

which in this case results in

D(θ) = 2J1(ka sin θ)
ka sin θ . (2.21)

Higher ka = 2πa/λ values (i.e. transducers with a high aperture in terms
of the wavelength) result in narrower directivity patterns, which means that the
radiated energy from the piston is more spatially concentrated around the normal
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direction to the transducer surface. On the other hand, transducers with low ka
generate wider radiation patterns and distribute the radiated energy more evenly
across every angular direction.

Finally, the radiated pressure from a piston transducer can be expressed in
the far-field as

p(r, θ) = jkp0a
2

2r D(θ)e−jkr. (2.22)

2.4 Numerical Simulations

Diffraction and propagation simulations of pressure fields generated by FZPs were
carried out by numerically computing the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral and the an-
gular spectrum method, respectively. As the manufactured FZPs are thin enough
in terms of the wavelength, the transmission function can be approximated as
a 2D transmission function, and both Rayleigh-Sommerfeld and ASA techniques
provide results in excellent agreement with experimental measurements. When the
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld method is employed, equations 2.5 and 2.8 are numerically
integrated in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc.), using the trapezoidal technique.
The integration grid size is set to λ/20 for the 1D case, and λ/10 for the 2D case.
Computing times range from a few seconds for the 1D case, to a few minutes for
the 2D case. Propagation simulations using ASA are based on performing FFTs
and IFFTs, and computation times are in the order of a few seconds.

On the other hand, simulations of more complex structures, including wave
propagation in solids and simulations of liquid-filled spherical lenses, were carried
out using the finite element method (FEM) in COMSOL Multiphysics (COMSOL,
Inc.). Acoustic-structure multiphysics interfaces are used to account for the wave
coupling between liquid and solid media. A triangular mesh is employed for 2D
and 2D-axisymmetric models, while a tetrahedral mesh is employed for 3D simu-
lations. The maximum mesh size is set to λ/8, being λ the wavelength at each
medium, which ensures a good convergence of the solution. In the case of spher-
ical liquid-filled lenses, as the shell is very thin compared to the wavelength, the
mesh size is set to th/10 at the shell domain (where th represents the thickness
of the shell), to ensure at least 10 simulation points in that region. A pressure
condition is employed to model the ultrasound transducer, while plane wave radi-
ation conditions or perfectly matched layers (PMLs) are used to avoid reflections
inside the computation domain. Computation times range from a few minutes for
simple models, to hours for more complex simulations.
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Figure 2.2: Example of a simulation computed with ASA and Rayleigh-Sommerfeld
techniques. Pressure field at the apertures of an FZP lens (top left) and propagated
pressure field at its focal distance using ASA (top right). Computed 2D pressure
map with ASA (middle) and axial pressure distribution along the central axis of
the lens (bottom). As can be observed from the bottom plot, both Rayleigh-
Sommerfeld and ASA computations are in excellent agreement.

2.5 Experimental Measurements

All experimental measurements carried out in this thesis were performed using the
same experimental set-up. The set-up consists of a custom made 3-axis robotic
system with a spatial scanning resolution of 1× 1× 1 mm3 (Artitecnic S.L.). The
measurement process is controlled using a National Instruments NI-7330 controller
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Figure 2.3: Picture of the experimental set-up with an FZP lens.

card and a custom LabView software developed by CPOH-UPV, which performs
the spatial scanning with the robotic arm and the acoustic waveform acquisition
at each point. The water tank dimensions are 0.5 × 0.5 × 1 m3, and the tank is
filled with deionized (DI) water.

The excitation signal of the transducers is generated using two different
configurations, depending on the requirements of each experiment. The first con-
figuration consists of using an Olympus 5077PR pulser, with a negative square
waveform of up to -400 V peak voltage, and a pulse repetition frequency that
ranges from 100 Hz to 5 kHz. The second configuration consists of an arbitrary
waveform generator (AWG) connected to a solid-state 75 W RF power amplifier
(model 75A250A, Amplifier Research), with a working bandwidth from 10 kHz
to 250 MHz. The AWG is an Agilent 33220A, with a maximum frequency of 20
MHz, capable of generating waveforms with up to 64000 points. The AWG is
controlled with a MATLAB interface via USB, which generates and uploads the
custom waveform to the AWG.

Three transducers have been employed throughout this thesis, with dif-
ferent central frequencies and active diameters. For acoustics lenses in the 250
kHz range, a 250 KHz Imasonic piston transducer is used, with a 30 mm active
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diameter and a 180 kHz bandwidth. For acoustic lenses in the 500 kHz, a 500
kHz Olympus transducer is employed, with a 360 kHz bandwidth and an active
diameter of 38 mm. Finally, acoustic lenses in the 1 MHz range are characterized
using a 1 MHz Olympus transducer, with an active diameter of 13 mm.

The ultrasound waves are measured using a PVDF needle hydrophone from
Precision Acoustics, with a physical diameter of 1.5 mm, an active sensing diameter
of 1 mm, and a working frequency range from 200 kHz to 15 MHz. The needle
hydrophone is connected to a low-noise preamplifier, and then to a DC coupler.
The system has an average sensitivity of 850 nV/Pa. The signals are digitized using
a PicoScope 3224 digital oscilloscope, connected via USB to the main computer.
The oscilloscope can digitize up to 2 channels with a vertical resolution of 12 bits
and a 72 dB dynamic range, with a maximum frequency of 10 MHz. Once the
measurement process has finished, additional processing and post-processing tasks
are performed using MATLAB. Conventional processing tasks include performing
bandpass filtering for noise reduction, using the Hilbert transform for envelope
detection, and applying the Fourier transform to analyze the lens response at each
frequency.
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Abstract

In this work, the distortion of the Fresnel zone plate (FZP) focusing profile gener-
ated by a piston emitter in ultrasound applications is significantly reduced through
the use of phase correction rings, which compensate the effect of the piston emitter
radiation diagram. Both simulations and experimental results successfully demon-
strate the improvement achieved with this design method over the conventional
case.
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Chapter 3. On the use of Phase Correction Rings on Fresnel Zone Plates with Ultrasound
Piston Emitters

3.1 Introduction

Wave focusing is a hot topic of great interest in many areas of physics, including
optics, X-rays, microwaves or ultrasounds [1–4]. Fresnel Zone Plates (FZPs) have
been proposed for implementing this application in situations where conventional
lenses are difficult to implement or planar fabrication is advantageous [5].

Conventional FZPs are capable of focusing a plane wave into a certain
location with a single focus. The structure of the FZP is a set of concentric rings
with increasing radius, each ring being a Fresnel region. The radius and width of
each Fresnel ring depends on certain design parameters such as the desired focal
length and the signal wavelength.

The use of FZPs in the ultrasound domain is very appealing, because it
provides a high flexibility in certain medical applications where fast and accurate
focus shifting is critical [6], such as tumour ablation [7–9]. Lenses based on passive
focusing with acoustic metamaterials have also been addressed [10], providing new
applications, such as acoustic cloacking. However, FZPs provide an easier to build
and cheaper solution than lenses based on metametrials for conventional focusing
applications.

Other approaches, such as multi-array devices [11, 12], have also been
proposed, but they are complex and expensive systems that require Magnetic Res-
onance Imaging (MRI) real-time monitoring to adjust the amplitudes and phases
of the emitting elements in order to focus at the intended treatment area. There-
fore, the use of single-element focusing devices, such as FZPs, is a more attractive
alternative, as they are cheaper and simpler to use.

Plane and spherical wave incidence have been extensively studied [4], and
FZPs can be easily designed for such excitations. However, ultrasonic FZPs re-
quire the use of piston emitters [13–15], which in certain situations introduces a
significant distortion on the focusing profile. This work demonstrates that an ac-
curate focusing profile is achieved when the piston emitter parameters are included
in the design process of ultrasonic FZPs.

3.2 Results

The governing equation for designing FZPs for point source excitation is given by,
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d+ F + n
λ

2 =
√
d2 + r2

n +
√
F 2 + r2

n, (3.1)

with n = 1, 2, ..., N , being N the number of Fresnel regions, F the FZP focal
distance, λ the operating wavelength, d the separation between the point source
and the FZP, and rn the radius of each Fresnel region. Using equation 3.1, the
rn values are obtained from the FZP design parameters (F , N , λ and d).

Figure 3.1 shows a setup with an FZP placed at a distance d of a piston
emitter in the ultrasound domain, with F being the FZP focal distance. In this
situation, in the far field case, the piston can be modelled as a point source emitter
with a specific directivity pattern, given by,

D(θ) = 2J1(ka sin(θ))
ka sin(θ) , (3.2)

with k being the wavenumber, a the piston active radius, θ the angle referenced
to the normal direction of the piston surface, and J1 the first kind and first order
Bessel function.

Axial
distance

F

Piston

Zone
Plate

d

2a

Figure 3.1: Setup of an FZP with a piston emitter in ultrasound applications.

Figure 3.2 shows the directivity of a piston with a combined ka product
of 16.96. As can be observed, the piston introduces two drawbacks over the ideal
point source emitter: the non-omnidirectional behaviour and the π-phase change
at some secondary lobes. This second drawback is more significant, because
the additional π-phase shift introduced in the secondary lobes causes that their
contributions destructively interfere those of the main lobe, which results in a
significant distortion at the focusing profile. Thus, the maximum angle θmax
beyond which there would be a phase error due to the piston directivity diagram
can be calculated from the first zero of the J1(x) function, which is located at
x = 3.83, and is given by,
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Figure 3.2: Directivity of a piston with ka = 16.96; module (blue) and phase
(red).

θmax = arcsin
(

3.83
ka

)
. (3.3)

Using the θmax obtained from equation 3.3, it is possible to calculate the
maximum FZP radius (Rmax) as,

Rmax = d tan(θmax) (3.4)

Equations 3.1 and 3.4 yield to a maximum number of radii for the FZP in
order to avoid phase distortion:

Nmax =
⌊

2
λ

(√
d2 +R2

max +
√
F 2 +R2

max − d− F
)⌋

, (3.5)

with b·c being the floor operator.

If N > Nmax the π-phase error introduced by the piston first secondary
lobe results in a destructive interference at the focal distance, as mentioned before.
Figure 3.3 shows the computed axial intensity of the same FZP withNmax = 14 for
both an ideal point source emitter (blue line) and a piston emitter with ka = 16.96
(red line). As can be observed from the figure, the phase error generates a very
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noticeable distortion on the focusing profile, which can yield into a malfunctioning
of the FZP. It is worth noting that at the focal distance, the acoustic intensity
shifts from a maximum value in the point emitter case to a local minimum in the
piston case.
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Figure 3.3: Normalized axial intensity of a FZP with N = 31, F = 80 mm and
λ = 5.55 mm. Ideal point source emitter (blue line) and piston emitter with
ka = 16.96 and d = 340 mm (red line).

The interference behaviour of each Fresnel zone can be analysed by plot-
ting the directivity phase and the FZP radii in the same graph, as shown in Figure
3.4. Thus, those Fresnel zones in which the piston phase is π generate a destruc-
tive interference, whereas those radii in which the piston phase is 0 generate a
constructive interference.

In order to correct the phase error, a phase correction ring (PCR) must
be added to the FZP when N > Nmax so the π-phase change is compensated.
The PCR consists of skipping one Fresnel radius when the n > Nmax condition is
reached in equation 3.1, therefore introducing an additional phase shift of π that
compensates the piston phase error. This PCR should be added every time the
FZP radius changes from a piston directivity lobe to the next one.

Figure 3.5 shows two different FZPs using piston emitters, with the same
number of Fresnel regions (N = 31), and their corresponding focusing profiles.
Figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(c) correspond to a traditional FZP, while 3.5(b) and 3.5(d)
are associated with the new FZP design with one PCR. In both simulations
ka = 16.96 and the distance between the piston and the FZP is 340 mm. As
can be observed form the comparison of Figures 3.5(c) and 3.5(d), the PCR suc-
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Figure 3.4: FZP radii (black) and directivity phase for a piston with ka = 16.96
and d = 340 mm (blue), N = 31, F = 80 mm and λ = 5.55 mm.

cessfully removes the phase error introduced by the piston and achieves a focal
distance of 80 mm, which corresponds to the theoretically designed focal distance.
However, there is still some remaining distortion introduced by the piston due to
the amplitude of its directivity pattern, that cannot be compensated and increases
the level of the side lobes adjacent to the main focus.

Figure 3.6 shows additional simulation results for two different focal dis-
tances, F = 60 mm (Figure 3.6(a) and Figure 3.6(b)) and F = 100 mm (Figure
3.6(c) and Figure 3.6(d)). Comparing the focusing profiles corresponding to the
three different focal distances shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6, it can be deduced that
the distortion increases with the focal distance. In the conventional FZP case, the
increase in distortion can be observed in the destructive interference at the focal
distance, which becomes more significant as the focal length increases. In the
FZP-PCR case, when the focal length augments, the side lobes become higher. In
this case, the overall distortion is much lower, because phase distortion has been
removed with the PCR. However, the remaining amplitude distortion augments
with the focal distance, increasing the level of the side lobes adjacent to the main
focus.

In order to evaluate the distortion introduced by the piston, Figure 3.7
shows the computed acoustic intensity at the focal distance as a function of N for
three different FZPs: a conventional FZP (red line), a FZP with one PCR (blue
line) and a FZP with two PCRs (black line). The boundary between the main lobe
and the first secondary lobe is located at N1

max = 14 and the boundary between
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Figure 3.5: (a) Conventional FZP layout and (c) its normalized axial intensity.
(b) FZP with PCR and (d) its normalized axial intensity; N = 31, F = 80 mm,
λ = 5.55 mm, ka = 16.96 and d = 340 mm.
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Figure 3.6: Axial intensity profiles: (a) conventional FZP with F = 60 mm, (b)
FZP with PCR and F = 60 mm, (c) conventional FZP with F = 100 mm, (d)
FZP with PCR and F = 100 mm; N = 31, λ = 5.55 mm, ka = 16.96 and
d = 340 mm.

the first secondary lobe and the next one is located at N2
max = 45. As can be
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Figure 3.7: Normalized intensity at focal distance: Conventional FZP (red), FZP
with one PCR (blue) and FZP with two PCRs (black). ka = 16.96, d = 340 mm,
N1
max = 14 and N2

max = 45.

observed from Figure 3.7, whenN > 14 the focal intensity of the conventional FZP
does not increase when N increases as expected, but instead it begins to decrease
due to the destructive interferences generated by the N1

max < N < N2
max Fresnel

zones. The FZP with one PCR compensates the phase error up to N = N2
max. As

this FZP does not have the second PCR, when N > 45 the intensity at the focal
distance begins to decrease, while it starts to increase again for the conventional
case. This phenomena is due to the fact that for N > 45 the phase of the piston
directivity pattern is not π but 0 again, due to the change to the next secondary
lobe. Finally, the last FZP includes two PCRs for compensating the phase error due
to both transitions in the piston phase diagram and presents a proper behaviour.
In this last case, the intensity at the focus is continuously increasing because
all the contributions are constructive. This mechanism can be extended, adding
additional PCRs when required, if the number of Fresnel zones increases and more
piston side lobes contribute to the FZP focusing profile.

The simulation results have been validated through experimental measure-
ments. Figure 3.8 shows the experimental set-up. An underwater 3D automated
positioning system with a spatial resolution of 1×1×1 mm3 is used inside a water
tank. An Imasonic piston transducer with a 30 mm active diameter, a central fre-
quency of 260.88 kHz and a −6 dB bandwidth of 180.66 kHz is used as emitter.
A needle hydrophone from Precision Acoustics Ltd. with a diameter of 1.5 mm
and a −4 dB bandwidth that goes from 200 kHz to 25 MHz is used as receiver.
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The transmitted signal is generated using a Panametrics 5077PR pulser, whereas
the received signal is acquired and sampled using a digital oscilloscope from Pico
Technology with 12-bit resolution and 72 dB dynamic range.

Figure 3.8: Experimental set-up.

Two Soret FZPs have been measured in the experiment, a conventional
FZP (Figure 3.9(a)) and the novel FZP with a PCR (Figure 3.9(b)). The FZP
external radii are RL = 122.11 mm and RL = 123.51 mm, respectively. Both
lenses are very similar in size, as they differ in a single Fresnel zone. The FZPs
are 1 mm thick and made of brass. They have been designed for operating at 270
kHz at a focal distance of 80 mm. The number of Fresnel zones is 31 and the
separation between the piston and the zone plate is 340 mm. The water sound
speed is cw = 1500 m/s.

Figure 3.9: (a) Conventional FZP with RL = 122.11 mm (b) FZP-PCR with
RL = 123.51 mm.

Figure 3.10 shows the acoustic intensity maps for both the conventional
FZP (3.10(a)) and the novel FZP with one PCR (3.10(b)). Both maps have been
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normalized to the same reference, the maximum value in the FZP-PCR case. As
can be observed from the figure, the focal distance of the FZP with one PCR
agrees accurately with the design value of 80 mm, while the focusing profile of
the conventional FZP is severely distorted, and its main focus is shifted 10 mm
towards the lens plane.

Figure 3.10: Experimental acoustic intensity maps: conventional FZP (a) and
FZP with PCR (b).

Figure 3.11 shows the measured focusing profiles along the axial direction
for both lenses; conventional FZP (blue) and FZP with one PCR (red). The corre-
sponding simulation results are also depicted as dashed lines. As can be observed
from Figure 3.11, experimental results do agree very well with simulations, and
the FZP with the correction ring achieves its theoretical focal distance of 80 mm,
whereas the standard FZP presents destructive interference at that same focal
distance.

Figure 3.12 shows the measured focusing profiles along the transverse di-
rection for both lenses; conventional FZP (blue) and FZP with one PCR (red).
The corresponding simulation results are also depicted as dashed lines. As can
be observed from Figure 3.11, experimental results do agree very well with sim-
ulations, and the FZP with one PCR presents a narrower beam waist (ω0 = 3.7
mm) than the conventional FZP (ω0 = 5.6 mm). Both values are higher than
the theoretical minimum beam waist value [16], which in this case corresponds to
ω0 = 2.3 mm.

Although experimental and simulation results agree very well in Figures 3.11
and 3.12, there are small differences that can be produced by the cross-shaped
mechanical support that can be observed in Figure 3.9, which maintains the FZP
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brass rings fixed in place. This cross-shaped structure has not been modeled in
the simulation.
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Figure 3.11: Axial focusing profiles for conventional FZP: measurements (blue
solid line) and simulation (blue dashed line) and FZP with PCR: measurements
(red solid line) and simulation (red dashed line).
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Figure 3.12: Radial focusing profiles for conventional FZP: measurements (blue
solid line) and simulation (blue dashed line) and FZP with PCR: measurements
(red solid line) and simulation (red dashed line).
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3.3 Conclusions

In this paper, a new method to design FZPs with piston emitters, which are typical
for underwater ultrasound transmission, has been proposed. A theoretical analysis
on the error introduced by the piston has been developed, and a method to elimi-
nate the piston phase error based on PCRs has been proposed. Simulation results
have been obtained to validate the theoretical model. Moreover, the performance
of these new FZPs with PCRs has been experimentally demonstrated, showing an
improved performance over conventional FZPs and removing the distortion on the
focusing profile caused by the phase error introduce by piston emitters.
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Abstract

In this work, we present a bifocal Fresnel zone plate (BiFZP) capable of generating
focusing profiles with two different foci. The performance of the BiFZP is demon-
strated in the ultrasound domain, with very good agreement between experimental
measurements and FEM simulations. This lens becomes an appealing alternative
to other dual-focusing lenses, in which the foci location can only be set to a lim-
ited range of positions, such as M-bonacci zone plates. Moreover, the variation of
the operating frequency has also been analyzed, providing an additional dynamic
control parameter in this type of lenses.
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4.1 Introduction

Acoustic focusing is a hot topic among the scientific community due to its multiple
applications in both industrial and healthcare sectors. In the past years, several
techniques to focus acoustic waves have been reported, such as time-reversal
mirrors, metasurfaces or holographic lenses. Time-reversal mirrors (TRMs) take
advantage of the time-reversal invariance of the wave equation to produce a focal
spot at the target over an inhomogeneous acoustic medium [1–4]. On the other
hand, acoustic metasurfaces employ 3D unit cells to generate a phase distribution
at the output of the lens that ensures constructive interference at the desired
focal length [5–8]. Another interesting approach to focus ultrasonic beams are
holographic lenses. Holographic lenses employ back-propagation techniques and
iterative algorithms to produce an arbitrarily-shaped focused beam over a specific
focal area [9–12]. However, all these techniques have some drawbacks which
may limit their application or their design. For instance, TRMs often require
expensive phase-arrays to produce a narrow focal spot, acoustic metasurfaces need
a complete 3D design of each one of their unit cells, and holographic lenses require
a high computation burden to design via an iterative back-propagation process
the 3D height profile of the lens. In this sense, Fresnel Zone Plates (FZPs) are a
more conventional yet effective approach to achieve ultrasound focusing with high
resolution.

FZPs are monofocal planar lenses formed by concentric rings of decreasing
width known as Fresnel regions. These devices have been widely used in various
fields of physics, such as X-rays [13, 14], optics [15–17], microwaves [18, 19] or
acoustics [20–22]. In [23], J. Kim et al. presented a method to achieve multifocal
focusing profiles based on the phase conjugation principle and the phase-opposition
blocking criterion used in conventional FZPs. Recently, novel lenses based on
traditional FZPs have been introduced in optics [24–27] and later demonstrated
in acoustics [28–30], which increases the versatility of these devices. Among these
novel designs, M-bonacci Zone Plates (MbZPs) stand out for their interesting
bifocal focusing profiles [26, 27], and can produce two foci with equal acoustic
intensities. However, MbZPs are only capable of generating foci at specific focal
distances related with the M-bonacci sequence ratio, which significantly limits their
flexibility [27]. The ratio between both foci in a MbZP remains constant when
the order of the M-bonacci sequence is selected. As an example, in a Fibonacci
ZP (2-order MbZP), the foci ratio is 1.618 and cannot be modified. Similarly,
foci ratios of 1.192 and 1.078 are obtained when using MbZPs of order 3 and 4,
respectively. This work demonstrates a composite bifocal FZP, hereafter referred
to as BiFZP, capable of producing a focusing profile with two foci. This BiFZP
can be used in scenarios where MbZPs cannot achieve the required focal distances,
and therefore it represents an interesting and flexible alternative to this kind of
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lenses.

4.2 BiFZP Lens Design

For plane wave incidence, the radii of the different Fresnel regions that form a
FZP can be calculated as

rn =

√
nλF +

(
nλ

2

)2
, (4.1)

where F is the focal length, λ is the working wavelength and n = 1, 2, ..., N , being
N the total number of Fresnel regions.

Once the FZP radii are calculated, the focusing profile of the lens is ob-
tained by numerically computing the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction integral,

I(z) = 4π2

λ2

∣∣∣∣∫ rN

0
pi(r′)t(r′)

e−jkR

R
cos(n,R)r′dr′

∣∣∣∣2 , (4.2)

where rN is the maximum radius of the lens, r′ is the radial coordinate of the lens,
k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber, pi(r′) is the incident pressure distribution, t(r′) is
the ZP transmittance function, R =

√
(r′)2 + z2, z is the axial coordinate and

cos(n,R) = z/R, being n the normal direction to the lens surface. For a Soret
ZP, the transmittance function, also known as pupil function, is 0 at the pressure
blocking regions and 1 at the transparent regions.
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Figure 4.1: FZP layouts and their corresponding normalized focusing profiles: (a)
Inner FZP, (b) outer FZP, and (c) BiFZP.

The BiFZP lens is obtained by combining Fresnel regions of two conven-
tional FZPs. The inner regions are designed to focus at a focal length F1, while
the outer regions are designed to focus at a different focal length F2. In this
process, F1 is selected to be closer to the lens, that is, F1 < F2, which provides
a better focusing performance. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic example of the lens
design steps. Figure 4.1(a) depicts the layout of the inner Fresnel regions that
have been designed using Equation 4.1 to focus at F1 (left), and its corresponding
focusing profile (right); while Figure 4.1(b) depicts the layout of the outer regions
that focus at F2 (left) and its corresponding focusing profile (right). Here, each
focusing profile is normalized to its maximum value. As can be observed from the
figure, the focal length in this focusing profile, which theoretically corresponds to
F2, presents a slight shift due to the pupil effect of the layout depicted in Figure
4.1(b) (right), which has already been analyzed in [31].

Figure 4.1(c) (left) depicts the BiFZP layout, obtained by combining the
inner and outer regions from the layouts of Figure 4.1(a) and 4.1(b). As can be
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observed from Figure 4.1(c) (right), the focusing profile of the BiFZP achieves two
isolated foci, which are encountered at the vicinity of their expected locations (F1
and F2). Both BiFZP foci present higher longitudinal resolution than those from
their inner and outer FZP counterparts. Moreover, the focal lengths of the BiFZP
foci are slightly shifted from their theoretical values F1 and F2. This fact is a
consequence of the interference between the phase profiles of the inner and outer
Fresnel regions that form the lens. In order to showcase this phenomenon, Figure
4.2 depicts the normalized focusing profile of a BiFZP alongside with an inset of
the phase profiles of the inner (blue color) and outer (red color) regions. The
lens has been designed for focal distances F1 = 50 mm, F2 = 65 mm, frequency
f = 337.5 kHz and a total number of Fresnel regions of N = 9. The focusing
profile has been computed using the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction integral. As
can be observed from the figure, both foci are shifted towards the areas where the
inner and outer phase profiles are in-phase (F ′1 = 45.6 mm and F ′2 = 72.6 mm),
and the zero intensity value at z ∼= 57 mm is achieved because both profiles are in
phase opposition. Therefore, the BiFZP has to be designed considering the phase
profiles of the inner and outer regions of the lens, as they play a very important
role on the final focusing performance of the device.

Figure 4.2: Bi-Fresnel Zone Plate focusing profile (black) compared to its inner
(blue) and outer (red) focusing profiles. The phase of the inner (blue) and outer
(red) profiles are shown at the inset.

In order to showcase the flexibility of the proposed design method, Figure
4.3 depicts two additional focusing profiles obtained using two different BiFZPs
at 250 kHz. The BiFZP focusing profile depicted in Figure 4.3(a) (black line)
is designed to focus at F ′1 = 40 mm and F ′2 = 68 mm. The monofocal FZPs
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that have been combined to build this BiFZP focus at F1 = 44.4 mm (blue
line) and F2 = 59.5 mm (red line), respectively. Using a different BiFZP, Figure
4.3(b) shows a focusing profile (black line) with two foci located at F ′1 = 56 mm
and F ′2 = 90 mm. The two corresponding monofocal FZPs in this case focus
at F1 = 60.2 mm (blue line) and F2 = 80.1 mm (red line), respectively. As
can be observed from Figure 4.3, both lenses achieve their expected design focal
distances, showing, as a consequence of the phase profile interference, two well-
defined foci with similar intensities and a sharp minimum very close to zero which
clearly isolates both foci.

Figure 4.3: (a) BiFZP focusing profile designed for F ′1 = 40 mm and F ′2 = 68
mm, and (b) BiFZP focusing profile designed for F ′1 = 56 mm and F ′2 = 90 mm.
In both cases, f0 = 250 kHz.

In order to validate the design method, experimental measurements with
a brass BiFZP have been carried out. As in the experimental set-up the distance
between transducer and lens is not large enough to consider plane wave incidence,
the Fresnel radii have been calculated considering spherical wave incidence [32],
that is,

d+ F + nλ

2 =
√
d2 + r2

n +
√
F 2 + r2

n, (4.3)

where d is the distance between transducer and lens.
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The final design of the lens is obtained using a two-step process. At the
first step, ideal simulations are carried out using MATLAB to numerically calcu-
late the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral (Equation 4.2), in order to obtain the focal
lengths so that the resulting focusing profile exhibits two well-defined foci with an
intermediate zero value. Once F1 and F2 are obtained for the design frequency,
iterative Finite Element Method (FEM) simulations are carried out using COM-
SOL Multiphysics, in order to optimize the number of inner and outer Fresnel
regions that provide a focusing profile with balanced intensities at both foci. FEM
simulations solve the wave equation in each medium (water and brass), taking into
account acoustic solid-liquid interactions, and therefore providing a better charac-
terization of the lens performance. It is worth noting that the number of inner and
outer Fresnel regions can only be increased or decreased in discrete steps, which
means that the focal intensities will also increase or decrease in discrete levels.
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Figure 4.4: Scheme of the Finite Element Method (FEM) model.

Figure 4.4 shows a scheme of the axisymmetric FEM model employed in
the simulation. The lens is modelled as a linear elastic material immersed in
water, with th being the thickness of the lens. An acoustic-structure multiphysics
interface is established at the lens boundaries in order to account for the solid-
liquid wave interactions. The transducer is modelled as a pressure condition of
length a, being a the active radius of the transducer, separated a distance d from
the lens, and a radiation condition is set at the outer boundaries in order to avoid
reflections. Table 4.1 shows the acoustic properties of the materials used in the
simulations. In this table, ρ represents the material density, E the Young modulus,
ν the Poisson’s ratio, and c the speed of sound.
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Material Property

Brass
ρb = 8500 kg/m3

Eb = 104 GPa
νb = 0.37

Water ρ0 = 1000 kg/m3

c0 = 1500 m/s

Table 4.1: Acoustic properties used in FEM simulations.

4.3 Experimental Results and Discussion

The experimental set-up consists of a 3D underwater automated positioning sys-
tem with a spatial resolution of 1 × 1 × 1 mm3. An Imasonic piston transducer
with 30 mm of active diameter and a central frequency of 250 kHz is used as
emitter. The feeding signal of the transducer is generated using a Panametrics
5077PR pulser.

Hydrophone

Transducer

Pulse
Generator

Robotic arm
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Figure 4.5: (a) Manufactured BiFZP lens made of brass and (b) experimental
set-up with the lens.

The receiver consists of a needle hydrophone from Precision Acoustics Ltd.
with 1 mm of active diameter and a -4 dB bandwidth ranging from 200 kHz to 25
MHz. The needle hydrophone is connected to a low noise preamplifier and then
to a digital oscilloscope from Pico Technology. The manufactured BiFZP is made
of brass with a thickness of th = 1 mm and is located at a distance d = 350
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mm from the piston transducer. The lens has been designed for focal lengths
F1 = 50 mm and F2 = 70 mm, and a design frequency of 250 kHz. The BiFZP
outermost radius is rN = 66.71 mm. Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) show a picture of
the manufactured brass BiFZP and the experimental set-up, respectively.

Figures 4.6(a) and 4.6(b) depict the simulated and measured acoustic in-
tensity maps, respectively. Each map is normalized to its maximum value. As
can be observed, FEM and experimental results are in good agreement, and the
manufactured BiFZP provides a bifocal focusing profile with two well-defined foci.

Figure 4.6: (a) Simulated and (b) measured normalized acoustic intensity maps
for the manufactured BiFZP lens.

Figure 4.7 shows the longitudinal and transversal cuts of the acoustic in-
tensity maps shown in Figure 4.6. Experimental measurements are represented
using black squares, whereas simulated results are depicted as solid lines in both
longitudinal (blue) and transversal (red) cuts.

The longitudinal cut shown in Figure 4.7(a) corresponds to the BiFZP
focusing profile at r = 0. As expected, the focal lengths are shifted from the
theoretical values (F1 = 50 mm and F2 = 70 mm) to F ′1 = 47.8 mm and
F ′2 = 79.8 mm, as a consequence of the interference between the inner and outer
phase profiles. As can be observed from the figure, both foci are clearly isolated
and a very well-defined null can be found at z = 62.8 mm.

The transversal cuts corresponding to F ′1 and F ′2 are shown in Figures
4.7(b) and 4.7(c), respectively. As can be observed, there is a slight decrease
in lateral resolution at the second focus (F2), due to the fact that it is located
further apart from the BiFZP. This effect becomes more noticeable when the
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Figure 4.7: (a) Measured (black squares) and simulated (blue line) focusing pro-
files (longitudinal cuts) for the manufactured BiFZP lens. (b,c) Measured (black
squares) and simulated (red lines) transversal cuts at z = F ′1 (b) and z = F ′2 (c).

distance between the two foci of the BiFZP lens is further increased. As can be
observed from Figure 4.7, experimental measurements are in good agreement with
simulation results.

Figure 4.8(a) shows the focal length dependence on the operating fre-
quency. As can be observed from the figure, both focal lengths shift linearly with
frequency, which agrees with the results reported in previous works [33, 29]. More-
over, Figure 4.8(b) depicts the simulated and measured focusing profiles for three
different frequencies: 220 kHz (top), 250 kHz (middle), and 280 kHz (bottom).
Thus, when the operating frequency is increased both foci are shifted away from
the lens, and therefore the operating frequency becomes an interesting parameter
to dynamically control the focusing profile of the lens.

4.4 Conclusions

In this work, a design method to obtain bifocal focusing profiles by combining
two conventional monofocal FZPs is reported. Experimental results are pre-
sented, showing good agreement with numerical simulations and demonstrating
that BiFZPs can become an appealing alternative to MbZPs in scenarios where
MbZPs cannot achieve the required focal lengths. In addition, BiFZPs present a
linear dependence on the operating frequency, which can become an interesting
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Figure 4.8: (a) BiFZP focal distance for F ′1 (blue) and F ′2 (red) as a function of
the operating frequency and (b) BiFZP focusing profiles at 220 kHZ (top), 250
kHz (middle) and 280 kHz (bottom).

parameter to dynamically tune the focal lengths once the lens is manufactured.
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Abstract

Fresnel Zone Plates are planar lenses that can be used to focus ultrasound beams.
This kind of acoustic lenses can play a key role in the resolution of ultrasonic NDT
systems. In this type of pulse-echo applications, the pulse duration is an important
parameter that specifies the axial resolution, and thus, shorter ultrasound pulses
provide higher resolutions. However, acoustic lenses exhibit a transient response
that should be considered when setting the pulse duration, as pulses shorter than
the transient state duration result in degradation in the response of acoustic lenses
in terms of focal intensity, focal displacement, and lateral and axial resolutions.
In this work, a thorough analysis of the transient response of Fresnel Zone Plates
is discussed, demonstrating that the transient state should be considered in order
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to achieve optimal focusing performance. Theoretical and numerical results are
presented, showing very good agreement.

5.1 Introduction

The generation of focused acoustic fields is a hot topic in different scientific and
engineering fields, including pharmaceutical, sonochemistry, and non-destructive
testing [1–3]. In the past years, different novel approaches to focus acoustic beams
were proposed, including the application of metasurfaces [4], time-reversal mirrors
[5], holographic lenses [6], Polyadic Cantor Fractal lenses [7], Pinhole and Fresnel
Zone Plates [8, 9]. Fresnel Zone Plates (FZPs) are a very appealing option to focus
acoustic waves in cases where the size, weight, and production simplicity of the
acoustic lens are key constraints. FZPs are planar lenses with an easy design and
manufacturing process, and can be effectively employed in both air and underwater
applications [10, 11]. FZPs consist of a series of concentric Fresnel regions.
The phase difference from the lens to the focus between two consecutive regions
is π, which means that the pressure contributions between consecutive regions
interfere destructively at the focus. Based on this phenomenon, FZP lenses can
be classified in two types, depending on how this phase change is treated: Soret
FZPs and Phase-Reversal FZPs [12].

Flaw detection and sizing is one of the main applications of pulse-echo
ultrasonic testing, which makes the task of focusing acoustic fields relevant. With
the aim of improving the resolution of these techniques, J. Salazar et al. carried
out various studies. They proposed the application of two pulses to excite the
transducer (the so-called pulse cancellation technique [13]). Moreover, the same
authors discussed an air-coupled ultrasonic testing system based on the pulse can-
cellation technique [14]. In general, acoustic focusing is obtained using transducers
with concave surfaces and testing objects immersed in water. The application of
FZPs has the potential to increase the versatility of ultrasonic inspections. This
is related to the fact that the parameters of the focal spot (depth, length, and
width) can be modified via the appropriate design of the FZP according to the
objectives and conditions of the testing.

One of the basic features of pulse-echo testing is the application of pulsed
ultrasonic signals. In this sense, the signal duration should be short enough to
provide results with the required axial resolution. Previous studies showed that
pulse compression techniques can be used to decrease the ultrasound pulse length
in order to improve the axial resolution [15]. Short impulses allow to effectively
resolve the targets of pulse-echo ultrasonic non-destructive testing. It is possible
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to reduce the size of the dead zone, increase the resolution and precision in deter-
mining the distance to the reflector for testing objects [16]. On the other hand,
using acoustic lenses requires employing excitation signals with shapes and dura-
tions that result in an effective focusing performance. In this regard, introducing
FZPs to the pulse-echo ultrasonic testing field requires a comprehensive study on
how the shape and duration of the pulsed signals affects the focusing efficiency of
FZP lenses.

In this work, a thorough analysis of the transient state of FZP lenses is
presented. Three waveform types have been considered, including Continuous
Wave (CW), Modulated Rectangular Pulse (MRP), and Modulated Gaussian Pulse
(MGP). The pulse duration influence on the main lens parameters is studied,
demonstrating that if the pulse length is shorter than the transient state duration
of the lens, optimal resolution parameters are not achieved.

5.2 Results

5.2.1 FZP Transient Duration

FZP lenses are widely used in many application fields due to their simple design,
planar fabrication, and good focusing performance. They are made of circular
concentric rings with decreasing width, known as Fresnel regions. Each Fresnel
region is in phase-opposition with the previous one, meaning that it generates a
destructive wave interference at the focal distance of the lens. Thus, FZPs can
be divided into two types, depending on how they handle the phase-opposition
regions. Soret FZPs block phase-opposition regions with pressure opaque rings so
the resulting lens is an alternating sequence of transparent and pressure blocking
rings. On the other hand, Rayleigh-Wood FZPs, also known in literature as Phase
Zone Plates or Phase-Reversal FZPs, replace the blocking regions with phase-
reversal rings, which introduce a π-phase shift and therefore all the Fresnel regions
of the lens can contribute constructively at the focus.

The design condition of the lens is that the propagation path difference from
the radius of each contiguous region to the focus has to be λ/2, which provides
the phase-opposition condition between consecutive Fresnel regions. Thus, if plane
wave incidence is considered, the radius of each Fresnel region, rn, is given by

rn =

√
nλF +

(
nλ

2

)2
, (5.1)
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where λ = c/f is the wavelength, being c the sound speed in the medium and f
the working frequency, F is the focal distance, and n = 1, 2, ..., N , where N is
the total number of Fresnel regions.

When a plane wavefront hits the lens, the time of flight from each region
to the focus is different, as propagation paths of outer rings are longer than those
of inner rings. This means that the lens will have a transient response, starting
with the arrival of the wavefront generated from the diffraction at the first Fresnel
region, and ending with the arrival of the wavefront diffracted from the last region
of the lens. After this transient response, a steady state is reached, as the focus
includes the diffracted contributions from all Fresnel regions. Therefore, when
FZPs are used in pulsed ultrasound systems, the pulse duration should be long
enough to ensure that the steady state is reached, or degradation on the lens
resolution should be expected, as the focus will never receive simultaneously the
contributions of all the rings of the lens.

In this sense, if the transient state is defined from the propagation delay
point of view and the first region is a pressure blocking ring, the transient state
duration, ∆t, can be calculated as the difference between the time of arrival at
the focus of wavefront generated at the first radius and the wavefront generated
at the last radius of the lens, that is,

∆t =
√
r2
N + F 2 −

√
r2

1 + F 2

c
= (N − 1)λ

2c . (5.2)

Figure 5.1 shows the transient state duration as a function of the wave-
length for three different lens sizes: N = 11, N = 21, and N = 31. As can
be observed from the figure, the transient duration increases linearly with the
wavelength, and thus higher frequency lenses will exhibit shorter transient times.
Moreover, as the size of the lens increases, the transient duration increases too.
It is worth noting that, as shown in Equation 5.2, the transient duration does not
depend on the focal distance. This is a consequence of the design condition of
the lens, that is, the path difference between consecutive regions is always λ/2,
independently on the focal distance of the lens.

5.2.2 FZP Transient Response

In order to analyze the transient state influence on the focusing parameters of the
lens, i.e. axial and lateral resolutions, focal distance and focal intensity, a Soret
lens with N = 21 Fresnel regions, λ = 6 mm, and a focal distance of F = 50
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Figure 5.1: Transient state duration ∆t as a function of the wavelength: N = 11
(green), N = 21 (blue), and N = 31 (red).

mm has been selected. A sound speed propagation in water of c = 1500 m/s is
considered, so λ = 6 mm is achieved for a frequency of f = 250 kHz. As shown in
Figure 5.1, this lens provides a transient duration of ∆t = 40 µs. Three different
waveform shapes have been analyzed: an ideal Continuous Wave (CW) sinusoidal
signal, a Modulated Rectangular Pulse (MRP), and a Modulated Gaussian Pulse
(MGP). These waveform types can be described as

CW: x(t) = x0 sin(2πf0t) (5.3)

MRP: x(t) = x0 sin(2πf0t) · rect
(
t− T0/2
T0

)
(5.4)

MGP: x(t) = x0 sin(2πf0t) · e
− (t−t0)2

2σ2
t (5.5)

where x0 is the signal amplitude, f0 is the central frequency of the waveform,
rect(·) is the rectangular function, T0 is the duration of the rectangular pulse,
σt is the standard deviation of the gaussian pulse, and t0 is its offset starting
time. The spectra of the three waveforms is given by the Fourier transform of the
time-domain signal, which results in
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CW: X(f) = x0

2j [δ(f − f0)− δ(f + f0)] (5.6)

MRP: X(f) = x0T0

2j

[
sinc(T0(f − f0))e−jπT0(f−f0)

−sinc(T0(f + f0))e−jπT0(f+f0)
] (5.7)

MGP: X(f) = x0σt
√

2π
2j

[
e−2π2σ2

t (f−f0)2
e−j2πt0(f−f0)

−e−2π2σ2
t (f+f0)2

e−j2πt0(f+f0)
] (5.8)

Figure 5.2 depicts the three considered waveforms in both time (left) and
frequency (right) domains. The MRP duration is set to T0 = 60 µs, which ensures
that the steady state will be achieved as T0 > ∆t. On the other hand, the standard
deviation of the MGP is set to σt = 30 µs. For this waveform case, the gaussian
pulse duration is considered to be, approximately, T0 ≈ 2σt, which means that
the MGP duration should also be enough to achieve the steady state.

The transient state of the lens is analyzed using the transversal and the lon-
gitudinal focusing profiles as a function of time. In cylindrical coordinates, the tran-
sient pressure distribution generated by the lens can be described by the pressure
map |P (r, z, t)|, where r represents the radial axis parallel to the lens and z repre-
sents the longitudinal axis perpendicular to the lens. In this sense, the longitudinal
focusing profile is defined as the pressure distribution along the central axis of the
lens, that is, |P (z, t)| = |P (r = 0, z, t)|, while the transversal focusing profile rep-
resents the pressure distribution at the focal distance, |P (r, t)| = |P (r, z = F, t)|.
The transient pressure distribution, |P (r, z, t)|, has been calculated both theo-
retically and numerically. The theoretical approach is based on calculating the
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction spectrum of the lens. In this method, the lon-
gitudinal and transversal focusing profiles are obtained in the frequency domain,
|P (z, f)| and |P (r, f)|, using as input information the lens radii and the excitation
waveform spectra depicted in Figure 5.2, and then the transient profiles |P (z, t)|
and |P (r, t)| are calculated as their inverse Fourier transform. The numerical
results are obtained by solving a Finite Element Method (FEM) model with a
transient solver (see more details at the Methods section).

Figure 5.3 depicts the longitudinal focusing profile spectra |P (z, f)| for the
three different waveforms of Figure 5.2 and their corresponding time responses
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Figure 5.2: Waveforms (left) and their corresponding spectra (right): (a) Contin-
uous Wave, (b) Modulated Rectangular Pulse of T0 = 60 µs, and (c) Modulated
Gaussian Pulse of σt = 30 µs.

|P (z, t)|. As shown in Figure 5.3(a), the longitudinal spectrum of the lens with
CW excitation has only values for the frequency of the continuous wave f0 = 250
kHz, as expected, because the frequency response of the CW is an ideal delta
function centered at f0. The time response |P (z, t)| shows no transient response,
as it represents the steady state of the lens. Figure 5.3(b) depicts the longitudinal
spectrum for the MRP and its temporal response. In contrast to the CW case, the
longitudinal profile of the MRP exhibits a clear transient response, then reaches
a steady state, and finally another transient response until the MRP propagates
away from the focus. The transient states of the MRP |P (z, t)| profile show that
the pressure is first focused in the focal area, and then spread out over the z-axis.
Finally, Figure 5.3(c) depicts the longitudinal spectrum of the MGP case and
its time response. In this MGP case, it is worth noting that during the transient
state, the pressure is more focused on the focus than in the MRP case. This means
that, for the MGP case the pressure is less dispersed along the axial distance and
therefore, more spatially concentrated around the focus than for the MRP case
during the transient states delimited between the first and the second, and the
third and the fourth white lines of Figures 5.3(b) and 5.3(c).

In Figure 5.3, four white lines have been superimposed over the temporal
|P (z, t)| maps of the MRP and MGP cases, in order to highlight the three stage
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Figure 5.3: Longitudinal focusing profile spectra |P (z, f)| (left) and transient
focusing profile |P (z, t)| (right): (a) Continuous Wave, (b) Modulated Rectangular
Pulse, and (c) Modulated Gaussian Pulse.

response (transient-steady-transient). From bottom to top, the first line represents
the incident wavefront diffracted from the first Fresnel region as a function of
time, which sets the starting point of the transient response; and the second line
represents the wavefront diffracted from the last Fresnel radius of the lens, and
thus sets the ending point of the transient state and the starting point of the
steady state. The position of the first line is therefore given by t1 =

√
r2

1 + z2/c,
while the second line is given by t2 =

√
r2
N + z2/c. Thus, for z = F the difference

between the second and the first line corresponds to the transient state duration
as described by Equation 5.2. From that moment on, the wavefronts from all the
lens regions are overlapped and contribute constructively to the focus. The third
line represents the last wavefront from the first Fresnel region, due to the limited
duration of the pulse, and its position is calculated as the first white line plus the
duration of the pulse, that is, t3 = t1 + T0. This third line sets the ending point
of the steady state and the new starting point of the transient state. Thus, the
steady state duration can be calculated as the difference between the third and the
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second line, which for the focal distance results in t3 − t2 = T0 −∆t. Finally, the
fourth line represents the last wavefront from the last radius of the lens, located
at t4 = t2 + T0, and sets the end of the second transient stage.

Figure 5.4 shows the transversal focusing spectra |P (r, f)| and time re-
sponses |P (r, t)| for the same three cases of Figure 5.2. Similarly to Figure 5.3(a),
Figure 5.4(a) shows that for the CW case the transversal spectrum has only con-
tent at the central frequency f0 = 250 kHz, and therefore the time response
exhibits no transient states. On the other hand, Figures 5.4(b) and 5.4(c) show
clear transient responses for the MRP and MGP cases, respectively. In these
|P (r, t)| pressure maps, the four white lines have the same meaning that in the
|P (z, t)| maps. In both Figures 5.4(b) and 5.4(c), the three stage response can be
observed, with an initial transient state, followed by a steady response, and then
another transient state.

Figure 5.4: Transversal focusing profile spectra |P (r, f)| (left) and transient fo-
cusing profile |P (r, t)| (right): (a) Continuous Wave, (b) Modulated Rectangular
Pulse, and (c) Modulated Gaussian Pulse.

Finally, the main focusing parameters have been analyzed. These parame-
ters include: the pressure at the focal distance, the focal distance, the Full Length
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Figure 5.5: Main focusing parameters for the three different waveforms: (a) Con-
tinuous Wave, (b) Modulated Rectangular Pulse, and (c) Modulated Gaussian
Pulse. Top plots depict the focal distance and focal intensity as a function of
time, while bottom plots show FLHM and FWHM resolutions. Gray areas in (b)
represent the transient state.

at Half Maximum (FLHM), and the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM). The
FLHM specifies the lens resolution along the z-axis, while the FWHM specifies
the resolution along the r-axis. Thus, Figure 5.5 depicts these four parameters
as a function of time for the three considered waveforms. Solid lines represent
theoretical results, whereas squares represent numerical results obtained using the
FEM model. As can be observed from the figure, numerical and theoretical results
are in very good agreement. The steady state parameters, obtained using the
CW results depicted in Figure 5.5(a), result in a focal distance of F = 50 mm,
an axial resolution of FLHM= 10.3 mm, and a lateral resolution of FWHM= 3.0
mm. In the MRP case, depicted in Figure 5.5(b), the focal distance increases with
the focal pressure, then reaches the steady state at its theoretical focal distance
F = 50 mm with a sustained focal pressure, and finally increases again in the
second transient state as the focal pressure decreases. The resolutions also show
a first transient stage, then reach their steady resolutions (same as in the CW
case), and finally another transient state. It is worth noting that, in the case of
the lateral resolution (FWHM), the resolution increases at the first transient state
(lower FWHM values), and also increases at the second transient state beyond
its steady value of FWHM= 3 mm. This happens because the first transient is
caused by the wavefronts generated at the inner Fresnel regions, which contain
the lowest spatial frequencies (widest regions) and therefore, low lateral resolution
information, while the second transient is generated by the outer Fresnel regions,
which carry the highest spatial frequencies (narrowest regions) and therefore, high
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lateral resolution information. The steady state duration, which can be directly
calculated either from the FLHM plot or the focal pressure plot in the MRP case,
is approximately 20 µs, which agrees with the theoretical calculation of the pulse
duration minus the transient state duration, T0 −∆t = 60− 40 = 20 µs. Finally,
the MGP waveform FZP response is shown at Figure 5.5(c). In this case, the
transient state is not clearly visible. This phenomenon is a consequence of the
gaussian shape of the waveform, which means that the pulses diffracted at the
different Fresnel regions will not overlap exactly with the same amplitude, as each
pulse has a different time of arrival to the focus, and therefore no steady focal
pressure level can be achieved. This fact is also the reason why the steady FLHM
is never achieved (CW case), and the MGP provides a maximum axial resolution
of FLHM= 10.5 mm. However, as the MGP duration is long enough to cover the
transient response state (2σt = 60 µs> ∆t), the axial resolution is only reduced
by 0.2 mm (≈ 0.03λ), which is an acceptable degradation. As can be observed
from the figure, the focal pressure has a gaussian shape and the focal distance
increases linearly as a function of time, reaching the theoretical focal distance of
F = 50 mm around the maximum focal pressure levels. The steady lateral resolu-
tion FWHM= 3 mm is achieved around the maximum pressure value too and, as
in the MRP case, the lateral resolution increases with time due to outer Fresnel
regions carrying higher spatial frequencies than inner regions. Therefore, in both
MRP and MGP waveform cases, if the duration of the pulse had been shorter than
the transient duration ∆t, the main focusing parameters of the lens would have
been distorted: shifted focal distance, reduced focal pressure, and degraded axial
and lateral resolutions.

5.3 Methods

5.3.1 Rayleigh-Sommerfeld Spectrum

The theoretical analysis of the FZP transient response is based on a two step
process. First, the FZP response is calculated in the frequency domain using the
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral, and then the transient response is calculated as an
inverse Fourier transform. The Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction integral is given
by

P (r, z, f) = X(f)
jλ

∫ 2π

0

∫ rN

0
t(ρ)e

−jkR

R
ρ cos θdρdϕ, (5.9)

where X(f) is the waveform spectrum, k = 2πf/c is the wavenumber, (ρ, ϕ)
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are the radial and angular coordinates over the lens surface, R is the distance
between the lens and the (r, z) point

(
R =

√
z2 + r2 + ρ2 − 2rρ cosϕ

)
, and

cos θ = z/R. The function t(ρ) represents the transmission function of the lens,
which for a Soret FZP type is 1 at the transparent Fresnel regions and 0 at the
pressure blocking regions. Once the focusing spectrum is calculated, the transient
response can be finally calculated as an inverse Fourier transform:

P (r, z, t) =
∫ +∞

−∞
P (r, z, f)ej2πftdf. (5.10)

Equations 5.9 and 5.10 are both computed in MATLAB.

5.3.2 Numerical Model

The numerical model is based on a Finite Element Method (FEM) simulation
using COMSOL Multiphysics 5.5. The model is solved in the time domain using
a transient solver. The FZP lens is modelled as an axisymmetric model, with
pressure conditions in the transparent Fresnel regions and sound hard boundary
conditions at the pressure blocking regions. The pressure condition is set to the
corresponding time-dependent waveform function under study. The water domain,
modelled with density ρ0 = 1000 kg/m3 and sound speed c0 = 1500 m/s, is
surrounded by Perfectly Matched Layers (PMLs) in order to avoid reflections.
The time-step of the solver is set to 1/(60fmax), being fmax = f0 = 250 kHz the
maximum frequency present in the model, to ensure convergence of the solution.
The maximum mesh size is fixed to λ0/6 = 1 mm. After the solution is computed,
the results are exported as a text file and then processed in MATLAB to obtain
the main focusing parameters variation as a function of time.

5.4 Conclusion

Pulsed ultrasonic systems are widely used in NDT applications. In this kind of
scenarios, the pulse duration is an important parameter that is used to control the
axial resolution. This resolution can be further increased with passive ultrasonic
lenses, such as FZPs. In this work, a transient analysis of FZP lenses is presented
using both theoretical and numerical results, demonstrating that if the pulse du-
ration is shorter than the transient state duration, degradation in both lateral and
axial resolutions is observed. It is worth noting that, although this work is focused
on FZPs, the same study could be carried out for other kind of ultrasound lenses,
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and a similar three stage transient-steady-transient response should be expected.
Particularly, when planar lenses or 3D printed lenses attached to flat transducers
are used, the propagation delay from the lens to the focal distance depends on the
position along the lens surface, which will produce a transient response.
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Abstract

Ultrasound focusing is a hot topic due to its multiple applications in many fields,
including biomedical imaging, thermal ablation of cancerous tissues, and non de-
structive testing in industrial environments. In such applications, the ability to
control the focal distance of the ultrasound device in real-time is a key advan-
tage over conventional devices with fixed focal parameters. Here, we present a
method to achieve multiple time-modulated ultrasound foci using a single planar
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monofocal Fresnel Zone Plate. The method takes advantage of the focal distance
linear dependence on the operating frequency of this kind of lenses to design a
sequence of contiguous modulated rectangular pulses that achieve different focal
distances and intensities as a function of time. Both numerical simulations and
experimental results are presented, demonstrating the feasibility and potential of
this technique.

6.1 Introduction

Focusing ultrasonic waves has multiple applications in various fields, such as non-
destructive testing in industrial scenarios [1], biomedical imaging of different kind
of tissues [2], or thermal ablation of tumours through High Intensity Focused
Ultrasound (HIFU) [3–5]. Different techniques have been devised in the literature
to achieve multiple acoustic foci. Among all the possible options, one of the main
and most used methods is employing phased-arrays, which allows to generate
different acoustic foci by adjusting the time delay of each one of its different
transducer elements [6–8]. A more recent approach to achieve arbitrary pressure
fields consists of using acoustic holograms directly coupled to a single ultrasound
transducer, which provides a simpler and cheaper, yet very powerful and versatile
method to provide complex 3D pressure distributions [9–14]. However, in contrast
to phased-arrays, acoustic holograms do not allow to dynamically control the
ultrasound beam once the lens is manufactured.

In this work, we present a spatio-temporal beam modulation technique
to achieve multiple foci using a conventional Fresnel Zone Plate (FZP). With
this method, an arbitrary number of foci and relative acoustic intensities can be
multiplexed in the time domain, achieving, therefore, an ultrasonic focal beam
that can be controlled in both space and time.

FZPs are widely used monofocal planar lenses made of a series of concen-
tric rings, known as Fresnel regions, with decreasing width. Due to their easy
design, manufacturing process, and focusing capabilities, this kind of devices are
employed in a wide range of fields ranging from optics [15–17] to X-ray [18, 19],
microwaves [20, 21], and acoustics [22–26]. Moreover, in the past years novel
designs based on the FZP structure have been presented, which allow the for-
mation of acoustic vortex [27], and bifocal [28, 29] and fractal [30, 31] intensity
distributions, increasing the versatility and interest of this type of lenses.

For a FZP lens, the diffracted pressure waves at two consecutive Fresnel
regions reach the focus with a complex phase difference of π (in phase opposition),
meaning that those pressure waves interfere destructively. This π phase change
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results in a propagation path difference of λ/2 between consecutive radii, which
directly yields to the design equation of the lens:

d+ F + nλ

2 =
√
d2 + r2

n +
√
F 2 + r2

n, (6.1)

where d is the distance between transducer and lens, F is the focal distance, λ is
the working wavelength, rn is the n-th radius of the lens, and n = 1, 2, · · · , N , be-
ing N the total number of Fresnel regions. Two kinds of FZPs can be distinguished
depending on the physical implementation of the phase-opposition regions. Thus,
Soret FZPs alternate pressure blocking with transparent regions [23, 22, 26], while
Phase-Reversal FZPs replace blocking areas with phase inverting regions [24, 32].

6.2 Results

One intrinsic property of FZPs is that they are designed to operate at a single fre-
quency, as the different radii of the lens depend on the central design wavelength.
When the frequency is reduced or increased from the central design frequency,
there is a phase error among the pressure contributions of the different regions
that yields to a focal shift from its theoretical focal distance. This focal shift
results in undesired chromatic aberration in optical imaging scenarios [15], but
in acoustics it can actually be used as a dynamic focal control method [33]. In
fact, recently, researchers have introduced focal tunability to this kind of devices by
shifting the operating frequency to control the focal distance of an airborne acous-
tic vortex generated by an active-spiral FZP [34], or by designing a stretchable
silicon FZP [35].

Operating the FZP at frequencies around the central design frequency of
the lens yields to a linear shift in the focus position with low distortion in terms of
resolution and focal shape. One important parameter that can be used to char-
acterize the frequency response of the lens is its axial spectrum, which represents
the absolute value of the pressure profile (i.e. the pressure distribution along the
central axis of the lens) as a function of the frequency. In this sense, Figure 6.1(a)
represents the measured axial spectrum of a Soret FZP made of brass immersed
in a distilled water tank, designed for d = 350 mm, F = 50 mm, f = 250 kHz
(which results in λ = 6 mm considering a speed of sound c0 = 1500 m/s in wa-
ter), and N = 27. The lens was manufactured in brass due to its high impedance
mismatch with water (Zbrass = 40 MRayls compared to Zwater = 1.5 MRayls),
which ensures a good pressure blocking performance. However, despite this high
impedance mismatch, a brass plate immersed in water presents a resonant be-
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C D

A B

Figure 6.1: Time-modulation design technique: (A) measured axial spectrum of
the Fresnel Zone Plate lens and (B) focal distance (left) and normalized focal
intensity (right) as a function of the operating frequency. (C) Waveform designed
to achieve two equal intensity foci at 40 and 60 mm and (D) waveform designed to
achieve three foci at 50, 40, and 60 mm with normalized intensities 0.8, 0.6, and
1, respectively. In panel (B), solid dots correspond to experimental measurements
while solid lines correspond to a linear fit to the data (blue) and a Savitzky-Golay
interpolation filter (red).

haviour with full transmission coefficient at frequencies where the brass thickness
is an integer multiple of λbrass/2, which means that the thickness of the lens has
to be selected so that the resonant frequencies are far away from the operating
frequency range. In this case, the manufactured lens has a maximum radius of
104.4 mm and a thickness of th = 1 mm, which provides a first resonant mode at
2.35 MHz. The measurements were carried out using an automated 3D scanning
system with a 1 mm needle hydrophone from Precision Acoustics Ltd. The signal
was generated using an Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG) connected to a 75
W power amplifier and an Imasonic 250 kHz piston transducer with an aperture
of 30 mm (see Supplementary Information for more details on the axial spectrum
measurement process). It is worth noting that the axial spectrum is influenced
by the frequency response of the transducer, which affects the amplitude of the
transmitted pressure depending on the frequency of the input waveform.

Due to the planar geometry of the FZP, the system will present a tran-
sient response [36], as the contributions of the different Fresnel regions will reach
the focus at different times due to the distance difference in their propagation
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paths. Thus, the steady state is reached when the pressure waves diffracted at
the different regions of the lens overlap at the focus simultaneously. In this case,
the transient state duration (∆t) can be calculated as the difference between the
time of arrival of the pressure wave diffracted at the first Fresnel region (shortest
propagation path) and the time of arrival of the pressure wave diffracted at the
last Fresnel region (longest propagation path), that is,

∆t =

(√
d2 + r2

27 +
√
F 2 + r2

27

)
−
(√

d2 + r2
1 +

√
F 2 + r2

1

)
c0

. (6.2)

This transient state duration represents the maximum response speed of
the system. It is worth noting that the transient state duration only depends on
the geometric properties of the system, and not on the operating frequency. The
transient state duration for the 40, 50, and 60 mm foci are 55.62, 52.00, and
48.72 µs, respectively.

As can be observed from Figure 6.1(a), the lens presents a single main
pressure focus located at its theoretical design focal distance of 50 mm when the
operating frequency corresponds to the design frequency of 250 kHz, which is
shifted towards the lens when the frequency is reduced and away from the lens
when the frequency is increased. Moreover, as can be seen in Figure 6.1(a), the
maximum pressure value is achieved around the central frequency. Figure 6.1(b)
depicts the focal distance and the normalized focal intensity as a function of the
operating frequency. From Figure 6.1(b), the modulation bandwidth (BW) of the
system can be calculated as the frequency span where the focal intensity is equal
or higher than half of the maximum focal intensity value. Therefore, the system
provides an experimental modulation BW of 85 kHz (34% respect to the central
design frequency) ranging from 208 to 293 kHz, which results in an achievable
focal distance range that goes from 33 to 68 mm (70% respect to the central FZP
design focal distance). By using these results, it is possible to create an input
waveform of contiguous rectangular pulses that can modulate the spatial response
of the lens in the time domain, achieving an arbitrary number of foci and relative
acoustic intensities. For this, first, the focal distances, normalized intensities,
and time sequence of the foci are selected. Then, the pulse width has to be
configured such that its duration is longer than the transient state duration and
the steady response of the lens can be achieved [36]. Next, Figure 6.1(b) is used
to select the frequencies and amplitudes that provide the desired focal distances
and normalized intensities. The pulse amplitude is calculated as Vi = 1/

√
IF (fi),

being IF (fi) the normalized focal intensity and fi the frequency that provides
the design focal distance Fi. Finally, the waveform is formed by concatenating
rectangular pulses with the calculated frequencies and amplitudes in the desired
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Figure 6.2: Simulated and measured results for the two waveforms depicted in
panels 6.1(C) and 6.1(D): (A) simulated and (B) measured pressure profile as
a function of time using the two foci waveform, and (C) focal intensities as a
function of time. (D) simulated and (E) measured pressure profile as a function
of time using the three foci waveform, and (F) focal intensities as a function of
time. White lines in panels (A), (B), (D), and (E) represent the beginning and
ending of transient states. In panels (C) and (F), solid lines represent simulation
results, while dashed lines are for measurements.

time order, and normalized so its maximum amplitude corresponds to the desired
peak voltage (Vp). In this sense, Figure 6.1(c) represents an example of a waveform
designed to achieve focal distances of F = {40, 60} mm with normalized focal
intensities of IF = {1, 1}, whereas Figure 6.1(d) depicts a waveform calculated
for F = {50, 40, 60} mm and IF = {0.8, 0.6, 1}. The pulse duration in Figures
6.1(c) and 6.1(d) is set to 80 µs, which ensures reaching a steady lens response.
These waveforms would allow focusing an ultrasound beam at two and three focal
distances within a single scan, respectively. However, it is worth noting that one
drawback of this method is that it does not allow to achieve all the foci at the same
time using a single continuous wave with all the required frequency components
added simultaneously, due to the phase interference pattern among the different
complex pressure profiles of each frequency (see Supplementary Information for
more details).

One important parameter of every acoustic focusing system is its spatial
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resolution in both axial (perpendicular to the lens) and lateral (parallel to the
lens) directions. In this sense, the proposed spatio-temporal modulation technique
does not allow to control the resolution of the system by shifting the operating
frequency, in contrast to the focal distance and focal intensity. Therefore, once
the FZP is manufactured, the resolution of the system is constrained, meaning
that, for a given focal distance, the resolution is fixed and cannot be controlled
independently from the focal distance. However, due to the diffractive nature of
FZPs, increasing the size of the lens, and therefore the number of Fresnel regions,
will provide a focus with higher resolution. Thus, the number of Fresnel regions
has to be selected according to the spatial resolution specifications required for
each particular application. In this case, the system achieves an experimental
lateral resolution of approximately 3.5 mm, for the full frequency range, while the
axial resolution ranges from 12 to 18 mm (see Supplementary Information for more
details).

Figure 6.2 depicts the experimental results measured using the waveforms
represented in panels 6.1(c) and 6.1(d), compared to ideal numerical simulations
computed using Equation 6.3, showing very good agreement between simulations
and experiments. The measured pressure profiles have been calculated as the
absolute value of the complex Hilbert transform of the measured signal, for each
one of the scanning positions along the central axis of the lens. Figures 6.2(a)
and 6.2(b) represent the simulated and measured profiles as a function of time
for the two foci waveform case, respectively, while Figure 6.2(c) depicts the focal
intensities as a function of time for each focus. Time spans in Figure 6.2 start at
200 µs because the propagation delay from the transducer to the shortest focal
distance (F = 40 mm) is 262.41 µs. As can be observed in panels 6.2(a) and
6.2(b), the pressure profile presents an initial transient state, depicted between the
first two white lines (in time order), and then a steady response with a focus located
at the first design focal distance (F = 40 mm). As mentioned before, this transient
response is a consequence of the planar shape of the lens, which results in diffracted
pressure pulses with longer propagation paths for the outer Fresnel regions than
for the inner regions, and therefore the lens only achieves its steady response once
the pressure contributions from all regions overlap at the focus. Next, once the
first rectangular pulse ends after 80 µs and the second pulse designed to focus at
F = 60 mm starts, the pressure profile presents another transient state, depicted
between the third and fourth white lines, where the pressure focus shifts from the
first to the second focal distance. Then, the lens achieves a steady focus at its
designed second focal distance (F = 60 mm), followed by one last transient state
depicted between the fifth and sixth white lines. Therefore, the transition state
duration from one focus to the next is directly given by the corresponding transient
state duration. As shown in panel 6.2(c), both foci reach approximately the same
intensity level, which agrees with the design goal. Analogously, Figures 6.2(d),
6.2(e), and 6.2(f) show the results for the three foci waveform case. As expected,
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B

A

Figure 6.3: Steady focusing profiles: (A) two foci waveform and (B) three foci
waveform. Solid lines represent simulation results, while dots represent experimen-
tal measurements.

the lens first focuses the ultrasound beam at F = 50 mm with a normalized
intensity level of IF ≈ 0.8, then shifts to F = 40 mm with IF ≈ 0.6, and finally
focuses at F = 60 mm with IF ≈ 1. However, some cross-talk among the different
foci can be observed in Figure 6.2(f), due to the limited axial resolution. This
means that, for instance, the F = 50 mm focus presents an axial spread wide
enough to generate intensity signal at both F = 40 and F = 60 mm foci.

Figure 6.3 depicts the steady intensity profiles compared to their ideal
simulations, showing again good agreement between experiments and numerical
calculations. As can be seen from the results, both waveforms depicted in Figures
6.1(c) and 6.1(d) achieve their corresponding design goal in terms of both focal
distance and normalized intensity. The measured axial resolutions for the 40, 50,
and 60 mm foci are 12.81, 14.11, and 13.02 mm, respectively.
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6.3 Discussion

In summary, the proposed design method allows to modulate in space and time the
response of a conventional monofocal FZP, achieving multiple ultrasound foci with
arbitrary focal intensities. Experimental measurements and numerical simulations
have been presented for two different case examples, one with two equal intensity
foci and other with three foci with different acoustic intensities, demonstrating
the potential of the proposed technique.

As mentioned earlier, due to the diffractive nature of the lens, once the
lens is manufactured, the resolution is fixed and cannot be dynamically tuned for
each focal distance. Therefore, if a higher axial or lateral resolution is required
for a particular application, the number of Fresnel regions of the FZP should be
increased. Alternatively, to increase the spatial resolution of the system while
reducing its size, a higher frequency range could be employed, as the spatial
properties of the system (size and resolution) are proportional to the central design
wavelength. The drawbacks of increasing the frequency are mainly associated to
the fact that RF electronics become more complicated and to the fact that higher
accuracy and spatial resolution are required to manufacture the lens. In addition,
ultrasound attenuation increases when using higher frequencies, which can be
limiting in some biomedical scenarios. Another limitation of the proposed spatio-
temporal modulation technique is the achievable focal distance range, which is
limited by the modulation BW. In this sense, the modulation BW is limited by
the combination of two factors: the BW of the transducer and the distortion
introduced by the FZP itself, as a consequence of operating the lens at a frequency
different from its original design frequency. Therefore, to increase the modulation
BW, a transducer with a higher BW could be employed, or an FZP with a lower
number of Fresnel regions (at the expense of reducing the spatial resolution of the
system).

The method can be implemented in current ultrasound focusing systems
where FZP lenses are employed, at a low cost, as only an AWG is required to
generate the input waveforms. Although the proposed method is not able to fo-
cus simultaneously at all the focal distances, it is worth keeping in mind that the
duration and amplitudes of each focus can be controlled individually, and even
the delay between pulses could be tuned to provide specific target pressure pro-
files. This has potential applications in non-destructive testing or medical imaging
where multiple focal planes could be scanned within one single pulse. In addition,
the method could be used in medical ultrasound scenarios, creating ablation pat-
terns with different tissue depths, allowing to specify individual ablation times and
intensities for each target area.
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6.4 Materials and Methods

6.4.1 Experimental Set-up

The experimental set-up consists of a 1 mm needle hydrophone from Precision
Acoustics Ltd. attached to a robotic arm that can move along the 3 spatial
axis with a resolution of 1 × 1 × 1 mm3. The robotic arm is connected to an
automated positioning system controlled by a PC with a National Instruments
NI7330 controller card and a custom-made LabView software that automatically
controls the measurement and scanning process. The signal is digitized using
a PicoScope 3224 USB digital oscilloscope. The transmitted signal is generated
using an Agilent 33220A Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG) controlled by a PC
with MATLAB R2018a (MathWorks Inc.). The output of the AWG is connected
to a 75 W power amplifier 75A250A from Amplifier Research, and then to a 30
mm aperture immersion transducer from Imasonic, with a central frequency of
250 kHz. Figure 6.4 shows a picture of the experimental set-up. Before starting
the measurements, a cross-shape self-leveling laser is used to spatially align the
hydrophone with the lens and the transducer, as depicted in the right side of Figure
6.4.

AWG

Automated 3D 
Scanning System

PC

Power 
Amplifier

Water 
Tank

Lens

Transducer

Needle 
Hydrophone

Laser

Figure 6.4: Picture of the experimental set-up (left side) and inset with a picture
of the system position and level calibration using an self-leveling laser device (right
side).
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6.4.2 Axial Spectrum Simulation

The axial spectrum of a FZP, given by |pz(ω, z)|, can be calculated using the
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction integral [37] evaluated at the central axis of the
lens, which eliminates the azimuthal dependence of the 2D integral over the lens
surface due to its rotational symmetry and yields to the simplified expression

pz(ω, z) = −jkX(ω)z
∫ +∞

0
pi(ρ)t(ρ)e

jk
√
ρ2+z2

ρ2 + z2 ρdρ, (6.3)

where X(ω) is the input waveform spectrum, k = ω/c0 is the wavenumber, pi(ρ)
is the incident pressure at the lens, t(ρ) is the transmittance or pupil function of the
lens (which is 1 at the transparent regions and 0 at the pressure blocking regions),
and ρ is the radial axis along the surface of the lens. Once the axial spectrum is
calculated for each input waveform, the transient response of the lens is calculated
as the inverse Fourier transform of the spectrum, pz(t, z) = |F−1

ω {pz(ω, z)}|.
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Supplementary Information

Simultaneous multifocal simulations

One of the main drawbacks of the proposed method is that, although it can provide
multiple foci, it cannot provide them simultaneously. This is due to the intrinsic
nature of the complex frequency response of the lens. One could think that, for
instance, the resulting focusing profile of two simultaneous signals with different
frequencies added together would result in the combination of the two correspond-
ing intensity focusing profiles for each frequency. But this is not possible, as the
combination of both focusing profiles is not calculated using the intensity pro-
files but the complex pressure profiles, and therefore the phase response of both
profiles interfere with each other resulting in a time-varying intensity distribution.
Thus, in the steady state each profile can be described as pn(z, t) = pn(z)ejωnt,
being pn(z) the absolute axial pressure distribution and ejωnt the harmonic time
dependent term. Let’s consider the case of a p(z, t) complex pressure distribution
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made from the combination of two profiles with different frequencies. The norm
of such pressure profile can be expressed as

|p(z, t)| = |p1(z, t) + p2(z, t)| = |p1(z)ejω1t + p2(z)ejω2t|

=
√
p1(z)2 + p2(z)2 + 2p1(z)p2(z) cos ((ω2 − ω1)t),

(6.4)

which presents a time dependent term with frequency ω2 − ω1 that will result
in a time varying pressure profile, therefore highly distorting the target pressure
distribution. To showcase this phenomenon, Figure 6.5 shows simulations of two
waveforms using the same frequencies and amplitudes as those calculated in the
main manuscript to achieve two equal intensity foci (F = {40, 60} mm and IF =
{1, 1}) and three foci with different amplitudes (F = {40, 50, 60} mm and IF =
{0.6, 0.8, 1}), but using a waveform that simultaneously presents all the frequency
and amplitude components. For this simulation, continuous wave excitation is
considered, so only steady state responses are shown. As can be observed from
the results, the focusing profiles are highly distorted and time dependent, and
they do not provide the desired two and three foci configuration, due to the
interference among the different frequency components. In contrast, the proposed
method in the main manuscript, which employs contiguous rectangular pulses with
the different frequencies and amplitudes, is able to achieve the desired multifocal
pattern very accurately. For instance, as can be shown in Figures 6.5(a) and 6.5(c),
the pressure profile presents a periodic response with frequency fd = f2 − f1 =
275−225 = 50 kHz that results in a periodic focusing pattern with Td = 1/fd = 20
µs. Moreover, as can be observed, although the pressure profile presents two foci,
the response is highly distorted and the foci do not achieve their target acoustic
intensities. Analogously, Figures 6.5(b) and 6.5(d) represent the results of the
three foci waveform, showing an even more distorted profile as a result of the
more complex interference pattern among the three harmonic responses.

Spatial resolution of the system

Spatial resolution is an important parameter of every acoustic focusing system. In
this case, the spatial resolution of the system is given by the length and width of
the acoustic intensity focus, specified by the FLHM (Full-Length Half Maximum)
and FWHM (Full-Width Half Maximum), respectively. The FLHM is measured
along the perpendicular axis of the lens (z-axis), while the FWHM is measured
along the parallel axis to the lens (r-axis). Both values are calculated from the
measured steady 2D intensity map, |p(f, r, z)|2, for each operating frequency. As
discussed in the main manuscript, once the lens is manufactured, the resolution
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Figure 6.5: Continuous wave simulation results: (A) pressure profile as a function
of time for two equal intensity foci at 40 and 60 mm, and (B) pressure profile
for three foci at 50, 40, and 60 mm with normalized intensities 0.8, 0.6, and 1,
respectively. Panels (C) and (D) represent axial cuts at three different times for
the two foci and three foci cases, respectively.

of the system at a given focal distance cannot be controlled individually with the
operating frequency. If a higher resolution is required for a particular application,
the size of the lens or the central frequency of the system should be increased. As
can be observed from Figure 6.6, the measured lateral resolution remains almost
constant at 3.5 mm in all the frequency range, while the axial resolution ranges
from 12 to 18 mm. However, in terms of the operating wavelength, the resolution
decreases when the frequency increases. For the three considered focal distances
in the main manuscript, F = {40, 50, 60} mm, the measured lateral resolutions
are FWHM = {3.38, 3.49, 3.53} mm while the measured axial resolutions are
FLHM = {12.81, 14.11, 13.02} mm, respectively.
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Figure 6.6: Measured axial (FLHM, left side) and lateral (FWHM, right side)
resolutions as a function of the operating frequency. Top panel corresponds to
absolute resolution values, while bottom panel corresponds to resolution values
normalized to the operating wavelength.

Experimental axial spectrum characterization

The axial spectrum of the lens is measured using a three step process. First, the
input waveform is designed and uploaded to the AWG directly using its associated
MATLAB interface. Then, the axial profile is measured using the 3D automated
positioning system described in the Materials and Methods section of the main
manuscript, which provides the axial profile as a function of time. Finally, the
axial spectrum is calculated as the Fourier transform of the measured time domain
pressure profile, and then equalized using the spectrum of the input waveform to
compensate its effect on the measured response, that is
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peqz (ω, z) = pz(ω, z)
|X(f)| , (6.5)

being X(f) the spectrum of the input waveform.

Figure 6.7: Axial spectrum characterization: (A) input modulated gaussian pulse
used for the characterization and (D) its corresponding spectrum. (B) Measured
bipolar pressure profile as a function of time and (C) absolute value of its complex
Hilbert transform. (E) Absolute value of the measured pressure profile Fourier
transform and (F) equalized axial spectrum of the lens.

The input pulse is designed to provide a gaussian spectrum centered at
the central design frequency of the lens (f0 = 250 kHz) with a bandwidth (∆f)
wide enough to characterize the lens response at the design frequencies. In this
case the bandwidth is set to ∆f = 100 kHz, which allows to measure the axial
spectrum from 200 to 300 kHz. The pulse is calculated as

x(t) = Vp · exp
(
− (t− t0)2

2σ2
t

)
· sin (2πf0(t− t0)) , (6.6)

where Vp is the peak voltage of the waveform, t0 is the time point when the pulse
envelope reaches its maximum value, and σt is the standard deviation of the pulse,
given by
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σt =
√

ln 4
π∆f . (6.7)

In this case, the pulse duration is set to 50 µs and t0 is set to 25 µs. Fig-
ure 6.7(a) shows the input waveform and Figure 6.7(d) depicts its corresponding
spectrum. Figure 6.7(b) represents the measured time domain bipolar pressure
profile, while Figure 6.7(c) depicts the absolute value of its complex Hilbert trans-
form along the time axis. Finally, Figure 6.7(e) represents the absolute value of
the Fourier transform of Figure 6.7(b), and 6.7(f) depicts the axial spectrum after
equalizing Figure 6.7(e) using the spectrum shown in Figure 6.7(d).
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Abstract

In this work, we demonstrate the application of Cantor fractal lenses in acoustics.
The Cantor Zone Plate (CZP), previously introduced in optics, is designed from
a conventional Fresnel Zone Plate (FZP) using a binary sequence governed by
the distribution of a generalized Cantor set. The CZP maintains its main focus
at the same focal distance than its associated FZP, providing a softer multi-foci
focusing profile which is very useful in certain ultrasound therapeutic applications.
Experimental measurements are in good agreement with the theoretical model,
demonstrating that CZPs are suitable for the ultrasound field.
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7.1 Introduction

Wave focusing is a hot research topic in many areas of physics, such as optics [1],
microwaves [2], X-rays [3] or acoustics [4, 5]. Among the different types of lenses
with focusing capabilities, Fresnel Zone Plates (FZPs) stand out for their easier
fabrication process compared with traditional curved lenses. FZPs consist on a set
of concentric rings, being each one of them a Fresnel region. The width of each
ring depends on parameters such as the focal distance and the wavelength. There
are two different types of zone plates (ZPs) depending on how the Fresnel regions
are implemented. Soret ZPs [6] alternate transparent with opaque regions, while
Rayleigh-Wood ZPs [7, 8] replace opaque areas with phase-reversal regions.

In the last years, new types of lenses based on the use of binary sequences
have been proposed in optics, such as Fibonacci ZPs [9, 10], Cantor ZPs [11–13]
and Thue-Morse ZPs [14, 15]. All these novel ZPs are variations over conventional
FZPs, where transparent and opaque/phase-reversal Fresnel regions are distributed
according to a specific binary sequence. Cantor ZPs (CZPs) are based on binary
sequences that are governed by a fractal structure known as the generalized Cantor
set, and they present a multifocal focusing profile with interesting self-similarity
properties. They become appealing alternatives in therapeutic applications [16–19]
where a softer tissue heating profile is desired.

Although alternative approaches in Cantor planar lenses design have been
previously reported in ultrasounds [20, 21], these designs are not based on FZPs
and do not allow to control the zone plate focusing profile features. As an example,
the location of the lens main focus is an unknown at the design stage and cannot
be determined until these type of lenses are fully characterized after fabrication.
However, with the design method provided in this work, we can accurately establish
the location of the main focus at the design stage as in the conventional FZP case.

As it has been previously addressed in [22], the decision of whether selecting
a transparent or an opaque central region in a FZP is a design parameter that
becomes critical when directional transducers are employed. In this work, we show
that this parameter also plays a significant role in the focusing enhancement of
CZPs.
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7.2 Theory

As stated previously, CZPs are based on conventional FZPs, although a CZP uses
a different criterion based on its governing binary sequence to determine whether a
certain Fresnel region is either transparent or opaque/phase-reversal. In our setup,
the distance between the transducer and the lens is not long enough to consider
plane wave incidence, and therefore, the radii of the different Fresnel regions are
calculated considering the spherical wave incidence equation:

d+ F + nλ

2 =
√
r2
n + F 2 +

√
r2
n + d2, (7.1)

where F represents the focal distance, d is the separation between the lens and the
transducer, λ is the wavelength, rn is the n-th Fresnel radius and n = 1, 2, ..., N ,
being N the total number of Fresnel regions.

Once the different Fresnel radii have been calculated, the Fresnel regions
are established. Then, different types of ZPs can be generated by stating which
of the Fresnel regions become transparent areas or opaque/phase-reversal areas,
using a binary sequence to provide this information. The binary sequence length
is equal to the total number of Fresnel regions, and each position in the binary
sequence maps to its corresponding Fresnel region. In Soret ZPs, type-1 and
type-0 elements of the binary sequence represent opaque and transparent regions,
respectively, or vice versa. We define a O-ZP ("O-" stands for opaque) when type-
1 elements represent opaque sections, while a T-ZP ("T-" stands for transparent)
relates type-1 elements with transparent regions. Hence, O-ZPs present an opaque
central region, while their T-ZPs counterparts present a transparent central region.

For instance, a periodic binary sequence of N elements of alternating "1"s
and "0"s produces a conventional FZP of N Fresnel regions, as shown in Figures
7.1(a), 7.1(b) and 7.1(c). In this case, an O-FZP has been implemented, as type-1
elements represent opaque regions.

In order to generate a Cantor binary sequence, an initial sequence of 2M−1
elements, known as the generator, is created at the first stage (S = 1), with M
type-1 elements andM−1 type-0 elements, sorted with an alternating distribution.
On the next stages, type-1 elements are replaced with replicas of the generator
sequence, while each type-0 element is replaced with a sequence of "0"s of the
same length as the generator. The number of elements in the Cantor binary
sequence at any stage can be calculated as N = (2M − 1)S . Table 7.1 shows
several examples of Cantor binary sequences for different values ofM and S, while
table 7.2 shows a comparison between the binary sequences of three CZPs with
N = 9, N = 25 and N = 27 elements and their associated binary sequences
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Figure 7.1: FZP design example with N = 9: (a) Periodic binary sequence and its
corresponding pupil function, (b) FZP layout and (c) FZP focusing profile. CZP
design example with N = 9: (d) Generalized Cantor sequence with M = 2 and
S = 2 and its corresponding pupil function, (e) CZP layout, (f) CZP focusing
profile. [ c©2019 Elsevier B.V.]

of conventional FZPs with the same number of regions. The associated FZP is
always a periodic binary sequence of the same length than the original Cantor
binary sequence.

M S Cantor binary sequence N

2
1 {101} 3
2 {101000101} 9
3 {101000101000000000101000101} 27

3 1 {10101} 5
2 {1010100000101010000010101} 25

4 1 {1010101} 7

Table 7.1: Cantor binary sequences for different combinations of M and S.

Hence, once the different Fresnel regions of the conventional FZP are gener-
ated using equation 7.1, the Cantor binary sequence defines the lens pupil function
which is used to generate the CZP, as can be observed in Figures 7.1(d), 7.1(e)
and 7.1(f). The pupil function, q(r′), describes the geometry of the lens, indicat-
ing whether a specific Fresnel region is transparent or opaque to the ultrasound
emission. In O-ZPs, type-1 elements correspond to q(r′) = 0 (opaque regions),
while type-0 elements determine q(r′) = 1 (transparent regions). On the contrary,
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N Zone Plate Binary sequence

9 CZP {101000101}
FZP {101010101}

25 CZP {1010100000101010000010101}
FZP {1010101010101010101010101}

27 CZP {101000101000000000101000101}
FZP {101010101010101010101010101}

Table 7.2: Binary sequences for different CZPs and their associated FZPs.

in T-ZPs, type-1 and type-0 elements correspond to q(r′) = 1 (transparent) and
q(r′) = 0 (opaque), respectively. Thus, both the FZP and the CZP shown in Fig-
ure 1 correspond to O-ZPs. As can be observed from Figures 7.1(c) and 7.1(f),
the distribution of the acoustic intensity along the focusing profile is different for
FZPs and CZPs. While a FZP concentrates the acoustic intensity at a single
focal point, the CZP distributes its focusing profile among three different foci, a
main focus at the same location than that of the associated FZP, and two addi-
tional foci with lower intensities that soften the overall focusing profile and can
be very appealing in certain therapeutic applications. Thus, the acoustic intensity
is distributed differently in both focusing profiles.

To analyze the focusing properties of a CZP, or in general of any ZP, the
acoustic intensity generated by the lens can be numerically calculated using the
Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction integral [23]:

I(r, z) = 1
2ρ0c0λ2

∣∣∣∣∫ 2π

0

∫ +∞

0
q(r′)pi(r′)

r′

R
cos(n,R)e−jkRdr′dϕ

∣∣∣∣2 , (7.2)

where k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber, r is the radial axis, z is the longitudinal
axis, r′ is the radial axis at the surface of the lens, ϕ is the rotation angle at the
surface of the lens, pi(r′) is the incident pressure at the lens, q(r′) is the pupil
function, R =

√
z2 + r2 + (r′)2 − 2rr′ cosϕ and cos(n,R) = z/R, being n the

normal direction to the lens surface. ρ0 and c0 are the density and sound speed
of the host medium, respectively, which in this case is water.

In the plane wave incidence case, pi(r′) is constant and does not affect the
integral result. However, in the ultrasound case, a piston transducer is employed
as an emitter, affecting the lens focusing profile [22]. In the far field, the piston
transducer can be modelled as a point source emitter with a given directivity
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pattern:

pi(r′) = jkp0a
2

2
√

(r′)2 + d2
D(r′)e−jk

√
(r′)2+d2

, (7.3)

with a being the piston active radius, p0 the pressure at the surface of the piston
and D(r′) the piston directivity pattern, which is given by

D(r′) = 2J1(ka sin θ)
ka sin θ , (7.4)

where J1 is the first kind and first order Bessel function and θ = arctan(r′/d) is
the angle referred to the normal direction of the surface of the piston.

Figure 7.2: Numerical results: (a) O-CZP and (b) its computed intensity map,
(c) T-CZP and (d) its computed intensity map. [ c©2019 Elsevier B.V.]

Figure 7.2 shows simulated normalized intensity maps for two different
CZPs. Intensity maps have been computed using equation 7.2, considering a
piston transducer with 12.7 mm of active diameter. Both CZPs are designed with
M = 2 and S = 2, a focal distance of F = 50 mm, a working frequency of 1 MHz
and a transducer separation distance of d = 340 mm. The difference between
both CZPs is that the first one has been designed considering a central pressure
blocking region (O-CZP) while the second one has been designed considering
a central transparent region (T-CZP). As can be observed from Figures 7.2(b)
and 7.2(d), the T-CZP (Figure 7.2(c)) achieves a higher intensity level at the
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focal distance compared to the O-CZP (Figure 7.2(a)). This phenomenon is a
consequence of the directional behaviour of the piston transducer, as its main
energy contribution is generated at the perpendicular direction of the transducer
surface. Thus, in the O-CZP case, the main energy contribution is reflected back
at the central blocking region, whereas in the T-CZP case, it fully contributes to
the focal intensity, enhancing the CZP focusing capability. Both CZP intensity
maps have been normalized to the maximum value for comparison purposes, which
corresponds to the T-CZP case.

Figure 7.3: Focusing profiles for O-CZP (red dashed line), T-CZP (red solid line)
and their associated O-FZP (blue dashed line) and T-FZP (blue solid line). In all
cases, F = 50 mm, d = 340 mm and λ = 1.5 mm. [ c©2019 Elsevier B.V.]

Figure 7.3 depicts the focusing profiles of the acoustic intensity maps shown
in Figure 7.2 compared to the focusing profiles of their associated FZPs with the
same focal distance and for both transparent (T-) and opaque (O-) central re-
gions. All focusing profiles have been normalized to the maximum intensity value,
which corresponds to the T-FZP case. As can be observed from Figure 7.3, both
FZP lenses achieve higher focal intensities than their corresponding CZPs, because
CZPs distribute the incident energy among their secondary foci. Moreover, Figure
7.3 also shows that lenses with transparent central regions (T-FZP and T-CZP)
achieve a higher focal intensity than their associated counterparts with opaque cen-
tral regions (O-FZP and O-CZP), as a consequence of the directional ultrasound
emission of the transducer. However, it is worth noting that although the T-CZP
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reaches a higher intensity value than the O-CZP, the T-CZP presents a more dis-
torted focusing profile. This distortion translates into a small focal displacement
and intensity reduction of the secondary foci, which are slightly shifted towards
the main focus and provide lower relative intensity levels when compared to the
O-CZP focusing profile. Although this distortion is very low, there is a trade-off
between focal intensity level and focusing profile distortion when selecting T-CZPs
over O-CZPs.

7.3 Experimental Results

Experimental measurements have been carried out to demonstrate that CZPs are
suitable for ultrasound focusing applications. Figure 7.4 shows the experimental
set-up, which consists of a 3D underwater automated positioning system with a
spatial resolution of 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 and three degrees of freedom. The signal is
generated using a Panametrics 5077PR pulser and then, it is transmitted using a
piston transducer from Imasonic with a 12.7 mm active diameter and a central fre-
quency of 1 MHz. A needle hydrophone from Precision Acoustics with a diameter
of 1.5 mm is used as receiver, and its output signal is amplified using a low noise
preamplifier and then digitized, using a digital oscilloscope from Pico Technology.

Digital
Oscilloscope

d

PC+LabView
Out

AmplifierIn

In

Out

Hydrophone

CZP
Piston

Transducer

Pulser
Sync

Out

Water Tank

r

z

Figure 7.4: Schematic view of the experimental set-up. [ c©2019 Elsevier B.V.]
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Two Soret CZPs have been manufactured using brass for implementing the
opaque Fresnel regions, because this material presents a high acoustic impedance
contrast with water. Both CZPs have been designed with M = 2 and S = 2 for
an operating frequency of 1 MHz (λ = 1.5 mm), a focal distance F = 50 mm and
a separation between the lens and the transducer of d = 340 mm. Figure 7.5(a)
shows a O-CZP (blocking central region), whereas Figure 7.5(b) shows a T-CZP
(transparent central region). The outermost radius of the O-CZP is rN = 24.87
mm, whereas for the T-CZP is rN = 23.38 mm. Thus, the T-CZP presents a
smaller size compared to the O-CZP because the O-CZP implements one additional
Fresnel opaque region. Figures 7.5(c) and 7.5(d) show the corresponding measured
intensity maps. Both measured intensity maps are normalized to the higher value,
which corresponds to the T-CZP case, following the same procedure as previously
in the simulation. As it can be observed from Figure 7.5, T-CZP achieves a higher
focal intensity level than O-CZP, which agrees with numerical results shown in
Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.5: Experimental results: (a) O-CZP and (c) its measured intensity map,
(b) T-CZP and (d) its measured intensity map. [ c©2019 Elsevier B.V.]

Figure 7.6 shows the longitudinal and transversal cuts corresponding to
both O-CZP and T-CZP. Blue solid lines represent experimental results, while red
dashed lines correspond to numerical results. Figures 7.6(a) and 7.6(b) depict
axial longitudinal cuts, also known as focusing profiles, against the axial coordi-
nate. The results show good agreement between simulations and experimental
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Figure 7.6: O-CZP: (a) focusing profile and (c) transversal cut at the focal plane.
T-CZP: (b) focusing profile and (d) transversal cut at the focal plane. Blue solid
lines represent experimental measurements and red dashed lines correspond to
numerical results. [ c©2019 Elsevier B.V.]

measurements. The triple-foci focusing profile, which corresponds to M = 2 and
S = 2, has potential applications in therapeutic treatments where a softer pro-
gressive heating profile is required. Experimental measurements and simulation
results match very well at the main lobe of both lenses, which present Full Length
Half Maximum (FLHM) values of 11.48 mm for O-CZP and 11.39 mm for T-CZP
(Table 7.3), being both foci located at the designed focal length of 50 mm. The
secondary foci of the O-CZP are located at 35 and 81 mm, while the secondary
foci of the T-CZP are located closer to the main focus at 36 and 77 mm, which
agrees with the results depicted in Figure 7.3. However, slight differences between
simulations and experiments can be appreciated at the focusing profile secondary
lobes. These small differences are mainly due to the cross-shaped mechanical sup-
port of the manufactured CZPs that can be observed in Figures 7.5(a) and 7.5(c),
which maintain the FZP brass rings fixed in place. This cross-shaped structure
has not been considered in the simulation. Figures 7.6(c) and 7.6(d) depict the
transversal cuts at the focal distance against the radial coordinate for O-CZP and
T-CZP, respectively. Both simulation and experimental results agree again very
well, showing transversal profiles with negligible side lobes and with a narrow main
lobe which presents Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) values of 1.59 mm in the
O-CZP case and 2.09 mm in the T-CZP case, as shown in Table 7.3. This absence
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of secondary lobes in the transversal cuts is due to the piston transducer influence,
as the amplitude of the incident pressure at the lens in this case has a similar effect
to FZP apodization through decreasing diffraction efficiency regions [24].

Table 7.3 shows, as stated before, the measured FLHM and FWHM for
both CZP lenses, but also provides the measured normalized intensity at the fo-
cus, which becomes a very significant parameter, and demonstrates that when
operating in underwater ultrasound with piston emitters, the choice of whether
the central Fresnel region is transparent or opaque is critical [22]. The T-CZP op-
tion (transparent central Fresnel region) results in a 30.43% enhancement at the
focal point intensity over the O-CZP option (opaque central Fresnel region). This
significant improvement in the focusing capabilities of the CZP lens is due to the
use of directional piston transducers, which favors the use of central transparent
regions.

F (mm) FLHM (mm) FWHM (mm) IF

O-CZP 50 11.48 1.59 76.67%
T-CZP 50 11.39 2.09 100%

Table 7.3: Measured F , FLHM, FWHM and normalized focal intensity (IF ) values
for O-CZP and T-CZP.

Figure 7.7 depicts the focusing profiles of the manufactured CZPs at three
different frequencies: f = 0.9 MHz (blue lines), f = 1.0 MHz (black lines), which
corresponds to the design frequency, and f = 1.1 MHz (red lines). Figures 7.7(a)
and 7.7(b) correspond to the O-CZP and T-CZP cases, respectively. Numerical
results are depicted with dashed lines, whereas experimental measurements are
depicted with solid lines. As can be observed from Figure 7.7, the modification
of the operating frequency shifts the lens focal distance. Both O-CZP and T-
CZP shift their focal distance to F = 56.35 mm when the operating frequency is
increased to f = 1.1 MHz. In contrast, when the frequency is reduced to f = 0.9
MHz, the focal distance is shifted to F = 43.46 mm. Moreover, the secondary foci
of the CZP profile are also shifted similarly with the operating frequency. Figure
7.7 illustrates that the magnitude of the shift is related to the current focal length.
Thus, the secondary focus that is farther from the lens is the focus that presents
a higher shift when the operating frequency is modified. Hence, the operating
frequency becomes an additional parameter very appealing to dynamically control
the focal distance of CZP lenses.
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Figure 7.7: Focusing profile for manufactured CZPs at different frequencies: (a)
O-CZP and (b) T-CZP. All profiles are normalized to their maximum values. Solid
lines represent experimental measurements, while dashed lines represent numerical
results. [ c©2019 Elsevier B.V.]

7.4 Conclusion

In this work, a theoretical analysis on the design and experimental characterization
of Cantor Zone Plates have been carried out. These lenses produce focusing
profiles with their main focus at the same location than their associated FZPs
and multiple secondary lobes. Experimental results for two manufactured CZPs
have been presented, showing good agreement with the theoretical model. Results
show that when using directional piston emitters in underwater transmission, CZPs
designed with central transparent regions (T-CZPs) achieve higher focal intensity
levels than those designed with central pressure blocking regions (O-CZPs). It
has been experimentally demonstrated that the measured focal intensity of the
T-CZP case provides a 30.43% enhancement of the intensity level compared to
the O-CZP case. Thus, this work shows that CZPs become appealing alternatives
in ultrasound focusing applications, such as therapeutic treatments which require
a softer heating profile.
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Chapter 8

M-bonacci Zone Plates for
Ultrasound Focusing
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4313, Oct. 2019.
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Abstract

In this work, we present a thorough analysis on M-bonacci zone plates for ultra-
sound focusing applications. These planar lenses are capable of providing bifocal
focusing profiles with equal intensity in both foci, and become very appealing for
a wide range of applications including medical and industrial focusing. We show
that in long wavelength domains, such as acoustics or microwaves, the separation
between both foci can be finely adjusted at the expense of slightly increasing the
distortion of the focusing profile, and we introduce a design parameter to deal
with this issue and simplify the design process of these lenses. Experimental mea-
surements are in good agreement with numerical simulations and demonstrate the
potential of M-bonacci lenses in ultrasound focusing applications.
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8.1 Introduction

Acoustic lenses are devices capable of focusing incident sound waves into specific
focal areas. Due to their wide range of applications, including both industrial
and medical, acoustic lenses are a hot topic among the scientific community.
Nowadays, approaches to focus acoustic waves are mainly based on metasurfaces,
which can be implemented with subwavelength slits [1], coiling-up space structures
[2–4] or Helmholtz resonators [5]. Holographic structures have also been proposed
as a flexible solution for synthesis of focusing profiles [6]. However, these kind of
devices are usually difficult to design because they require a complete 3D design
of each their unit cells. Other focusing alternatives are based on either spherical
[7] or cylindrical [8] containers filled with liquids, where the acoustic properties
of the inner liquid determines the lens focusing profile. Although these type of
lenses can be very interesting in certain applications, and they have shown focal
tunability [7], they can only focus in very close-range applications, which limits
their potential. In this sense, a simpler device capable of focusing acoustic waves
with higher flexibility is the Fresnel Zone Plate (FZP), which can be implemented
with either alternating blocking or absorbing regions with transparent regions [9,
10], or alternating transparent with phase-reversal regions [11].

FZPs have been widely used in many areas of physics due to their advanta-
geous planar fabrication compared to conventional curved lenses. A FZP focuses
waves through constructive interference of the diffracted field in its apertures.
These devices can be found in all sorts of applications, such as optical trapping
[12], planar antenna design [13] or ultrasound focusing applications [9, 14, 10]. In
optics, the distance between the transducer and the lens is usually large enough
to consider plane wave incidence. However, in many ultrasound and microwave
applications, a directional emitter is placed at a distance where the plane wave ap-
proximation is not valid. Therefore, in order to properly obtain the focusing profile
of an acoustic lens, the influence of the transducer on the lens energy distribution
has to be considered. [10, 15]

In the past years, several lenses with interesting focusing properties have
been introduced in the optical domain, such as Fibonacci ZPs [16, 17], Cantor
ZPs [18–20] and Thue-Morse ZPs [21, 22]. All these novel ZPs are variations
over conventional FZPs, where transparent and opaque/phase-reversal Fresnel re-
gions are distributed according to a specific binary sequence [23]. M-bonacci
Zone Plates (MbZPs) [17] are based on M-bonacci sequences, a generalization
of the well known Fibonacci sequence. They produce bifocal focusing profiles
with equal intensity focus at distances related to the M-bonacci sequence ratio.
The application of ultrasound focusing techniques is a topic of great interest in
both photo-acoustic imaging [24, 25] and therapeutic applications [26–29]. In
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the latter, dual focusing profiles can be used to either treat two isolated regions
simultaneously or target extensive areas with higher efficiency [30, 31].

Although M-bonacci sequences have been previously proposed for ultra-
sound focusing applications [23], in this work we experimentally demonstrate the
feasibility of MbZPs in the ultrasound domain for the first time. Moreover, we
analyze the distortion introduced in the focusing profile by these type of lenses
in long wavelength domains, such as acoustics or microwaves, when the Fresnel
approximation is not fulfilled, introducing a new parameter which becomes very
helpful at the design stage and allows a fine adjustment of the separation between
both foci at the expense of slightly distorting the MbZP focusing profile.

8.2 M-bonacci Zone Plates

8.2.1 Design and Focusing Properties

MbZPs are formed by aperiodic binary sequences based on M-bonacci series. To
build a M-bonacci serie of order m and stage j, two initiators of the sequence are
defined as in the Fibonacci case, Fm,1 = 0 and Fm,2 = 1. The next numbers of
the series are calculated as

Fm,j+1 =


j∑
i=1

Fm,i , j ≤ m
j∑

i=j−m+1
Fm,i , j > m

, (8.1)

which means that the next numbers of the series are calculated as the sum of the
m-previous numbers.

Table 8.1 shows the first ten numbers of the M-bonacci series calculated
for m = 2 (Fibonacci case), m = 3 and m = 4.

m Fm,j
2 {0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34}
3 {0, 1, 1, 2, 4, 7, 13, 24, 44, 81}
4 {0, 1, 1, 2, 4, 8, 15, 29, 56, 108}

Table 8.1: M-bonacci sequences for different m values.

One interesting parameter that can be derived from the M-bonacci series is
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the sequence ratio, ϕm, defined as the limit of the ratio between two consecutive
numbers:

ϕm = lim
j→+∞

(
Fm,j+1

Fm,j

)
. (8.2)

When m = 2, the ratio corresponds to the golden mean ϕ2 = 1.618, while
for m = 3 and m = 4 the sequence ratios are ϕ3 = 1.839 and ϕ4 = 1.928,
respectively.

Analogously to the M-bonacci series, a binary M-bonacci sequence can be
formed using the initiators fm,1 = 0 and fm,2 = 1. The next instance of the M-
bonacci sequence is obtained as the concatenation of the m-previous M-bonacci
instances, using the following equation,

fm,j+1 =
{
{fm,j & fm,j−1 & ... & fm,1} , j ≤ m
{fm,j & fm,j−1 & ... & fm,j−m+1} , j > m

(8.3)

where "&" represents the concatenation operator.

j m = 2 m = 3 m = 4
1 {0} {0} {0}
2 {1} {1} {1}
3 {10} {10} {10}
4 {101} {1010} {1010}
5 {10110} {1010101} {10101010}
6 {10110101} {1010101101010} {101010101010101}

Table 8.2: Examples of M-bonacci binary sequences.

Table 8.2 shows the first six iterations of M-bonacci binary sequences for
m = 2, m = 3 and m = 4. In each sequence, there are Fm,j+1 binary elements,
being Fm,j type-1 and Fm,j+1 −Fm,j type-0. The notation regarding type-1 and
type-0 elements is used to indicate whether the binary element is either a 1 or a
0, and thus, determines how the corresponding Fresnel region is implemented. In
Soret ZPs, type-1 elements are implemented as opaque regions, whereas type-0
elements correspond to transparent regions. As an example, the binary sequence
f2,6 = {10110101}, corresponding to m = 2 and j = 6, indicates that the first,
third, fourth, sixth and eight Fresnel regions of the lens are opaque regions (imple-
mented in brass), while the rest (second, fifth and seventh regions) are transparent.
The number of opaque (type-1), transparent (type-0) and total Fresnel regions can
also be verified using the numbers of the M-bonacci series shown in Table 8.1,
resulting for this particular example in a total of Fm,j+1 = F2,7 = 8 regions, with
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F2,6 = 5 type-1 opaque regions and F2,7 − F2,6 = 3 type-0 transparent regions.
The limit of the ratio between the number of type-1 and type-0 elements is given
by

τm = lim
j→+∞

(
Fm,j

Fm,j+1 − Fm,j

)
= 1
ϕm − 1 . (8.4)

As stated before, M-bonacci ZPs are obtained by applying a binary sequence
to a conventional FZP. Once the M-bonacci binary sequence has been calculated,
the MbZP is obtained assigning type-1 and type-0 elements to the corresponding
Fresnel regions of its associated conventional FZP. When plane wave incidence is
considered, the radii of the different Fresnel regions are given by

rn =

√
nλz0 +

(
nλ

2

)2
, (8.5)

where λ represents the wavelength, z0 the focal distance, and n = 1, 2, ..., N ,
being N the total number of Fresnel regions.

Fresnel regions

N = F2,9 = 21
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f2,8 = {1011 · · · }
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sequence mapping
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MbZP radii<latexit sha1_base64="HZFx/A9vylxgEGUZ20vJDMd1Lhw=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqEs3g0VxVZJudFl040aoYB/YhjKZ3LRDJ5MwMxFK6Bfoz+hK1J1bf8C/cVojaOtZnXvOuXDPDVLOlHbdT6u0tLyyulZetzc2t7Z3nN29lkoySaFJE57ITkAUcCagqZnm0EklkDjg0A5GF1O/fQdSsUTc6HEKfkwGgkWMEm2kvnPcC2DARE5BaJAT+yq4bWBJQsbsHojwR+87FbfqzoAXiVeQCirQ6DsfvTChWWzWKSdKdT031X5OpGaUw8TuZQpSQkdkAF1DBYlB+fmszwQfRYnEegh4Nv/O5iRWahwHJhMTPVTz3lT8z+tmOjrzcybSTIOgJmK8KONYJ3j6FhwyCVTzsSGESmauxHRIJKGmvbJNfW++7CJp1aqeW/Wua5X6efGIMjpAh+gEeegU1dElaqAmougBPaFX9GbdW4/Ws/XyHS1Zxc4++gPr/QujGJo2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HZFx/A9vylxgEGUZ20vJDMd1Lhw=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqEs3g0VxVZJudFl040aoYB/YhjKZ3LRDJ5MwMxFK6Bfoz+hK1J1bf8C/cVojaOtZnXvOuXDPDVLOlHbdT6u0tLyyulZetzc2t7Z3nN29lkoySaFJE57ITkAUcCagqZnm0EklkDjg0A5GF1O/fQdSsUTc6HEKfkwGgkWMEm2kvnPcC2DARE5BaJAT+yq4bWBJQsbsHojwR+87FbfqzoAXiVeQCirQ6DsfvTChWWzWKSdKdT031X5OpGaUw8TuZQpSQkdkAF1DBYlB+fmszwQfRYnEegh4Nv/O5iRWahwHJhMTPVTz3lT8z+tmOjrzcybSTIOgJmK8KONYJ3j6FhwyCVTzsSGESmauxHRIJKGmvbJNfW++7CJp1aqeW/Wua5X6efGIMjpAh+gEeegU1dElaqAmougBPaFX9GbdW4/Ws/XyHS1Zxc4++gPr/QujGJo2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HZFx/A9vylxgEGUZ20vJDMd1Lhw=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqEs3g0VxVZJudFl040aoYB/YhjKZ3LRDJ5MwMxFK6Bfoz+hK1J1bf8C/cVojaOtZnXvOuXDPDVLOlHbdT6u0tLyyulZetzc2t7Z3nN29lkoySaFJE57ITkAUcCagqZnm0EklkDjg0A5GF1O/fQdSsUTc6HEKfkwGgkWMEm2kvnPcC2DARE5BaJAT+yq4bWBJQsbsHojwR+87FbfqzoAXiVeQCirQ6DsfvTChWWzWKSdKdT031X5OpGaUw8TuZQpSQkdkAF1DBYlB+fmszwQfRYnEegh4Nv/O5iRWahwHJhMTPVTz3lT8z+tmOjrzcybSTIOgJmK8KONYJ3j6FhwyCVTzsSGESmauxHRIJKGmvbJNfW++7CJp1aqeW/Wua5X6efGIMjpAh+gEeegU1dElaqAmougBPaFX9GbdW4/Ws/XyHS1Zxc4++gPr/QujGJo2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="HZFx/A9vylxgEGUZ20vJDMd1Lhw=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqEs3g0VxVZJudFl040aoYB/YhjKZ3LRDJ5MwMxFK6Bfoz+hK1J1bf8C/cVojaOtZnXvOuXDPDVLOlHbdT6u0tLyyulZetzc2t7Z3nN29lkoySaFJE57ITkAUcCagqZnm0EklkDjg0A5GF1O/fQdSsUTc6HEKfkwGgkWMEm2kvnPcC2DARE5BaJAT+yq4bWBJQsbsHojwR+87FbfqzoAXiVeQCirQ6DsfvTChWWzWKSdKdT031X5OpGaUw8TuZQpSQkdkAF1DBYlB+fmszwQfRYnEegh4Nv/O5iRWahwHJhMTPVTz3lT8z+tmOjrzcybSTIOgJmK8KONYJ3j6FhwyCVTzsSGESmauxHRIJKGmvbJNfW++7CJp1aqeW/Wua5X6efGIMjpAh+gEeegU1dElaqAmougBPaFX9GbdW4/Ws/XyHS1Zxc4++gPr/QujGJo2</latexit>

z0,�
m = 2, j = 8

<latexit sha1_base64="QWtDyG0wvI0lcbCcg1+PQdUypqU=">AAACIHicbVDLTgIxFO3gC8cX6tJNI5i4IGSGjWxIiG5cYiKPhCGkU+5ApdOZtB0TnPAz+jOamBh1pV9jQRYIntW595zb9Bw/5kxpx/myMmvrG5tb2W17Z3dv/yB3eNRUUSIpNGjEI9n2iQLOBDQ00xzasQQS+hxa/uhqqrfuQSoWiVs9jqEbkoFgAaNEm1UvV/V8GDCRBjxRQw6BntiFh55TxB43j/RJwfPsQlgtF/FdtVKwPRD9BW8vl3dKzgx4lbhzkkdz1Hu5V68f0SQEoSknSnVcJ9bdlEjNKIeJ7SUKYkJHZAAdQwUJQXXTWcwJPgsiifUQ8Gxe9KYkVGoc+sYTEj1Uy9p0+Z/WSXRQ6aZMxIkGQY3FaEHCsY7wtC3cZxKo5mNDCJXM/BLTIZGEatOpbeK7y2FXSbNccp2Se1PO1y7nRWTRCTpF58hFF6iGrlEdNRBFT+gFfaBP69F6tt6s919rxprfHKM/sL5/ACeloZ0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QWtDyG0wvI0lcbCcg1+PQdUypqU=">AAACIHicbVDLTgIxFO3gC8cX6tJNI5i4IGSGjWxIiG5cYiKPhCGkU+5ApdOZtB0TnPAz+jOamBh1pV9jQRYIntW595zb9Bw/5kxpx/myMmvrG5tb2W17Z3dv/yB3eNRUUSIpNGjEI9n2iQLOBDQ00xzasQQS+hxa/uhqqrfuQSoWiVs9jqEbkoFgAaNEm1UvV/V8GDCRBjxRQw6BntiFh55TxB43j/RJwfPsQlgtF/FdtVKwPRD9BW8vl3dKzgx4lbhzkkdz1Hu5V68f0SQEoSknSnVcJ9bdlEjNKIeJ7SUKYkJHZAAdQwUJQXXTWcwJPgsiifUQ8Gxe9KYkVGoc+sYTEj1Uy9p0+Z/WSXRQ6aZMxIkGQY3FaEHCsY7wtC3cZxKo5mNDCJXM/BLTIZGEatOpbeK7y2FXSbNccp2Se1PO1y7nRWTRCTpF58hFF6iGrlEdNRBFT+gFfaBP69F6tt6s919rxprfHKM/sL5/ACeloZ0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QWtDyG0wvI0lcbCcg1+PQdUypqU=">AAACIHicbVDLTgIxFO3gC8cX6tJNI5i4IGSGjWxIiG5cYiKPhCGkU+5ApdOZtB0TnPAz+jOamBh1pV9jQRYIntW595zb9Bw/5kxpx/myMmvrG5tb2W17Z3dv/yB3eNRUUSIpNGjEI9n2iQLOBDQ00xzasQQS+hxa/uhqqrfuQSoWiVs9jqEbkoFgAaNEm1UvV/V8GDCRBjxRQw6BntiFh55TxB43j/RJwfPsQlgtF/FdtVKwPRD9BW8vl3dKzgx4lbhzkkdz1Hu5V68f0SQEoSknSnVcJ9bdlEjNKIeJ7SUKYkJHZAAdQwUJQXXTWcwJPgsiifUQ8Gxe9KYkVGoc+sYTEj1Uy9p0+Z/WSXRQ6aZMxIkGQY3FaEHCsY7wtC3cZxKo5mNDCJXM/BLTIZGEatOpbeK7y2FXSbNccp2Se1PO1y7nRWTRCTpF58hFF6iGrlEdNRBFT+gFfaBP69F6tt6s919rxprfHKM/sL5/ACeloZ0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QWtDyG0wvI0lcbCcg1+PQdUypqU=">AAACIHicbVDLTgIxFO3gC8cX6tJNI5i4IGSGjWxIiG5cYiKPhCGkU+5ApdOZtB0TnPAz+jOamBh1pV9jQRYIntW595zb9Bw/5kxpx/myMmvrG5tb2W17Z3dv/yB3eNRUUSIpNGjEI9n2iQLOBDQ00xzasQQS+hxa/uhqqrfuQSoWiVs9jqEbkoFgAaNEm1UvV/V8GDCRBjxRQw6BntiFh55TxB43j/RJwfPsQlgtF/FdtVKwPRD9BW8vl3dKzgx4lbhzkkdz1Hu5V68f0SQEoSknSnVcJ9bdlEjNKIeJ7SUKYkJHZAAdQwUJQXXTWcwJPgsiifUQ8Gxe9KYkVGoc+sYTEj1Uy9p0+Z/WSXRQ6aZMxIkGQY3FaEHCsY7wtC3cZxKo5mNDCJXM/BLTIZGEatOpbeK7y2FXSbNccp2Se1PO1y7nRWTRCTpF58hFF6iGrlEdNRBFT+gFfaBP69F6tt6s919rxprfHKM/sL5/ACeloZ0=</latexit>

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="7ZZuedfV3LWZGWY0b4XxaxqPMlU=">AAAB7XicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7p0M5GY4Ia0bHRJdOMSEwET2pDpcAsTpp1m5tZIGh5DV0bd+TK+gG/jgF0oeFbf3HMmueeGqRQGXffLKa2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6OuUZnm0OFKKn0fMgNSJNBBgRLuUw0sDiX0wsn13O89gDZCJXc4TSGI2SgRkeAM7cj3ER4xjPI6O58NqjW34S5EV8EroEYKtQfVT3+oeBZDglwyY/qem2KQM42CS5hV/MxAyviEjaBvMWExmCBf7DyjZ5HSFMdAF+/f2ZzFxkzj0GZihmOz7M2H/3n9DKPLIBdJmiEk3EasF2WSoqLz6nQoNHCUUwuMa2G3pHzMNONoD1Sx9b3lsqvQbTY8t+HdNmutq+IQZXJCTkmdeOSCtMgNaZMO4SQlz+SNvDvKeXJenNefaMkp/hyTP3I+vgGr4Y8Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7ZZuedfV3LWZGWY0b4XxaxqPMlU=">AAAB7XicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7p0M5GY4Ia0bHRJdOMSEwET2pDpcAsTpp1m5tZIGh5DV0bd+TK+gG/jgF0oeFbf3HMmueeGqRQGXffLKa2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6OuUZnm0OFKKn0fMgNSJNBBgRLuUw0sDiX0wsn13O89gDZCJXc4TSGI2SgRkeAM7cj3ER4xjPI6O58NqjW34S5EV8EroEYKtQfVT3+oeBZDglwyY/qem2KQM42CS5hV/MxAyviEjaBvMWExmCBf7DyjZ5HSFMdAF+/f2ZzFxkzj0GZihmOz7M2H/3n9DKPLIBdJmiEk3EasF2WSoqLz6nQoNHCUUwuMa2G3pHzMNONoD1Sx9b3lsqvQbTY8t+HdNmutq+IQZXJCTkmdeOSCtMgNaZMO4SQlz+SNvDvKeXJenNefaMkp/hyTP3I+vgGr4Y8Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7ZZuedfV3LWZGWY0b4XxaxqPMlU=">AAAB7XicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7p0M5GY4Ia0bHRJdOMSEwET2pDpcAsTpp1m5tZIGh5DV0bd+TK+gG/jgF0oeFbf3HMmueeGqRQGXffLKa2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6OuUZnm0OFKKn0fMgNSJNBBgRLuUw0sDiX0wsn13O89gDZCJXc4TSGI2SgRkeAM7cj3ER4xjPI6O58NqjW34S5EV8EroEYKtQfVT3+oeBZDglwyY/qem2KQM42CS5hV/MxAyviEjaBvMWExmCBf7DyjZ5HSFMdAF+/f2ZzFxkzj0GZihmOz7M2H/3n9DKPLIBdJmiEk3EasF2WSoqLz6nQoNHCUUwuMa2G3pHzMNONoD1Sx9b3lsqvQbTY8t+HdNmutq+IQZXJCTkmdeOSCtMgNaZMO4SQlz+SNvDvKeXJenNefaMkp/hyTP3I+vgGr4Y8Y</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7ZZuedfV3LWZGWY0b4XxaxqPMlU=">AAAB7XicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7p0M5GY4Ia0bHRJdOMSEwET2pDpcAsTpp1m5tZIGh5DV0bd+TK+gG/jgF0oeFbf3HMmueeGqRQGXffLKa2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6OuUZnm0OFKKn0fMgNSJNBBgRLuUw0sDiX0wsn13O89gDZCJXc4TSGI2SgRkeAM7cj3ER4xjPI6O58NqjW34S5EV8EroEYKtQfVT3+oeBZDglwyY/qem2KQM42CS5hV/MxAyviEjaBvMWExmCBf7DyjZ5HSFMdAF+/f2ZzFxkzj0GZihmOz7M2H/3n9DKPLIBdJmiEk3EasF2WSoqLz6nQoNHCUUwuMa2G3pHzMNONoD1Sx9b3lsqvQbTY8t+HdNmutq+IQZXJCTkmdeOSCtMgNaZMO4SQlz+SNvDvKeXJenNefaMkp/hyTP3I+vgGr4Y8Y</latexit>

(b)
<latexit sha1_base64="l9qzjTp6xqPXDrQiam4b4wBgmMo=">AAAB7XicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7p0M5GY4Ia0bHRJdOMSEwET2pDpcAsTpp1m5tZIGh5DV0bd+TK+gG/jgF0oeFbf3HMmueeGqRQGXffLKa2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6OuUZnm0OFKKn0fMgNSJNBBgRLuUw0sDiX0wsn13O89gDZCJXc4TSGI2SgRkeAM7cj3ER4xjPJ6eD4bVGtuw12IroJXQI0Uag+qn/5Q8SyGBLlkxvQ9N8UgZxoFlzCr+JmBlPEJG0HfYsJiMEG+2HlGzyKlKY6BLt6/szmLjZnGoc3EDMdm2ZsP//P6GUaXQS6SNENIuI1YL8okRUXn1elQaOAopxYY18JuSfmYacbRHqhi63vLZVeh22x4bsO7bdZaV8UhyuSEnJI68cgFaZEb0iYdwklKnskbeXeU8+S8OK8/0ZJT/Dkmf+R8fAOtYY8Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l9qzjTp6xqPXDrQiam4b4wBgmMo=">AAAB7XicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7p0M5GY4Ia0bHRJdOMSEwET2pDpcAsTpp1m5tZIGh5DV0bd+TK+gG/jgF0oeFbf3HMmueeGqRQGXffLKa2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6OuUZnm0OFKKn0fMgNSJNBBgRLuUw0sDiX0wsn13O89gDZCJXc4TSGI2SgRkeAM7cj3ER4xjPJ6eD4bVGtuw12IroJXQI0Uag+qn/5Q8SyGBLlkxvQ9N8UgZxoFlzCr+JmBlPEJG0HfYsJiMEG+2HlGzyKlKY6BLt6/szmLjZnGoc3EDMdm2ZsP//P6GUaXQS6SNENIuI1YL8okRUXn1elQaOAopxYY18JuSfmYacbRHqhi63vLZVeh22x4bsO7bdZaV8UhyuSEnJI68cgFaZEb0iYdwklKnskbeXeU8+S8OK8/0ZJT/Dkmf+R8fAOtYY8Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l9qzjTp6xqPXDrQiam4b4wBgmMo=">AAAB7XicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7p0M5GY4Ia0bHRJdOMSEwET2pDpcAsTpp1m5tZIGh5DV0bd+TK+gG/jgF0oeFbf3HMmueeGqRQGXffLKa2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6OuUZnm0OFKKn0fMgNSJNBBgRLuUw0sDiX0wsn13O89gDZCJXc4TSGI2SgRkeAM7cj3ER4xjPJ6eD4bVGtuw12IroJXQI0Uag+qn/5Q8SyGBLlkxvQ9N8UgZxoFlzCr+JmBlPEJG0HfYsJiMEG+2HlGzyKlKY6BLt6/szmLjZnGoc3EDMdm2ZsP//P6GUaXQS6SNENIuI1YL8okRUXn1elQaOAopxYY18JuSfmYacbRHqhi63vLZVeh22x4bsO7bdZaV8UhyuSEnJI68cgFaZEb0iYdwklKnskbeXeU8+S8OK8/0ZJT/Dkmf+R8fAOtYY8Z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l9qzjTp6xqPXDrQiam4b4wBgmMo=">AAAB7XicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7p0M5GY4Ia0bHRJdOMSEwET2pDpcAsTpp1m5tZIGh5DV0bd+TK+gG/jgF0oeFbf3HMmueeGqRQGXffLKa2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6OuUZnm0OFKKn0fMgNSJNBBgRLuUw0sDiX0wsn13O89gDZCJXc4TSGI2SgRkeAM7cj3ER4xjPJ6eD4bVGtuw12IroJXQI0Uag+qn/5Q8SyGBLlkxvQ9N8UgZxoFlzCr+JmBlPEJG0HfYsJiMEG+2HlGzyKlKY6BLt6/szmLjZnGoc3EDMdm2ZsP//P6GUaXQS6SNENIuI1YL8okRUXn1elQaOAopxYY18JuSfmYacbRHqhi63vLZVeh22x4bsO7bdZaV8UhyuSEnJI68cgFaZEb0iYdwklKnskbeXeU8+S8OK8/0ZJT/Dkmf+R8fAOtYY8Z</latexit>

(c)
<latexit sha1_base64="Phf5mZm1qQvQ6wZLSjPTYw3+sZ8=">AAAB7XicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7p0M5GY4Ia0bHRJdOMSEwET2pDpcAsTpp1m5tZIGh5DV0bd+TK+gG/jgF0oeFbf3HMmueeGqRQGXffLKa2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6OuUZnm0OFKKn0fMgNSJNBBgRLuUw0sDiX0wsn13O89gDZCJXc4TSGI2SgRkeAM7cj3ER4xjPI6P58NqjW34S5EV8EroEYKtQfVT3+oeBZDglwyY/qem2KQM42CS5hV/MxAyviEjaBvMWExmCBf7DyjZ5HSFMdAF+/f2ZzFxkzj0GZihmOz7M2H/3n9DKPLIBdJmiEk3EasF2WSoqLz6nQoNHCUUwuMa2G3pHzMNONoD1Sx9b3lsqvQbTY8t+HdNmutq+IQZXJCTkmdeOSCtMgNaZMO4SQlz+SNvDvKeXJenNefaMkp/hyTP3I+vgGu4Y8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Phf5mZm1qQvQ6wZLSjPTYw3+sZ8=">AAAB7XicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7p0M5GY4Ia0bHRJdOMSEwET2pDpcAsTpp1m5tZIGh5DV0bd+TK+gG/jgF0oeFbf3HMmueeGqRQGXffLKa2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6OuUZnm0OFKKn0fMgNSJNBBgRLuUw0sDiX0wsn13O89gDZCJXc4TSGI2SgRkeAM7cj3ER4xjPI6P58NqjW34S5EV8EroEYKtQfVT3+oeBZDglwyY/qem2KQM42CS5hV/MxAyviEjaBvMWExmCBf7DyjZ5HSFMdAF+/f2ZzFxkzj0GZihmOz7M2H/3n9DKPLIBdJmiEk3EasF2WSoqLz6nQoNHCUUwuMa2G3pHzMNONoD1Sx9b3lsqvQbTY8t+HdNmutq+IQZXJCTkmdeOSCtMgNaZMO4SQlz+SNvDvKeXJenNefaMkp/hyTP3I+vgGu4Y8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Phf5mZm1qQvQ6wZLSjPTYw3+sZ8=">AAAB7XicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7p0M5GY4Ia0bHRJdOMSEwET2pDpcAsTpp1m5tZIGh5DV0bd+TK+gG/jgF0oeFbf3HMmueeGqRQGXffLKa2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6OuUZnm0OFKKn0fMgNSJNBBgRLuUw0sDiX0wsn13O89gDZCJXc4TSGI2SgRkeAM7cj3ER4xjPI6P58NqjW34S5EV8EroEYKtQfVT3+oeBZDglwyY/qem2KQM42CS5hV/MxAyviEjaBvMWExmCBf7DyjZ5HSFMdAF+/f2ZzFxkzj0GZihmOz7M2H/3n9DKPLIBdJmiEk3EasF2WSoqLz6nQoNHCUUwuMa2G3pHzMNONoD1Sx9b3lsqvQbTY8t+HdNmutq+IQZXJCTkmdeOSCtMgNaZMO4SQlz+SNvDvKeXJenNefaMkp/hyTP3I+vgGu4Y8a</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Phf5mZm1qQvQ6wZLSjPTYw3+sZ8=">AAAB7XicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7p0M5GY4Ia0bHRJdOMSEwET2pDpcAsTpp1m5tZIGh5DV0bd+TK+gG/jgF0oeFbf3HMmueeGqRQGXffLKa2tb2xulbcrO7t7+wfVw6OuUZnm0OFKKn0fMgNSJNBBgRLuUw0sDiX0wsn13O89gDZCJXc4TSGI2SgRkeAM7cj3ER4xjPI6P58NqjW34S5EV8EroEYKtQfVT3+oeBZDglwyY/qem2KQM42CS5hV/MxAyviEjaBvMWExmCBf7DyjZ5HSFMdAF+/f2ZzFxkzj0GZihmOz7M2H/3n9DKPLIBdJmiEk3EasF2WSoqLz6nQoNHCUUwuMa2G3pHzMNONoD1Sx9b3lsqvQbTY8t+HdNmutq+IQZXJCTkmdeOSCtMgNaZMO4SQlz+SNvDvKeXJenNefaMkp/hyTP3I+vgGu4Y8a</latexit>

Figure 8.1: Lens design procedure with m = 2 and j = 8: (a) design steps; (b)
Fresnel regions (top), clasification of MbZP regions after the binary sequence map-
ping (middle) and final transmittance function of the lens (bottom); (c) resulting
MbZP layout.

Figure 8.1 shows a MbZP design example with m = 2 and j = 8. The
flow diagram of the lens design procedure is depicted in Figure 8.1(a). Figure
8.1(b) shows the distribution of the Fresnel regions for the current example and
their mapping using the M-bonacci sequence distribution. Finally, Figure 8.1(c)
depicts the final MbZP layout resulting from the lens design.

Once the M-bonacci ZP radii are obtained, the focusing profile of the lens
can be calculated by numerically computing the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction
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integral,

I(z) = 4π2

λ2

∣∣∣∣∫ a

0
pi(r′)t(r′)

e−jkr

r
cos(n, r)r′dr′

∣∣∣∣2 , (8.6)

where a is the maximum radius of the lens, r′ is the radial coordinate of the lens,
k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber, pi(r′) is the incident pressure distribution, t(r′)
is the ZP transmittance function and r =

√
(r′)2 + z2, z is the axial coordinate

and cos(n, r) = z/r, being n the normal direction to the lens surface. For a Soret
ZP, the transmittance function, also known as pupil function, is 0 at the pressure
blocking regions and 1 at the transparent regions.

In equation 8.6, the distance r can be expressed as

r = z

√
1 +

(
r′

z

)2
. (8.7)

Using the Taylor expansion
√

1 + x ∼= 1 + x/2− x2/8, r can be approximated as

r ∼= z + (r′)2

2z −
(r′)4

8z3 . (8.8)

The Fresnel approximation assumes that the third term of the Taylor expansion
of r does not affect the exponential result, which means that its contribution to
the exponent has to be much lower than 2π, that is,

k
(r′)4

8z3 << 2π. (8.9)

The worst case is obtained when r′ reaches its maximum value at r′ = a, which
means that the Fresnel approximation stands for axial coordinates greater than

z3 >>
a4

8λ. (8.10)

If the above condition is met, r ∼= z+ (r′)2

2z , and equation 8.6 can be approximated
as

I(z) ∼=
4π2

λ2

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫ a

0
pi(r′)t(r′)

e−jkze−jk
(r′)2

2z

z + (r′)2

2z

cos(n, r)r′dr′
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (8.11)

Further approximations can be done, as the paraxial approximation is valid (z >>
r′) and therefore cos(n, r) ∼= 1 and the denominator at the integral becomes
z + (r′)2

2z
∼= z, which results in

I(z) ∼=
4π2

λ2z2

∣∣∣∣∫ a

0
pi(r′)t(r′)e−jk

(r′)2
2z r′dr′

∣∣∣∣2 (8.12)
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It is convenient to implement a change of variable in both axial and radial di-
rections. Thus, a variable u = a2

2λ is defined as the normalized axial coordinate,

whereas a variable ξ =
(
r′

a

)2
is defined as the normalized radial coordinate.

Keeping in mind that dr′ = a

2
√
ξ
dξ, equation 8.12 becomes

I(u) ∼= 4π2u2
∣∣∣∣∫ 1

0
pi(ξ)t(ξ)e−j2πξudξ

∣∣∣∣2 , (8.13)

which means that if the Fresnel approximation condition is fulfilled (equation 8.10
is verified) the focusing profile of the lens can be obtained as a Fourier transform
of the pressure distribution at the ZP aperture. When the Fresnel approximation
is not applicable and equation 8.13 cannot be used, the focusing profile of the
MbZP is computed using equation 8.6 and presents a certain distortion compared
to the ideal case.

For a standard FZP, the focal distance in the normalized axial coordinate
can be calculated using equation 8.5 as

u0 = a2

2λz0
=
Nλz0 +

(
Nλ

2
)2

2λz0
= N

2 + N2λ

8z0
= N

2 (1 + ε), (8.14)

being a = rN the maximum radius of the lens and ε = Nλ
4z0

.

For low wavelength domains, such as optics, ε << 1 and therefore equation
8.14 can be approximated as

u0 ∼=
N

2 . (8.15)

Interestingly, as reported by Monsoriu et al. [16, 17], the focusing profile
of MbZPs shows two symmetric foci respect to the normalized focal distance
of its associated FZP (u0 = N/2 = Fm,j+1/2). The first focus is located at
u1 ∼= Fm,j , which corresponds to the number of type-1 elements in the binary
sequence, whereas the second focus is located at u2 ∼= Fm,j+1 − Fm,j , which
corresponds to the number of type-0 elements in the sequence. Therefore, the
ratio between the two foci tends to u1/u2 ∼= τm, as stated in equation 8.4. The
focal positions in the denormalized axial coordinate can be calculated as

z1 = Fm,j+1

Fm,j
· z0

2
∼= ϕm

z0

2 , (8.16)

and
z2 = Fm,j+1

Fm,j+1 − Fm,j
· z0

2
∼= ϕmτm

z0

2 , (8.17)
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Figure 8.2: Focusing profile of a lens with m = 2, j = 8, z0 = 0.3 m and λ = 0.3
mm as a function of: (a) the normalized axial coordinate and (b) the denormalized
axial coordinate.

being z0 the focal distance of the associated FZP.

Figures 8.2(a) and 8.2(b) show the focusing profile of a MbZP lens against
the normalized (u) and denormalized (z) axial coordinate, respectively. As can
be observed from Figure 8.2(a), when using the normalized axial coordinate, the
MbZP is completely symmetrical as it was previously shown in optics [16]. The
normalized focal distances are u1 ∼= F2,8 = 13 and u2 ∼= F2,9 − F2,8 = 8, which
agrees with their theoretical values. On the other hand, when the axial coordinate
is denormalized and the real focusing profile is depicted (Figure 8.2(b)), the foci
are not symmetrical anymore, due to the coordinate transformation that relates u
with z. The main effect over the focusing profile is that the focus further from
the lens becomes wider than the focus closer to the lens.

Figure 8.3 depicts the computed focusing profiles along the axial coordinate
for three different MbZPs. Figure 8.3(a) corresponds to m = 2, while 8.3(b) and
8.3(c) correspond to m = 3 and m = 4, respectively. As can be observed from
Figure 8.3(a), z1 ∼= 81 mm and z2 ∼= 131 mm, which agree with their theoretical
focal distances obtained from equations 8.16 and 8.17. Figure 8.3(b) shows two
foci at z1 ∼= 92 mm and z2 ∼= 110 mm, while 8.3(c) shows two foci at z1 ∼= 96
mm and z2 ∼= 104 mm, which also agrees with the theory.
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Figure 8.3: MbZP layouts (left) and their normalized focusing profiles (right): (a)
m = 2, (b) m = 3 and (c) m = 4. For all MbZPs, j = 9 and z0 = 0.1 m.

8.2.2 γ-Parameter

In long wavelength domains, such as ultrasounds, the Fresnel approximation can
not always be assumed in typical focusing applications. Therefore, it is useful to
define a new γ parameter as the ratio between the associated FZP focal distance,
z0, and the Fresnel approximation distance, zf , given by

γ = z0

zf
, (8.18)

where zf = 3
√

a4

8λ .

Thus, the Fresnel approximation is valid when γ >> 1. In long wavelength
domains, fulfilling this condition requires very long focal distances, which is not
the usual case in most near-field focusing applications. However, simulations show
that MbZPs present low distortion for γ > 2 values, which is a more reasonable
condition to achieve. In fact, MbZPs can be designed in the 1 < γ < 2 range
with low distortion in the focusing profile. Alternatively, if γ < 1 MbZPs present
a highly distorted focusing profile. This distortion results in focal displacement
and focal intensity reduction compared to the γ >> 1 case. Figure 8.4 depicts
the numerically computed axial intensities using equation 8.6 for MbZPs (blue
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Figure 8.4: Focusing profiles (blue lines) against axial distance for different values
of γ (rows) and m (columns), compared to their ideal counterparts (γ >> 1) in
red.

lines) with different γ and m values, compared to the case when γ >> 1 and
the Fresnel approximation is valid (red lines). As can be observed from Figure
8.4, when γ = 0.5 (first row) the distortion is very severe, and the focal distances
in all three cases do not correspond to the theoretical values. When γ = 1, the
distortion is significantly reduced in comparison with the γ = 0.5 case, and the
focusing profiles are closer to the theoretical value. Finally, when γ = 2 (third
row) minimum distortion is observed.

Thus, the γ parameter should be considered in the design process of
MbZPs. Combining equation 8.5 with the Fresnel approximation distance con-
dition results in

z3
f = (Fm,j+1z0)2

8 λ(1 + ε)2. (8.19)

Using equations 8.18 and 8.19 and substituting ε = Nλ
4z0

yields to the
following third order equation:

1
16γ

3F 4
m,j+1ψ

3 + 1
2γ

3F 3
m,j+1ψ

2 + γ3F 2
m,j+1ψ − 8 = 0, (8.20)

where ψ = λ
z0

is an additional design variable.

Hence, once ψ has been numerically calculated solving equation 8.20 in
order to achieve a specific γ parameter value, it is possible to obtain the focal
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distance for a given wavelength, or the required wavelength for a specific focal
distance.

Figure 8.5: (a) Normalized focal distances and (b) focal distance ratio as a function
of the γ parameter.

Figure 8.5 (a) depicts the normalized focal distances for the first and second
focus against the γ parameter for three different cases: m = 2 (red lines), m = 3
(blue lines) and m = 4 (black lines), as well as the focal distance ratio (Figure 8.5
(b)), defined as z2/z1, for the same three cases. The results have been obtained
using equation 8.6. All MbZPs have been designed for a fixed z0, while the
wavelength has been adjusted using equation 8.20 in each simulation in order to
provide the desired γ factor. As can be observed from Figure 8.5, for γ > 2 the
focal distances of both foci tend to their theoretical positions (γ → +∞ case),
whereas γ < 2 results in both foci being shifted away in opposite directions. This
phenomenon can be easily understood by observing the focal distance ratio, which
theoretically tends to z2/z1 ∼= τm, according to equations 8.16 and 8.17. Thus, as
the γ parameter augments, z2/z1 tends to 1.60, 1.18 and 1.08 for m = 2, m = 3
and m = 4, respectively, which are very close to the theoretical values given by
τ2 = 1.618, τ3 = 1.192 and τ4 = 1.078. Moreover, when γ < 2, the displacement
on the focal distances is more noticeable in the m = 2 case, which agrees with
the results depicted in Figure 8.4.

Figure 8.6 illustrates a MbZP design example using the tools developed
in this work. Figure 8.6(a) shows the concept diagram with the different steps
required to accurately design the MbZP. Initially, the input parameters are the
desired location of both foci, z1 and z2, and the resolution level of the lens,
that is related with the MbZP size, and thus, with the j parameter. In this
particular example, these three parameters have been selected as z1 = 50 mm,
z2 = 90 mm, and j = 8. In the next design step, both the order of the M-
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Input parameters:
z1 = 50 mm
z2 = 90 mm
j = 8
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Output parameters:
z0, �, m, j

<latexit sha1_base64="tuAxrB91K4J+Y1P8qq6nHtqq0P4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tuAxrB91K4J+Y1P8qq6nHtqq0P4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tuAxrB91K4J+Y1P8qq6nHtqq0P4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tuAxrB91K4J+Y1P8qq6nHtqq0P4=">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</latexit>

Obtain z2/z0 and z1/z0 from �:
z2/z0

⇠= 1.37
z1/z0

⇠= 0.76
<latexit sha1_base64="Dhcs3hONJ+DN47t1vVi8B1lDlsE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dhcs3hONJ+DN47t1vVi8B1lDlsE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dhcs3hONJ+DN47t1vVi8B1lDlsE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dhcs3hONJ+DN47t1vVi8B1lDlsE=">AAACXnicbVFNb9QwFHQCtCVQmtILEheLDRKnEC8SW/VUiQu3FoltK21W0Yv3JWvVH5HtVNpG+w/7B7jBPyH7gSgtc5o3M5b9xmUjhfNZ9iMInzx9trO79zx68XL/1UF8+PrCmdZyHHMjjb0qwaEUGsdeeIlXjUVQpcTL8vrLyr+8QeuE0d/9osGpglqLSnDwvVTEXV5iLXRXydbNJVZ+GZ2VHoSmyW0x/HhbZAkFPVtNbDNV1iia5DUoBclJnkd/gjk3uqYs/TRKNir7q2bp6HMS5ahn924q4kGWZmvQx4RtyYBscV7Ed/nM8Fah9lyCcxOWNX7agfWCS1xGeeuwAX4NNU56qkGhm3brkpb0fWUs9XOk6/l+tgPl3EKVfUaBn7uH3kr8nzdpfXU87YRuWo+a95Heq1pJvaGrrulMWOReLnoC3Ir+lZTPwQL3/Y9E/frs4bKPycUwZVnKvg0Hp8NtEXvkLXlHPhBGRuSUfCXnZEw4+RXsBnFwGPwMd8L98GATDYPtmSPyD8I3vwG1+a/i</latexit>

Obtain z0 from z2/z0 or z1/z0:
z0

⇠= 65.7 mm
<latexit sha1_base64="jQa5DIQ+BcQv2FVoAWXMsmPhoec=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jQa5DIQ+BcQv2FVoAWXMsmPhoec=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jQa5DIQ+BcQv2FVoAWXMsmPhoec=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jQa5DIQ+BcQv2FVoAWXMsmPhoec=">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</latexit>

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="Tx5PnqWd/akTxjSO90ew/swUIOI=">AAAB7XicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7p0M5GY4Ia0xESXJG5cYiJgQhsyHW5hwrTTzNwaScNj6MqoO1/GF/BtHLALBc/qm3vOJPfcMJXCoOt+OaW19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNSrTHDpcSaXvQ2ZAigQ6KFDCfaqBxaGEXji5nvu9B9BGqOQOpykEMRslIhKcoR35PsIjhlFeZ+ezQbXmNtyF6Cp4BdRIofag+ukPFc9iSJBLZkzfc1MMcqZRcAmzip8ZSBmfsBH0LSYsBhPki51n9CxSmuIY6OL9O5uz2JhpHNpMzHBslr358D+vn2F0FeQiSTOEhNuI9aJMUlR0Xp0OhQaOcmqBcS3slpSPmWYc7YEqtr63XHYVus2G5za822atdVEcokxOyCmpE49ckha5IW3SIZyk5Jm8kXdHOU/Oi/P6Ey05xZ9j8kfOxzenq48K</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tx5PnqWd/akTxjSO90ew/swUIOI=">AAAB7XicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7p0M5GY4Ia0xESXJG5cYiJgQhsyHW5hwrTTzNwaScNj6MqoO1/GF/BtHLALBc/qm3vOJPfcMJXCoOt+OaW19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNSrTHDpcSaXvQ2ZAigQ6KFDCfaqBxaGEXji5nvu9B9BGqOQOpykEMRslIhKcoR35PsIjhlFeZ+ezQbXmNtyF6Cp4BdRIofag+ukPFc9iSJBLZkzfc1MMcqZRcAmzip8ZSBmfsBH0LSYsBhPki51n9CxSmuIY6OL9O5uz2JhpHNpMzHBslr358D+vn2F0FeQiSTOEhNuI9aJMUlR0Xp0OhQaOcmqBcS3slpSPmWYc7YEqtr63XHYVus2G5za822atdVEcokxOyCmpE49ckha5IW3SIZyk5Jm8kXdHOU/Oi/P6Ey05xZ9j8kfOxzenq48K</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tx5PnqWd/akTxjSO90ew/swUIOI=">AAAB7XicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7p0M5GY4Ia0xESXJG5cYiJgQhsyHW5hwrTTzNwaScNj6MqoO1/GF/BtHLALBc/qm3vOJPfcMJXCoOt+OaW19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNSrTHDpcSaXvQ2ZAigQ6KFDCfaqBxaGEXji5nvu9B9BGqOQOpykEMRslIhKcoR35PsIjhlFeZ+ezQbXmNtyF6Cp4BdRIofag+ukPFc9iSJBLZkzfc1MMcqZRcAmzip8ZSBmfsBH0LSYsBhPki51n9CxSmuIY6OL9O5uz2JhpHNpMzHBslr358D+vn2F0FeQiSTOEhNuI9aJMUlR0Xp0OhQaOcmqBcS3slpSPmWYc7YEqtr63XHYVus2G5za822atdVEcokxOyCmpE49ckha5IW3SIZyk5Jm8kXdHOU/Oi/P6Ey05xZ9j8kfOxzenq48K</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Tx5PnqWd/akTxjSO90ew/swUIOI=">AAAB7XicbZDNTsJAFIWn+If4h7p0M5GY4Ia0xESXJG5cYiJgQhsyHW5hwrTTzNwaScNj6MqoO1/GF/BtHLALBc/qm3vOJPfcMJXCoOt+OaW19Y3NrfJ2ZWd3b/+genjUNSrTHDpcSaXvQ2ZAigQ6KFDCfaqBxaGEXji5nvu9B9BGqOQOpykEMRslIhKcoR35PsIjhlFeZ+ezQbXmNtyF6Cp4BdRIofag+ukPFc9iSJBLZkzfc1MMcqZRcAmzip8ZSBmfsBH0LSYsBhPki51n9CxSmuIY6OL9O5uz2JhpHNpMzHBslr358D+vn2F0FeQiSTOEhNuI9aJMUlR0Xp0OhQaOcmqBcS3slpSPmWYc7YEqtr63XHYVus2G5za822atdVEcokxOyCmpE49ckha5IW3SIZyk5Jm8kXdHOU/Oi/P6Ey05xZ9j8kfOxzenq48K</latexit>

(b)
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<latexit sha1_base64="etuY0GRCO4jTpkkL6TOMVKbsm0M=">AAAB5HicbZC9TsMwFIVvyl8pfwVGFosKqSxV0gXGSiyMRdAfqY0qx71prNpJZDtIVdQ3gAkBG0/EC/A2uCUDtJzp8z3H0j03SAXXxnW/nNLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7p6iRTDDssEYnqB1Sj4DF2DDcC+6lCKgOBvWB6s/B7j6g0T+IHM0vRl3QS85Azauzovi4vR9Wa23CXIuvgFVCDQu1R9XM4TlgmMTZMUK0HnpsaP6fKcCZwXhlmGlPKpnSCA4sxlaj9fLnqnFyEiSImQrJ8/87mVGo9k4HNSGoiveothv95g8yE137O4zQzGDMbsV6YCWISsmhMxlwhM2JmgTLF7ZaERVRRZuxdKra+t1p2HbrNhuc2vLtmrdUsDlGGMziHOnhwBS24hTZ0gMEEnuEN3p3QeXJenNefaMkp/pzCHzkf34jHitk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="etuY0GRCO4jTpkkL6TOMVKbsm0M=">AAAB5HicbZC9TsMwFIVvyl8pfwVGFosKqSxV0gXGSiyMRdAfqY0qx71prNpJZDtIVdQ3gAkBG0/EC/A2uCUDtJzp8z3H0j03SAXXxnW/nNLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7p6iRTDDssEYnqB1Sj4DF2DDcC+6lCKgOBvWB6s/B7j6g0T+IHM0vRl3QS85Azauzovi4vR9Wa23CXIuvgFVCDQu1R9XM4TlgmMTZMUK0HnpsaP6fKcCZwXhlmGlPKpnSCA4sxlaj9fLnqnFyEiSImQrJ8/87mVGo9k4HNSGoiveothv95g8yE137O4zQzGDMbsV6YCWISsmhMxlwhM2JmgTLF7ZaERVRRZuxdKra+t1p2HbrNhuc2vLtmrdUsDlGGMziHOnhwBS24hTZ0gMEEnuEN3p3QeXJenNefaMkp/pzCHzkf34jHitk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="etuY0GRCO4jTpkkL6TOMVKbsm0M=">AAAB5HicbZC9TsMwFIVvyl8pfwVGFosKqSxV0gXGSiyMRdAfqY0qx71prNpJZDtIVdQ3gAkBG0/EC/A2uCUDtJzp8z3H0j03SAXXxnW/nNLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7p6iRTDDssEYnqB1Sj4DF2DDcC+6lCKgOBvWB6s/B7j6g0T+IHM0vRl3QS85Azauzovi4vR9Wa23CXIuvgFVCDQu1R9XM4TlgmMTZMUK0HnpsaP6fKcCZwXhlmGlPKpnSCA4sxlaj9fLnqnFyEiSImQrJ8/87mVGo9k4HNSGoiveothv95g8yE137O4zQzGDMbsV6YCWISsmhMxlwhM2JmgTLF7ZaERVRRZuxdKra+t1p2HbrNhuc2vLtmrdUsDlGGMziHOnhwBS24hTZ0gMEEnuEN3p3QeXJenNefaMkp/pzCHzkf34jHitk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="etuY0GRCO4jTpkkL6TOMVKbsm0M=">AAAB5HicbZC9TsMwFIVvyl8pfwVGFosKqSxV0gXGSiyMRdAfqY0qx71prNpJZDtIVdQ3gAkBG0/EC/A2uCUDtJzp8z3H0j03SAXXxnW/nNLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7p6iRTDDssEYnqB1Sj4DF2DDcC+6lCKgOBvWB6s/B7j6g0T+IHM0vRl3QS85Azauzovi4vR9Wa23CXIuvgFVCDQu1R9XM4TlgmMTZMUK0HnpsaP6fKcCZwXhlmGlPKpnSCA4sxlaj9fLnqnFyEiSImQrJ8/87mVGo9k4HNSGoiveothv95g8yE137O4zQzGDMbsV6YCWISsmhMxlwhM2JmgTLF7ZaERVRRZuxdKra+t1p2HbrNhuc2vLtmrdUsDlGGMziHOnhwBS24hTZ0gMEEnuEN3p3QeXJenNefaMkp/pzCHzkf34jHitk=</latexit>

Figure 8.6: Lens design example with z1 = 50 mm and z2 = 90 mm: (a) Design
procedure flow diagram, (b) resulting MbZP lens and (c) numerically computed
focusing profile.

bonacci sequence m and the required γ parameter are found by computing the
focal distance ratio, z2/z1, and then using Figure 8.5(b) to retrieve them. With
m and γ, the normalized focal distances, z1/z0 and z2/z0, can be obtained using
Figure 8.5(a), and therefore, z0 is found. Using equation 8.20, the ψ parameter
can be found, and λ is finally obtained as the product z0ψ to determine the design
frequency for the MbZP lens.

Once the design parameters m, j, λ and z0 have been determined, the
MbZP radii can be calculated as it was previously shown in Figure 8.1(a), and the
MbZP lens can be built. Figure 8.6(b) shows the resulting MbZP layout for this
particular design example in which m = 2, j = 8, λ = 1.67 mm and z0 = 65.7
mm, and Figure 8.6(c) depicts the MbZP focusing profile with the first and second
foci located at positions z1 = 50 mm and z2 = 90 mm as required, demonstrating
the feasibility and utility of this design method.
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Figure 8.7: (a) Manufactured MbZP and (b) scheme of the experimental set-up.

Experimental measurements have been carried out in order to validate the
theoretical analysis. The experimental set-up consists of an underwater 3D auto-
mated positioning system with a spatial resolution of 1×1×1 mm3. An Imasonic
piston transducer with 12.7 mm of active diameter and a central working frequency
of 1 MHz is used as emitter. A needle hydrophone form Precision Acoustics Ltd.
with 1.5 mm of diameter and a −4 dB bandwidth ranging from 200 kHz to 25
MHz is used as receiver. The transmitted signal is generated using a Panametrics
5077PR pulser and sampled using a digital oscilloscope from Pico Technology with
a resolution of 12-bit. Figure 8.7(b) depicts a scheme of the experimental set-up.

Since plane wave incidence can not be assumed due to the reduced physical
dimensions of the water tank, the Fresnel radii were calculated using the spherical
wave incidence equation, given by

d+ z0 + nλ

2 =
√
d2 + r2

n +
√
z2

0 + r2
n, (8.21)

where d = 350 mm is the transducer separation from the lens. In order to obtain
the γ parameter under spherical wave incidence, an iterative process is used. In
this process, the ψ value for plane wave incidence is used to obtain an initial value
of λ. Subsequently, the wavelength is iteratively increased until the desired γ value
is achieved.

A Soret MbZP, made of brass and designed with m = 2, j = 8, z0 = 50
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mm and λ = 1.5 mm, has been manufactured (Figure 8.7(a)). In this lens,
the Fresnel approximation distance is zf = 58.24 mm and therefore, γ = 0.859,
meaning that the focusing profile of the lens is going to be significantly distorted.
Figure 8.8(a) depicts the measured acoustic intensity map, whereas 8.8(b) shows
the measured focusing profile (squares) along the axial distance compared to the
FEM simulation (blue line) and the γ >> 1 case (red line).

Figure 8.8: Experimental results: (a) Measured intensity map ;(b) Measured (black
squares) and simulated (blue line) focusing profiles for the MbZP built lens com-
pared to the γ >> 1 case (red line).

As can be observed, the manufactured lens with γ = 0.859 provides focal
distances of z1 = 36.4 mm and z2 = 72.6 mm, which differ from those corre-
sponding to the γ >> 1 case (z1 = 40.6 mm and z2 = 64.9 mm). Therefore,
the experimental results demonstrate the focal shift predicted in the theoretical
analysis and shown in Figures 8.4 and 8.5. However, there is also a noticeable dis-
tortion in the focusing profile and both foci are not even anymore. Thus, there is
a trade off between the focal shifting range and the maximum tolerable distortion
in the MbZP focusing profile.

Figure 8.9 shows the effect that the adjustment of the operating frequency
has on the performance of the MbZP lens. Figure 8.9(a) depicts the location of
both foci against the operating frequency for the built MbZP shown in Figure
8.7(a). This MbZP lens has been designed to operate at a design frequency of
f = 1 MHz and the results shown in Figure 8.9(a) have been numerically computed
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Figure 8.9: (a) Numerically computed focal distances as a function of the working
frequency; experimental (black squares) and simulated (blue line) focusing profiles
at: (b) 1 MHz and (c) 1.1 MHz.

using equation 8.6. As can be observed from the figure, both foci shift linearly
with the operating frequency, although at different rates. Thus, the separation
between both foci augments with the operating frequency. Figures 8.9(b) and
8.9(c) show the experimental MbZP focusing profiles measured for comparison
purposes at f = 1 MHz (design frequency) and f = 1.1 MHz, respectively. The
separations between both foci are around the numerically computed values, which
correspond to 36.2 mm in the f = 1 MHz case and 40.4 mm in the 1.1 MHz case.
Therefore, Figures 8.9(b) and 8.9(c) experimentally demonstrate the effect that
the operating frequency has on the MbZP focusing profile.

8.4 Conclusion

In this work, we present a method for designing bifocal ZPs using M-bonacci
binary sequences in the ultrasound domain. The distance between both foci is
related with the M-bonacci sequence ratio. In addition, a new γ design param-
eter is presented, which can be used to finely adjust the foci separation, at the
expense of increasing the focusing profile distortion. Experimental results agree
with numerical simulations, demonstrating the viability of these type of lenses in
high wavelength domains, such as microwaves or ultrasound transmission.
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Abstract

In this work, we present a lens based on a thin hollow ABS spherical container
structure, which can be filled up with different compatible liquids. The acoustic jet
can be dynamically shaped by either shifting the operating frequency or modifying
the geometry of the lens. We show for the first time that a spherical Ethanol ABS
core-shell acoustical lens immersed in water with low diameter-to-wavelength ratio
equal to 6.67 and refractive index of 1.24 achieves a focusing spot narrower than
0.85λ. Experimental measurements validate simulation results and demonstrate
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the viability of these configurable spherical lenses in underwater acoustic focusing
applications.

9.1 Introduction

Wave focusing is a hot topic in several areas of physics, including optics [1, 2], mi-
crowaves [3, 4] and acoustics [5–7]. In this sense, spherical lenses have attracted
close attention since the invention of the optical microscope [8]. In acoustics,
spherical refractive gas-filled [9] and liquid-filled [10] lenses with high diameter-
to-wavelength ratio (D/λ), where the geometrical optics approach is valid, were
previously investigated. A liquid-filled acoustic lens with an acoustically transpar-
ent spherical shell made of ABS plastic with a relative diameter of D/λ = 17
at 100 kHz was studied [11]. A liquid-filled spherical acoustic lens with the fo-
cal point inside the lens [12] was also investigated. Nevertheless, subwavelength
acoustic focusing was never experimentally demonstrated in these works.

Some alternative methods to achieve subwavelength focusing [13, 14] in-
clude non-linear harmonic generation [15] or time-reversal mirrors [16, 17]. How-
ever, these alternative methods are low-efficiency processes due to different draw-
backs such as ultrasound absorption or low energy translation between frequencies,
and thus, spherical lenses are more appealing. Theoretically, based on an anal-
ogy to optical photonic nanojet research [18–23], it was recently shown [24, 25]
that acoustic focusing can be achieved using mesoscale solid or/and metamaterial
lenses that produce jet-like focus, known as acustojets, when the size of the lens
is less than 10λ and the geometrical optics approach is not valid. Experimentally,
it has been shown that it is possible to obtain a diffraction limited focal spot
with mesoscale solid spherical [26] and cylindrical [27] acoustic lenses, which can
enhance the capabilities of ultrasound imaging in several areas such as biomedical
applications or acoustic microscopy. Acoustic jets are scattered non-evanescent
beams of acoustic waves that propagate a short distance through the shadow
region of the spherical/cylindrical lens, with subwavelength or even beyond the
diffraction limit transversal resolution. The physics behind the jet generation can
be described using Mie scattering theory [9, 24, 26].

It should be noted that there is a fundamental difference in the focusing
properties between cylindrical (2D) and spherical (3D) lenses and it is not correct
to generalize the results of a 2D lens to a 3D lens directly [28].

Moreover, solid materials with good acoustic properties are extremely rare,
and liquid lenses have an advantage over solid lenses because of the lack of trans-
verse sound velocity (shear waves). However, until now, experimental realization
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of liquid core-shell mesoscale spherical acoustic lenses with resolution beyond the
wavelength has not been achieved. In this work, we propose a configurable liquid
core-shell mesoscale acoustic spherical lens which can modify its acoustic jet-like
subwavelength focusing profile.

9.2 Results
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Figure 9.1: Schematic of the configurable spherical lens. [ c©2019 The Japan Society
of Applied Physics]

Figure 9.1 depicts a hollow spherical lens of thickness th << λ, where
λ is the wavelength in the host medium, and diameter D filled with an inner
liquid characterized by its density ρm and sound speed cm. The spherical lens is
placed at a distance d from a directional transducer [29] and immersed in a host
medium with density ρ0 and sound speed c0. The refractive index of the inner
liquid is then defined as n = c0/cm, and provides helpful information about the
sound speed contrast between both media. The acoustic jet focusing profile on the
near-field region can be shaped by modifying the inner liquid inside the spherical
lens, and can be characterized by the focal distance (F ), the focal intensity (IF ),
the full length half maximum (FLHM) and the full width half maximum (FWHM).
These parameters provide information about the jet capability to focus the incident
energy into a certain location.

The acoustic pressure generated by the lens has been calculated using a
Finite Element Method (FEM) model implemented in the commercial software
COMSOL Multiphysics. In all simulations, the host medium is water and the
spherical lens container material is the thermoplastic polymer ABS. The hollow
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spherical container has a thickness th = 0.25 mm and an outer diameter D = 40
mm. In all simulations, the transducer is modelled as a constant pressure condition
of p0 = 1 Pa placed at a distance d = 350 mm from the center of the lens.

Figure 9.2: Normalized intensity maps for different materials: (a) Hexane, (b)
Ethanol and (c) Methyl Iodide. [ c©2019 The Japan Society of Applied Physics]

In analogy to optical photonic nanojet research, the surrounding medium
should have a lower sound speed than the inner liquid of the lens [24]. Figure
9.2 shows the numerically computed intensity maps for different inner liquids.
Their acoustic properties, as well as those of the host medium and the container
material, are shown in Table 9.1 for a temperature of T = 20◦C. In all three
cases the operating frequency is set to f = 250 kHz, which corresponds to λ = 6
mm. In this case, D = 6.67λ and th = 0.042λ. As can be observed from Figure
9.2, the acoustic properties of the inner material have a significant impact on the
acoustic jet focusing profile. Figures 9.2(a), 9.2(b) and 9.2(c) show the acoustic
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jet generated by a hollow spherical lens when the inner liquid is Hexane, Ethanol
and Methyl Iodide, respectively. Table 9.2 shows the values of all four acoustic
jet parameters depicted in Figure 9.2. Hexane (Figure 9.2(a)) provides the most
extended focal area with the lowest focal intensity. Moreover, it corresponds to the
widest focal length of 32.5 mm. Ethanol (Figure 9.2(b)) has a very low refractive
index, close to Hexane, and thus it provides a similar focal length of 32 mm.
Methyl Iodide (Figure 9.2(c)) has a higher refractive index than the other two
materials, which results in a smaller focal length of 21.05 mm. This material also
provides the highest focal intensity and the narrowest lateral resolution (0.472λ)
beyond the diffraction limit [19]. To further increase the resolution of this jet, the
diameter of the sphere could be augmented. However, Methyl Iodide is a very
toxic material and the experimental measurements have been carried out using
Ethanol because of health concerns.

Material ρ (kg/m3) c (m/s) n
Water 1000 1500 1.00
ABS 1050 2250 0.67
Hexane 655 1203 1.25
Ethanol 789 1207 1.24
Merthyl Iodide 2280 978 1.53

Table 9.1: Material acoustic properties.

It is worth noting that despite Hexane having a slightly higher refractive
index than Ethanol, it achieves a longer focal distance compared to Ethanol. In
optics, a higher refractive index usually results in a shorter focal distance and a
higher focal intensity [18, 19]. However, mechanical waves behave differently than
electromagnetic waves, and as shown in Table 9.1, there are several parameters
that influence the focusing properties of the acoustic jet. The difference between
the refractive indexes of both Ethanol and Hexane is very low, and both lenses
are expected to achieve similar focal distances. Nevertheless, Ethanol has a higher
density compared to Hexane, which makes its acoustic impedance higher too. This
difference in impedance is the real cause behind the shorter focal distance and the
lower intensity level of the Hexane lens compared to the Ethanol lens. Therefore,
the density of the inner liquid must also be considered, as it modifies the acoustic
impedance of the lens resulting in variations on both focal distance and intensity
level.

Once the inner liquid has been selected, an interesting parameter which
could be used to achieve a finer adjustment onto the focusing profile is the op-
erating frequency. Figure 9.3 shows the variation of all acoustic jet parameters
against the operating frequency when the spherical lens is filled with Ethanol. In
the simulations, the incident pressure at the lens is not constant as a directional
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Material F (λ) IF FLHM (λ) FWHM (λ)
Hexane 5.42 0.248 3.085 0.757
Ethanol 5.33 0.339 2.893 0.715
Methyl Iodide 3.51 1.000 − 0.472

Table 9.2: Acoustic jet parameters of the different materials shown in Figure 9.2
(f = 250 kHz).
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Figure 9.3: Acoustic jet parameters as a function of the operating frequency. (a)
Focal distance (blue) and focal intensity (red), (b) FLHM (blue) and FWHM (red).
[ c©2019 The Japan Society of Applied Physics]

transducer is being considered. The transducer becomes more directional when
the operating frequency is increased, due to its bigger size in terms of the wave-
length. As can be observed from Figure 9.3, the operating frequency induces a
linear shift on the focal distance and has almost no effect over the longitudinal
resolution, which is determined by the FLHM parameter. The focal intensity in-
creases quadratically with the operating frequency, while the FWHM parameter
decreases also with a quadratic tendency, which translates into a higher lateral
resolution. Thus, the operating frequency could be used as a dynamic control
parameter to linearly shift the focal length.
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Figure 9.4: Simulated intensity maps for different δ values: (a) δ = 0, (b) δ = D/4
and (c) δ = D/2. All values are normalized to the maximum intensity, which in
this case is achieved when δ = 0. The frequency is f = 250 kHz. [ c©2019 The Japan
Society of Applied Physics]

In order to provide additional control on the acoustic jet focusing profile,
the effect of the lens geometry has also been considered [30–32]. When the lens
inner liquid is immiscible with the host medium, the geometry of the acoustic lens
can be dynamically modified by introducing a certain amount of the host medium
liquid inside the lens. Neglecting the thickness of the sphere, the resulting struc-
ture behaves as a truncated spherical lens, where the size of the truncated section
depends on the amount of host medium introduced inside the lens. The varia-
tion on the lens geometry can be implemented by attaching an input and output
connection to the lens container. The input connection allows the introduction
of the desired amount of host medium liquid, while the exceeding inner liquid is
evacuated through the output connection. This mechanism provides a dynamical
and fast procedure to modify the focusing profile of the acoustic jet.

Figure 9.4 shows simulation results for three configurations in which differ-
ent amounts of host medium liquid have been introduced inside the lens. The host
medium is water and the inner liquid is Hexane, an hydrocarbon immiscible with
water. As water is denser than Hexane, it occupies the bottom of the spherical
lens, while Hexane is isolated on top of the water layer. The directional transducer
is located in this case above the lens pointing downwards and the acoustic jet is
oriented vertically as shown in Figure 9.4. A design parameter, δ, depicted in
Figures 9.4(b) and 9.4(c), has been defined as the axial length corresponding to
the volume of host medium liquid inside the lens. As can be observed from Figure
9.4, when the spherical lens is truncated, the focal area is outspread, decreasing
the focal intensity while both the FWHM and the FLHM parameters increase their
values.
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Figure 9.5: Acoustic jet parameters as a function of δ. (a) Focal distance (blue)
and focal intensity (red), (b) FLHM (blue) and FWHM (red). f = 250 kHz.
[ c©2019 The Japan Society of Applied Physics]

Figure 9.5 shows the variation of all acoustic jet parameters against δ when
the inner liquid is Hexane and the host medium is water. The focal length varies
quadratically with δ with a local maximum around δ = 0.3. Besides, when the
δ parameter augments its value, that is when the truncated size becomes larger,
both FLHM and FWHM parameters increase while the focal intensity diminishes
almost linearly. Therefore, the variation of the lens geometry can be used to
dynamically soften and spread out the focal area of the acoustic jet.

An alternative control parameter would be the volume fraction, VF , that
is the ratio between the host medium volume inside the lens and the total liquid
volume (host medium and inner liquid). The VF parameter can be easily computed
and is related to the δ/D parameter through the following expression

VF = Vhm
Vtotal

= 3
(
δ

D

)2
− 2

(
δ

D

)3
, (9.1)

with Vtotal = Vil + Vhm, being Vil the inner liquid volume and Vhm the host
medium volume inside the lens.
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Experimental measurements have been carried out in order to validate the
configurable spherical lens. Figure 9.6 shows the experimental set-up, where an
underwater 3D automated positioning system with a spatial resolution of 1×1×1
mm3 is used inside a water tank. An Imasonic 250 kHz piston transducer with a
30 mm active diameter is used as emitter. A needle hydrophone from Precision
Acoustics Ltd., with a diameter of 1.5 mm, is used as receiver. The transmitted
signal is generated using a Panametrics 5077PR Pulser, whereas the received signal
is acquired and sampled using a digital oscilloscope from Pico Technology. The
measurement process is automated using a LabView program, which controls both
the robotic arm and the digital oscilloscope.

Figures 9.7(a) and 9.7(b) show simulated and measured intensity maps,
respectively, for a frequency of f = 250 kHz. Figures 9.8(a) and 9.8(b) depict the
longitudinal and radial cuts of the intensity maps shown in Figure 9.7. Simulations
are depicted in red, while the blue lines correspond to experimental measurements.
As can be observed from Figures 9.7 and 9.8, simulations and experimental mea-
surements agree very well, validating the use of these configurable spherical lenses
for underwater ultrasound focusing. As can be observed from Figure 9.8(a), the
measured focal distance (F = 32.00 mm) is identical to that simulated with the
FEM software. However, the focal area spreads out slightly in the experimental
measurements in comparison to the simulation results. Thus, the measured FLHM
and FWHM are 3.330λ and 0.847λ, respectively, which result in an increase of
13.07% and 18.69% compared to their simulated counterparts.
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Figure 9.7: Normalized intensity maps: (a) simulation results and (b) experimental
measurements. [ c©2019 The Japan Society of Applied Physics]

9.3 Discussion

In this paper, a configurable liquid-liquid core-shell mesoscale spherical acoustic
lens with a diameter of 6.67λ and a refractive index of 1.24 capable of providing
subwavelength resolution has been proposed. The choice of the inner liquid allows
a coarse control of the acoustic jet properties. Once the inner liquid is selected,
finer tunability can be achieved by shifting the operating frequency, which has a
significant effect over the focal intensity and the FWHM parameter. Moreover,
if the inner liquid is immiscible with the host medium, additional control on the
jet focusing profile can be provided by introducing a certain amount of the host
medium liquid inside the hollow sphere and thus, modifying the geometry of the
lens. An Ethanol-filled lens with an ABS shell has been experimentally character-
ized, showing good agreement with numerical simulations and providing a simple
method to achieve subwavelength focusing (0.847λ). It has also been shown that
the use of an inner liquid with a lower sound speed leads to an increase in lateral
resolution beyond the diffraction limit. Thus, this work opens new possibilities
to implement and design compact focusing/imaging systems with high resolution
and controllable focal distances, that can be appealing to numerous researchers
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Abstract

In this work, we present a configurable spherical lens for underwater focusing ap-
plications, which consists on a hollow ABS container filled with a liquid mixture.
Two miscible liquids with different sound speeds are required to implement this
novel configurable lens. We show that by adjusting the mixing ratio between the
volumes of both liquids, the sound speed of the liquid mixture can be accurately
selected. This results in a modification of the acoustic jet properties and a con-
tinuous tuning on the lens focal length. This procedure can be fully automatized
providing a dynamic control mechanism that can shift the lens focal length to
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any desired value inside a continuous range in both directions. Depending on
the acoustic properties of the selected liquids, subwavelength resolution or even
beyond the diffraction limit resolution can be achieved. We provide experimental
measurements for ethanol-water mixtures achieving subwavelength resolution for
a certain focal length ranging between 34.6 and 42.8 mm.

10.1 Introduction

Photonic nanojets have been a hot topic among the scientific community in the
past years due to its high focusing capabilities [1–3]. Nanojets can achieve sub-
wavelength or even beyond the diffraction limit resolution, also known as superfo-
cusing. In acoustics, analogous studies have been presented [4–6] and acoustic jets
have been experimentally demonstrated using a solid Rexolite sphere immersed in
water [7] and a liquid cylinder shell filled with perfluorinated oil and surrounded by
ethanol [8]. Some approaches to achieve acoustic subwavelength focusing include
acoustic metasurfaces with coiling-up space structures, Helmholtz resonators or
membrane-type structures [9–12]. Other alternatives based on Super Oscillatory
Acoustic Lenses (SOAL) [13] or ultra-compact planar metasurfaces have been im-
plemented with subwavelength slits [14, 15]. However, the manufacturing stage
of these kind of devices demands a complete 3D design and optimization of the
structure when 3D focusing is required. In this sense, spherical acoustic lenses are
simpler alternatives that can provide 3D superfocusing in the near field for a fixed
focal distance.

Having accurate control of the focal length and achieving subwavelength
resolution are important requirements in many acoustic focusing applications. In
this sense, acoustic systems with dynamic control of the focus are advantageous
over devices with a fixed focal length, since they can be adapted to operate in var-
ious application scenarios. Nowadays, conventional methods to control the focal
length are mainly based on either changing the geometric profile of the lens [16], or
modifying the properties of liquid crystals by applying an electric field [17]. On the
other hand, the devices capable of providing subwavelength resolution usually have
a significant diameter of at least several tens of wavelengths, which results in bulky
acoustic systems. With the introduction of acoustic jets, subwavelength focusing
is now feasible even with lenses with mesoscale dimensions (diameter to wave-
length ratio lower than ten). Mesoscale lenses involve the interaction of acoustic
waves with structures of intermediate scale, which are too small to be described
by traditional continuum methods. However, there are still no available systems
which can provide at the same time both narrow focusing and dynamic control
of the focal length while keeping compact dimensions in terms of the wavelength.
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Note that in reference [8] the diameter of the 2D lens was significant and did not
meet the mesoscale requirement. In this work, we present a spherical lens with
a diameter of 6.7λ capable of achieving subwavelength focusing with continuous
control of the focal distance and both longitudinal and lateral resolutions.

The spherical lens consists of a hollow container filled with an inner liquid
with certain acoustic properties. The sound speed contrast between the inner
liquid and the host medium provides the focusing profile of the spherical lens.
Thus, the lens focal length can be shifted by replacing the lens inner liquid with
another one with different acoustic properties. However, this procedure requires
to stop the focusing application during a certain amount of time while the lens is
being emptied, cleaned and refilled with the new inner liquid. Alternatively, a more
feasible solution would be to have a set of spherical containers with different inner
liquids that comprise a certain focal length range and could be faster exchanged.
In any case, this procedure would only allow a discrete set of focal lengths and
would not be a real configurable lens because it would still require the interruption
of the current application in order to modify the focal length.

Most liquid lenses employed for varifocal imaging are able to control their
focal distance by modifying their shape [18–20]. Here, we propose a different ap-
proach based on filling the spherical lens ABS container with two miscible liquids
of different sound speeds. Depending on the mixing ratio between the volumes of
both liquids, the sound speed of the liquid mixture can be accurately adjusted to
any desired value inside a continuous range, resulting in a shift on the lens focal
distance. Moreover, the procedure used to adjust the volume ratio between both
liquids can be fully automatized by connecting an input and an output port to the
hollow container and determining the type and amount of liquid that has to be
introduced to either increase or reduce the sound speed of the liquid mixture, thus
achieving an easy-to-implement and dynamic control mechanism to shift the focal
distance. Our approach presents two main advantages over other implementations
based on spherical lenses. First, it allows a continuous shifting of the lens focal
distance and moreover, it can be implemented as a dynamic configurable proce-
dure which does not require the interruption of the focusing application to modify
the properties of the acoustic jet. Thus, this method provides an additional degree
of flexibility for spherical lenses that has not been previously reported in literature
to the best of our knowledge. Experimental measurements for ethanol-water liq-
uid mixtures are presented, showing good agreement with numerical results and
demonstrating the viability of this type of lenses.
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10.2 Results

An acoustic jet can be characterized by its focal distance (F ) and its resolution in
both the longitudinal and lateral directions, parameters which specify the location
and shape of the jet [6]. In this paper, the focal distance is defined as the distance
between the center of the spherical lens and the location of the maximum inside
the focus. Longitudinal and lateral resolutions are determined by the full length
half maximum (FLHM) and the full width half maximum (FWHM), respectively.
Both FLHM and FWHM parameters measure the interval in which the acoustic
intensity is reduced to half of its maximum value in their respective axes. All
these three parameters depend on the refraction index of the inner liquid, which is
defined as n = c0/cm, being c0 the sound speed of the host medium and cm the
sound speed of the inner liquid. As stated above, when two miscible liquids are
used, the refraction index of the liquid mixture can be precisely and continuously
controlled by varying the mixture volume ratio between both liquids.

The spherical shell of the lens has a thickness th << λ and a diameter D.
This container is filled with an inner liquid mixture with density ρm and sound
speed cm. The lens is placed inside a water tank with density ρ0 and sound speed
c0 at a distance d from a directional ultrasound transducer. The inner liquid used
in this work is a mixture of ethanol and water. The mixture can be characterized
by the volume fraction, ϕ, defined as

ϕ = Vw
Vw + Ve

, (10.1)

where Vw and Ve are the water an ethanol volumes used to produce the mixture,
respectively.

Figure 10.1(a) depicts a schematic concept of the fully automated spherical
lens. As stated before, the mixing ratio between both liquids can be controlled
by introducing the correct amount of one of the substances through the input
connection and extracting the correct volume of the previous mixture through the
output connection. Figure 10.1(b) shows the acoustic properties of the ethanol-
water liquid mixture as a function of the volume fraction. This measures have
been used to obtain second order polynomial fits depicted as dashed lines, which
provide continuous characterization of the liquid mixture in the 0 < ϕ < 0.5 range.
As can be observed from Figure 10.1(b), the sound speed of the liquid mixture
is higher than that of both water and ethanol for certain ϕ values, ranging from
1174 to 1547 m/s for volume fractions between 0 and 50%.

In this work, the spherical lens has a diameter D = 40 mm and a shell
thickness of th = 0.25 mm. The thickness of the spherical container is a parameter
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Figure 10.1: (a) Schematic concept of the fully automated lens and (b) acoustic
properties (density in blue and sound speed in red) of the liquid mixture against
the volume fraction (ϕ). Experiments (squares) and polynomial fits (dashed lines).

that affects the generation of the acoustic jet and can be optimized for a certain
inner liquid using FEM simulations. However, when dealing with liquid mixtures,
the optimum container thickness is different at distinct volume fractions, and
therefore, the whole range of volume fractions should be considered to determine
the overall optimum thickness. The working frequency is fixed to f0 = 250 kHz.
Acoustic jets are generated using spherical lenses with diameters between 3 and
30 wavelengths. Under this assumption, the working bandwidth of the proposed
lens would be ranging from 110 kHz to 1.12 MHz, approximately. This operating
bandwidth can be further shrunk due to additional limitations such as the emitter
transducer bandwidth. Figure 10.2 shows the acoustic jet parameters as a function
of the volume fraction computed using the FEM model described at the Methods
section. The properties of the liquid mixture of the FEM model have been obtained
from the polynomial fits depicted in Figure 10.1(b). The volume fraction ranges
from 0%, which corresponds to pure ethanol with a refraction index of nm = 1.269,
to 20% (nm = 1.1). In Figure 10.2, squares represent numerical results, whereas
dashed lines represent the corresponding polynomial fits. Figure 10.2(a) depicts
the focal distance for the spherical lens as a function of the filling fraction. As can
be observed, the focal distance follows a smooth quadratic tendency that increases
with the ϕ parameter and allows a fine and continuous control of the focus location.
Figure 10.2(b) depicts the longitudinal (blue) and lateral (red) resolutions against
ϕ. As can be observed from the figure, both parameters present a similar quadratic
dependence on the ϕ parameter than that of the focal distance. This means that
as the volume fraction increases, the resolution of the lens is reduced in both
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the longitudinal and the lateral directions. Moreover, Figure 10.2(b) shows that
if subwavelength resolution is required (FWHM< 5.96 mm), the volume fraction
has to be lower than 9% approximately.

Figure 10.2: Simulated acoustic jet parameters vs. ϕ: (a) focal distance, (b)
FLHM (blue) and FWHM (red).

Therefore, the simulation results depicted in Figure 10.2 can be used to
obtain the required volume fraction in order to achieve a specific focal distance and
resolution. With this information, an automated mechanism could be implemented
to adjust the volume fraction of the mixture as shown in Figure 10.1(a).
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Figure 10.3: Measured normalized intensity maps: (a) ϕ = 0.00%, (b) ϕ = 6.30%
and (c) ϕ = 9.09%.

Experimental results have been carried out in order to validate the proposed
method. Figure 10.3 depicts the measured intensity maps for three different vol-
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ume fractions. Figure 10.3(a) corresponds to pure ethanol (ϕ = 0.00%), while
10.3(b) and 10.3(c) correspond to ϕ = 6.30% and ϕ = 9.09%, respectively. Sound
speed and density values for these volume fractions have been obtained from the
polynomial fits shown in Figure 10.1. Each map is normalized to its maximum
intensity value. As can be observed, there is a focal displacement in the acoustic
jet, and the focal distance increases with the ϕ parameter. Moreover, the focal
area spreads out in both longitudinal and lateral directions, as expected from the
simulation results shown in Figure 10.2.

Figure 10.4 depicts the focusing profiles for the three volume fractions that
have been previously considered. Figure 10.4(a) shows the three computed focus-
ing profiles for comparison purposes, while Figure 10.4(b) shows three separated
plots with the experimental measurements (solid lines) and the simulations results
(dashed lines) at each volume fraction. As can be observed from Figure 10.4,
the pure Ethanol lens with ϕ = 0% provides the shortest focal distance with the
highest longitudinal resolution, while the ethanol-water mixture with ϕ = 9.09%
achieves the longest focal distance with the lowest resolution. The ϕ = 6.30%
configuration provides intermediate values for both focal distance and longitudinal
resolution.

Figure 10.4: Focusing profiles at r = 0: (a) simulation results and (b) experimen-
tal measurements (solid lines) compared to their simulated counterparts (dashed
lines).

Figure 10.5 depicts the transversal intensity cuts at z = F for the three
volume fractions that have been previously considered. Figure 10.5(a) shows the
three computed transversal cuts for comparison purposes, while Figure 10.5(b)
shows three separated plots with the experimental measurements (solid lines) and
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the simulations results (dashed lines) at each volume fraction. As can be observed
from Figure 10.5, the pure ethanol lens (ϕ = 0%) achieves the highest lateral
resolution providing the narrowest focal spot with a measured FWHM of 5.1 mm,
which corresponds to 0.856λ. The ϕ = 6.30% lens provides a measured lateral
resolution of 5.638 mm (0.946λ). Finally, the ϕ = 9.09% configuration shows the
lowest resolution, with a FWHM of 6.293 mm (1.056λ). These experimental re-
sults agree with the numerical simulations, and demonstrate that spherical lenses
filled with ethanol-water mixtures can provide subwavelength resolution for a wa-
ter volume ratio lower than 9%, achieving a continuously tunable focal distance
ranging from 35 to 43 mm.

Figure 10.5: Transversal intensity cuts at z = F : (a) simulation results and (b)
experimental measurements (solid lines) compared to their simulated counterparts
(dashed lines).

Table 10.1 shows the acoustic jet parameter simulation and experimental
values for the three volume fractions previously considered. As can be observed
from Figure 10.5 and Table 10.1, FEM results are in good agreement with exper-
imental measurements. The lowest focal distance is achieved when the spherical
lens is filled with pure ethanol (ϕ = 0%), and corresponds to a measured value
of F = 35.25 mm or F = 5.91λ. The focal distance is shifted to 40.25 and
44.25 mm, when the volume fraction is modified to ϕ = 6.30% and ϕ = 9.09%,
respectively. Lateral and longitudinal resolutions also exhibit similar tendencies
with ϕ, increasing their value quadratically as the volume fraction augments and
showing a linear dependence with the focal distance. Lateral resolution is below
the wavelenght for both ϕ = 0% and ϕ = 6.30% achieving FWHM values of 0.86λ
and 0.95λ, respectively. These results demonstrate that the dynamic control of
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the liquid mixture sound speed allows a continuous shift of the focal length, while
the lateral resolution can be kept below the wavelength for a certain focal length
range.

ϕ (%) F (mm) F (λ) FLHM (mm) FLHM (λ) FWHM (mm) FWHM (λ)

0.00 EXP 35.25 5.91 20.61 3.46 5.10 0.86
FEM 34.59 5.80 20.03 3.36 4.91 0.82

6.30 EXP 40.25 6.75 26.03 4.37 5.64 0.95
FEM 38.83 6.52 24.91 4.18 5.39 0.90

9.09 EXP 44.25 7.42 31.45 5.28 6.29 1.06
FEM 42.80 7.18 32.00 5.37 5.95 1.00

Table 10.1: Measured (EXP) and simulated (FEM) acoustic jet parameters for
different ϕ values.

10.3 Discussion

Spherical lenses filled with liquid mixtures provide a continuous and dynamic con-
trol mechanism to adjust the lens focal distance, while maintaining a good lateral
resolution. By shifting the volume ratio between both liquids, all acoustic jet pa-
rameters can be accurately tuned. A configurable spherical lens filled with ethanol
and water has been experimentally characterized, measuring its acoustic intensity
map for three different volume fractions. Simulation and experimental results show
good agreement, demonstrating the performance of these lenses, which present
a significance advantage over conventional single liquid spherical lenses, and are
very appealing for many acoustic applications, such as acoustic microscopy. The
lateral resolution is kept below the wavelength for a certain volume fraction range
between 0% and 9%. This lateral resolution could be further increased, going
beyond the diffraction limit, by selecting two different miscible inner liquids, such
as ethyl iodide and ethanol, with the requirement that one of these liquids (ethyl
iodide) presents a higher sound speed contrast with the host medium. Numerical
simulations show that a pure ethyl iodide lens can achieve a lateral resolution of
0.42λ, which is beyond the diffraction limit. Thus, this work opens new possi-
bilities to implement higher resolution compact acoustic systems with continuous
tunability of the main focusing parameters of the jet.
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10.4 Methods

10.4.1 Numerical Model

The acoustic pressure generated by the spherical lens has been numerically calcu-
lated using a Finite Element Method (FEM) model and the commercial software
COMSOL Multiphysics. The numerical model is implemented as a 2D axisymmet-
ric problem, because both transducer and spherical lens present rotation symmetry.
The spherical container is made of ABS plastic with thickness th = 0.25 mm and
diameter D = 40 mm. The directional transducer has been implemented as a
pressure condition at a distance d = 340 mm from the ABS sphere with a = 15
mm being half the active radius of the transducer. The working frequency is fixed
to f0 = 250 kHz, which provides a diameter to wavelength ratio of D/λ = 6.7.
A radiation condition is established at the boundaries in order to emulate the
Sommerfeld radiation condition and avoid reflections. In order to consider the
elastic properties of the solid ABS shell, the FEM model implements the acoustic-
structure multiphysics interface. ABS has been modelled as a linear elastic material
characterized by its Young’s modulus (Es), Poisson’s ratio (νs) and density (ρs).
Figure 10.6 depicts a schematic diagram of the FEM model and Table 10.2 shows
the properties of the different materials used in the simulation.
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Figure 10.6: Schematic of the FEM model geometry and boundary conditions.

Material Properties
Water ρ0 = 1000 kg/m3, c0 = 1490 m/s
Ethanol ρm = 793 kg/m3, cm = 1174 m/s
ABS ρs = 1050 kg/m3, Es = 3 GPa, νs = 0.35

Table 10.2: Properties of the spherical lens materials.
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10.4.2 Experimental Set-up

Experimental measurements have been carried out in order to validate the nu-
merical results. The experimental set-up consists of a 3D automated positioning
system immersed in a 1 × 0.5 × 0.5 m3 tank filled with distilled water. A nee-
dle hydrophone with a diameter of 1.5 mm and −4 dB bandwidth ranging from
200 kHz to 25 MHz is employed as receiver. The hydrophone is fixed to a pro-
grammable robotic arm, which can move in any of the three spatial directions with
a resolution of 1 × 1 × 1 mm3. An Imasonic directional transducer with 30 mm
of active diameter and a working frequency of 250 kHz is used as emitter. Figure
10.7 shows a picture of the experimental set-up. The spherical lens is attached to
a filament to keep it in place.
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Figure 10.7: Experimental set-up.
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Conclusions

The aim of this thesis, as stated in Chapter 1, was to further develop the appli-
cation of FZPs in the ultrasound domain and to investigate spherical liquid-filled
lenses to generate tunable ultrasonic jets, expanding the use of this kind of acoustic
lenses in FUS applications.

11.1 Summary

First of all, Chapter 1 presented a brief introduction to the main applications of
FUS in both industrial and biomedical fields, and a discussion of the main methods
employed to achieve acoustic focusing. Although phased-arrays are a very flexible
approach to generate reconfigurable focusing patterns, they can be very expen-
sive and bulky, which can be limiting in certain FUS applications. In this sense,
acoustic metasurfaces and 3D printed holographic lenses appeared as a disruptive
technique to design cheap and easy to manufacture acoustic lenses, capable of
achieving complex pressure fields. However, metasurfaces and holographic lenses
can be difficult to design, and often require performing complex time-consuming
3D wave propagation simulations and using optimization algorithms. Therefore,
in some scenarios, simpler structures are preferred over more complex approaches.
In this sense, FZPs are a very appealing choice, as they provide good focusing
performance while keeping an easy design process and planar geometry. More-
over, spherical lenses capable of generating ultrasonic jets are emerging as one of
the most appealing options to provide high-resolution beams for near-field FUS
applications. Chapter 2 described the main theoretical equations and numerical
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methods used throughout this thesis to calculate the pressure fields generated by
FZPs and spherical liquid-filled lenses. The Rayleigh-Sommerfeld technique is used
to calculate the pressure field generated by diffraction at FZP lenses, while the
ASA method is employed for propagating 2D pressure maps. For more complex
simulations with multiphysics couplings, such as those required to analyze ultra-
sonic jets, FEM simulations are performed using COMSOL Multiphysics. Then,
Chapters 3 to 6 extended the use of FZPs, adapting their design to the ultra-
sound domain and presenting a new beam modulation technique to control the
ultrasound focus. These Chapters are related to objectives 1 and 2 of this thesis,
established in section 1.3. Then, Chapters 7 and 8 demonstrated for the first time
the application of binary sequences to modify the focusing profiles of FZPs in the
ultrasound domain, which is related to objective 3 of this thesis. On the other
hand, Chapters 9 and 10 presented a new design of spherical liquid-filled lenses
capable of controlling the main focal properties of ultrasonic jets, demonstrating
their use in near-field ultrasound focusing scenarios, which is related to objective
4 of this thesis.

Chapter 3 introduced a novel design technique to compensate the distor-
tion introduced by ultrasound piston transducers, widely employed in ultrasound
applications. In the far field, the pressure field generated by a piston can be de-
scribed as a point source that generates spherical waves with a specific directivity
pattern. This directivity pattern presents a main lobe and several secondary lobes.
These secondary lobes introduce a π-phase shift to the generated pressure wave-
front. If this π-phase shift is not compensated, the focusing profile of the lens
is severely distorted, as the outer Fresnel regions of the lens illuminated by the
secondary lobes introduce a destructive interference at the main focus of the FZP.
In this sense, we introduced a new design technique, based on phase correction
rings (PCRs). A PCR consists of skipping a Fresnel radius at the region where
lens is illuminated by the secondary directivity lobe instead of the main lobe. This
skip introduces an additional π-phase shift that compensates that introduced by
the secondary lobe of the directivity pattern, therefore avoiding the destructive
interference at the FZP focus. Experimental results were presented, showing a
150% increase at the focal intensity when a PCR is employed.

Chapter 4 presented a design technique capable of achieving a bifocal fo-
cusing profile using a combination of two conventional FZPs. The method is based
on designing the inner Fresnel regions of the lens to achieve a focal distance F1,
while the outer regions of the lens are designed for a distance F2 > F1. The
combination of F1, F2, and the design frequency has to be optimized such that
the phase of the focusing profile of the inner and outer regions do not interfere
destructively neither at F1 nor at F2. Experimental and numerical results were
presented, showing very good agreement, demonstrating the use of this design
method and expanding the capabilities of FZPs in FUS scenarios.
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Chapter 5 developed a theoretical analysis of the transient response of FZP
lenses. Due to their planar geometry, FZPs present a transient state, as the time
of flight from the lens to the focus is longer for the outer regions (longer propa-
gation paths) than for the inner regions (shorter propagation paths). Therefore,
the lens only achieves a steady response after a transient state, when all the re-
gions contribute to the main focus simultaneously. If the pulse duration is shorter
than the transient state duration, simulations showed that the lens would exhibit
degraded focusing performance in terms of focal intensity and axial and lateral
resolutions. Thus, the transient state should be considered to achieve optimum
focusing parameters when using short ultrasound pulses.

Chapter 6 introduced a novel technique capable of modulating the ultra-
sound beam of a conventional FZP in both space and time. The technique is based
on the linear focal distance dependence on the operating frequency, meaning that,
for a given FZP, the focal distance is shifted closer to the lens when the operat-
ing frequency is reduced from its theoretical design frequency, and shifted away
from the lens when the operating frequency is increased. Therefore, it is possible
to create a custom waveform of contiguous rectangular pulses with frequencies
and amplitudes calculated to provide focal spots with the desired acoustic intensi-
ties and focal distances, at specific times and in the designed sequence, therefore
modulating the response of the lens in space and time. Experimental results of a
two foci and a three foci configuration were presented, showing excellent agree-
ment with numerical results and demonstrating the feasibility of the modulation
technique.

Chapter 7 analyzed the use of Cantor fractal binary sequences applied to
a conventional FZP to modulate its focusing profile. These binary sequences are
used to decide whether a Fresnel region is activated or not. It is shown that, if the
governing binary sequence is a fractal Cantor set, the lens presents a multifocal
focusing profile with interesting self-similarity properties. Two Cantor lenses were
manufactured, one with a central transparent region and other with a central
pressure blocking area. Due to the directional behaviour of the piston transducer,
the Cantor lens with the transparent central region achieved a higher focal intensity
level compared to the central pressure blocking design. It was numerically and
experimentally demonstrated, for the first time in the ultrasound domain, that
Cantor binary sequences are an excellent approach to extend the capabilities of
conventional FZPs.

Chapter 8 showed a new acoustic lens design based on applying a M-
bonacci binary sequence to the different regions of a FZP lens. This kind of
M-bonacci lenses provides bifocal focusing profiles with two equal intensity foci.
The ratio between the two focal distances is fixed, and it depends on the type of M-
bonacci sequence. When m = 2 (which corresponds to a conventional Fibonacci
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sequence), the focal ratio is 1.618, which is directly related to the golden mean,
while when m = 3 and m = 4 the ratios are 1.192 and 1.078, respectively. In
addition, a new distortion parameter is introduced, γ, which allows to shift the
focal distances of M-bonacci lenses from their constrained theoretical distances.
Experimental results were presented, demonstrating the feasibility of the approach
for ultrasound focusing applications.

Chapter 9 introduced a new acoustic lens design based on a liquid-filled
spherical container that can generate subwavelength ultrasonic jets. Depending
on the inner liquid, the main focusing parameters of the ultrasonic jet can be
controlled, such as the focal distance and the axial and lateral resolutions. Exper-
imental results for an Ethanol-filled ABS container with a diameter of 6.67λ were
presented, achieving a lateral resolution of 0.85λ and demonstrating the potential
of this kind of devices for near-field ultrasound imaging applications. Numerical
simulations also showed that liquids with a higher speed of sound contrast with
water are capable of generating ultrasonic jets with lateral resolutions beyond the
diffraction limit.

Finally, Chapter 10 developed a novel design technique based on liquid
mixtures capable of continuously tuning the focusing parameters of the ultrasonic
jet. The spherical lens consists of a thin ABS container, filled with a mixture
of ethanol and deionized water. Depending on the mixing ratio, the acoustic
parameters of the mixture can be accurately tuned (i.e. its speed of sound and
density), and therefore the main properties of the ultrasonic jet can be controlled.
Numerical and experimental results were shown, achieving a focal distance range
between 34.6 and 42.8 mm while keeping lateral subwavelength resolution.

11.2 Main Conclusions

The main conclusions of this work can be summarized in the following main points:

• The influence of the transducer has to be considered during the design
process of acoustic lenses. In particular, when using FZPs, the directivity
pattern of the transducer produces severe distortion on the focusing profile
of the lens, resulting in reduction of the focal intensity and resolution. To
compensate this distortion, PCRs should be employed to compensate the
phase shift introduced by of the secondary lobes of the directivity pattern.
This is related to objective 1 of this thesis.

• It has been experimentally demonstrated that multifocal focusing profiles
can be achieved using monofocal FZP lenses, either by combining two con-
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ventional FZPs or by applying binary sequences that control the activation
of the different Fresnel regions of the lens. When combining two FZPs with
different focal distances to generate a bifocal lens, the axial phase profile
of each FZP has to be considered in order to achieve an optimum bifocal
profile. Using binary sequences provides a new degree of flexibility to tra-
ditional FZP lenses. In particular, it has been shown that Cantor binary
sequences provide interesting multifocal profiles, and M-bonacci sequences
are able to generate bifocal profiles in the ultrasound domain. This is related
to objectives 2 and 3 of this thesis.

• The linear dependence of the focal distance on the operating frequency can
be used to increase the versatility of FZP lenses. A new spatio-temporal
beam modulation method that takes advantage of this linear dependence
has been presented, demonstrating that the position of the ultrasonic fo-
cus generated by a conventional FZP lens can be controlled in both space
and time. The intensity level of each focus can be individually tuned, as
well as the duration of the pulse and its order in the multifocal sequence.
This further expands the potential applications of FZPs in both NDT and
biomedical scenarios. This is related to objective 3 of this thesis.

• Liquid-filled spherical lenses can be used as a very flexible tool to generate
ultrasonic jets. Changing the inner liquid of the spherical container modifies
the acoustic properties of the lens, and therefore allows to control the main
properties of the jet. In addition, if the inner liquid is a mixture of two
substances, the acoustic parameters of the jet can be continuously tuned by
changing the mixing ratio between both liquids. This is related to objective
4 of this thesis.

Future work could include using multilevel 3D printed FZP designs instead
of conventional Soret FZPs made of brass or other acoustically opaque materials,
which would increase the power efficiency of this kind of devices while reducing
their manufacturing cost and time. The influence of other types of binary se-
quences on the focusing profiles of FZP lenses could also be explored, as applying
binary sequences to the different regions of an FZP has proven to be a very pow-
erful tool to modify the focal properties of the lens. In addition, designing 3D
printed acoustic holograms with focal parameters that present linear dependence
on the operating frequency could provide a new degree of flexibility to this type
of lenses, as spatio-temporal beam modulation techniques, such as that presented
in this work, could be applied to dynamically modulate the ultrasonic beam.

In summary, this thesis devised new design methods and applications of
FZP lenses in the ultrasound domain, compensating the distortion introduced
by ultrasound transducers, extending their focusing capabilities with new spatio-
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temporal beam modulation techniques, and applying binary sequences to shape
their focusing profile. In addition, spherical liquid-filled lenses were presented as a
fast, simple, and tunable method to generate ultrasonic jets, which are becoming a
very appealing tool for near-field imaging applications. These results, I hope, can
pave the way for simpler yet versatile and powerful ultrasound focusing systems.
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